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Board finds no
sexual assault
I

l

By Chris Pollet and Stephen

Room 127 in Hamilton-Smith Hall was packed_wtth people this _w~ek for sexual ~ssault he~rings,.
(Peter Tamposi photo)

Student plunges frolll
8th floor Stoke wiridow

By -Frank Moore

other possible drugs. Results
Authorities are continuing will be released next week.
the .investigation of the death
According to Ackman, Norof freshman Michael T. Norton, ton was discovered on the
who died from an apNrent fall grouqd adja,ent lO ; th~, Jong
from the_eighth floor otSto~e -., wing of Stoke Hall at- approx. Hall. Medical examiners sa'id , fimately eight a.m. hr r-hree
the death appears tO have been pledge members of Phi Kappa
accjdental.
.
-,T heta fraternity.
I
· Norton, a 19-year-old philo"They ( the three pledge
sophy major, was pronounced members) ran over to the house
dead upon arr iv a 1 a t and woke my roommate and I
Wentworth-Douglass Hospital up because we're both nationally
at 8,:40 a.m. Saturday.
registered EMT's (Emergency
Ted Ackman, Editor of UNH Medical Technician)," Phi Kap- News Bureau, said that no pa Theta President Bruce
alcqhol was found in Norton's Twyon said.
_
blood. Blooq, tests were perTwyon said he ran over to the
formed _this week at a facility unclothed Norton and imme- ,
outside New Bampshire for diately checked for a pulse a_nd

began to administer Cardio
Pulmonary Res us·ci tat ion
·(CPR).
"I had one of the pledges call
the,, pqlice while I .,co1:ninued
C:(?R until my roommate Jeff
(Morgan) at/rived t;o assist· ih
two-man CPR;" Twyon said.
~ According to Twyon, Durham
Police arrived within a few
minutes and-assistedTwyon ar:id
Morgan. Durham rescue and an
EMT ambulance arrived shortly
and transported Norton to
Wentworth-Douglass Hospital.
According to a hospital spokesperson, Norton was pronour -::ed dead upon arrivaL
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they knew slightly. Upon seei_ng
Meli~i
her they dropped their-pants,
John Fox and Chris Spann and "as we do all the time, as a joke,"
Gordon Williams were found Fox said.
not guilty of sexaul assault in
All three went to the girl's
the Judicial Board hearing Wed- room where they engaged in
nesday night . Spann was also small talk for a tir.ne, according
found-guilty of lewd and inde.:. to testimony . Leaving, they
cent behavior: Both were sent- decided to write a note on Linda
enced to a semester's suspension Black and Laura Trask's memo
beginning June 1st.
board.
Gordon Williams was found
"It said,'We came down to
not guilty of all the charges visit you in our boxer shorts,
brought against him by the John and Gordon,' or something
University; violating rules con-· like that," Williams said.
cerning respect for_ others,
They then went to the l9ng
indulging in lewd and--indescent wing at -a pproximately 2:30
behavior and acting i)i concert a.m., and encountered "Sarah"
to violate University rules.
in the hallway."She appeared
· The Board reached its deci- to be reading someone's memo
siori after three hours of delib- board," Fox said.
eration on the fourth night of
S~e told them tha,r_ she was
hearing testimony. Its rationale - lookrn& for Scot~ J<Slernberger,
was based on the testimony' of . ~ccordrng to W illtams. ~hey
the three defendants.
rnfor_med her that he lived
Fox e~plained the reasoning across the hall from Fox. ·
for all three testifying. "This
As they a!l ~alked d?wn r_he has been the first opportunity hallway, Williams noticed her
that we have had to tell our shirt tail sticking ou~ of her
side" Fox said. "We want the zipper, according to testimony.
truth to come .:>ut· it's been Williams said he proceeded .to
unfair l-lP ril oow." _.'
_
gi,v_e the shirt tail t_wo:or three
Ac,c otding_Jo the testimony short tugs, to which rhey aH
given, Fox, Spann, and Williams laµghed. .
_ . , _.
had been at the Wildcat on the
According to Williams, before
night of February 19th, with a going in~.? his room, Fox said
few friends. They left at closing t~ Sar~~, C~p I have a hug good
and proceeded back to Stoke m_g~t. , which she gave ver_y
Hall
wdlmgly. Then he asked_ her_if
Fox and Williams headed he could have a good night kiss,
back to Fox's fourth floor room which she gave willingly,'' Wilwhile Sparin went to the fifth Iiams said.
floor.
"I knew I wasn't going to go
~ According to Williams res- in," Wiliams added. "Obviously
· timony, they saw - a 'female
resident o~he fourth floor who ASSA ULTS, page 17

Problems over
board hearings
By Stephen Melisi and Chris
Pollet
"This has been a profound
experience," Dan Garvey, Assoc.
Dean of Student Affairs, said
at the beginning of the fourth
and final installment of the
recent Judicial Board hearing.
The case of University ,v.
Williams, Fox, and Spann has
been a major judicial event, as
Garvey alluded to, and has beeµ
plagued by problems during, and
prior to, the actual hearing
which ended late Wednesday
night.
According to a Strafford
County Superior Court Order,
''This particular case has been
complicated to some extent by

the conduct of two Student
Judicial Coordinators in the
Dean of Student Affairs office,
Terry Ollil~ anc;l William
Thompson."
Gordon Williams' student
adv-iso:r, David Rowe discovered
a comment reportedly made by
Ollila in early March, regarding
the defendants; "I want to see
these guys ·strung up by· their
b.ills," according to the court
order.·
This called into question her
impartiality in the c.ase, as one
of her responsibilities is choosing the members of the Judicial
Appeals Board.
Rowe, according to the court

BOARD, page 14

,,, The New Hampshire was not pubiished
Tuesday May 5th because of a computer
failure. Apblogies are extended from the
· entire editorial staff.
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Stoke Hall is one of the tallest dorms on camp~s from which freshman Mi~heal Norton fell
to his deatb;i ~·amrday mornina:. (Stu Evans photo)
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UNH dating bound to pick-up
By Kelly Briggette
I don't want an everlasting
thing
I don't care if I see you' again
so grab your coat
and honey tell your friends
you won't be home .. .
you won't be home .. .
you won't be home .. .
Tonite I'm· Yours
Rod Stewart

1

•

Jean said, "dating hardly exists
;it all, unless you're in a relatiunship. And then it's not
dating, it's just spending time
with somt'--' nt' you have already
chosen to be C1., , 11mitted to. It's
not spending time \\ ith someone you're interestea '. 'l , in
hopes of getting to know the~- that jllst .doesn't happen."
._What does happen, is pickups. Pickups at frat parties,
pickups at off-campus parties,
.
One of my housemates went pickups i'n bars.
Cara, a senior communication
on a real date this semester, her
last semester, her first real date . . · major, said the reason college
Her date asked her out ahead students are not dating is beof t ime, to the movies. He cause they see it ·as unnecessary
1
picked' her up, in a car, and and-stressful.
"First of all, on a one-on-one
dropped her off. .When he·
leaned across the seat to kiss date with som·e one, I fee.I obher goodnight, 'she quickly ligated or pressured to have a
opened the .door and ran into good time. But at a party, I can
the house. Wh-y? Not because always sneak away to friends
her date was physic•ally repul- and forget the guy I'm interested
sive, or simp\y not her ~rpe. But in. Because a party is such a
because she had the• sudden casual atmosphere, I don't feel
• realization that in all her fou'r guilty if things don't work out,
years at the Unviersity of New I haven't destroyed an entire
Hampshire, she has never been evening, I can still salvage the
stone cold sober the first time nigh tby partying with my
friends ."
she has kissed a lite.
And at a party, the possible
But Jean is not alone. She, like
many seniors at the UNH, will rejection can be buffered by a
loud stereo, a crowded room,
,, raduate from college with very
18
Jt/tle experience at the rituals and perh~ps·. the effects of
o da_ting. She will, however, like alcohol. On a dare the possible
.many seniors, have a lot of rejection is painfully obvious.
"After ·a week of studying and
ex_perience at what is, the dating
game at UNH, the pick up scene going to classes, the last thing
I want is to have to worry about
of the 80's.
. "There is no dating scene;,, ·. having a date for the weekend.

I want to relax and have fun with
my friends and because dates
are so rare, they're taken seriously, probably too seriously.
I don't want to be serious on the ·
weekend," Cara said.
Many senior men agree. Jeff,
a senior TKE brother-, has ·only
·been on a few dates during his
time at UNH, but he's .picked
up more women than he can
remember.
"If I ask a girl out on date, she
thinks I'm in love with her or
something. She looks at me
thinking 'Why is this guy in a
fraternity, who can meet girls
all the time, asking me out on
a date .. God ..he must be in love
with me or something.' So I
hardly e;ver ask girl.s out on
dates, I don't need that preli- minary -bullshit where she
thinks this is going to turn into
the relationship of our college
career, when r_eally all I wa.9-t
is to get to know -her because
I think she's interesting," Jeff
·
said.
So what do Jeff do if he's
interested in someone?
'TU try to go to a party that
I know she will be at, and then
I try to have interesting or
intelligent conversation with
her, but it's not easy."
"It can be really ha-r d sometimes," ,Jeff pauses and sighs.
"I mean sometimes I just pick
up some girl because I'm horny, Here's at least two people who could find a date. (Peter Tamposi
. and I have no intentions of this
photo)
DA TE, pag~ 16

NEWS IN BRIEF
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from
Hart withdraws
.
campaign

Casey, ex-CIA director
dies, along with answers

Reagan knew about Contras

Tomorrow, former Colorac,lo Gary Hart will ·make
an announcement that he is withdra:wing from the
presidential campaign. His decision came five days
after a neyvspaper story said he was involved with
the Miami woman, Donna Rice in his Washington
townhouse. Hart has denied the story but as ·a result
of his plummeting standing in the polls over the
last few days, he decided to withdraw from the
campaign.
Rodger McDaniel, Hart's Wyoming campaign
manager, confirms the decision, saying the news
is "pretty shocking."

The death of former CIA director, William J.
Casey will not hinder the investigation said members
of Congress and aides. Casey has been criticized
about his affairs with the Contra scandal because ·
his role in the affair has been much greater than
first expected.
Casey had been suffering with a cancerous tumor
and had prostate cancer. He testified last Nov. before
, the Senate Intelligence Committee concerning the
US arm sales to Iran. But the next day he was
hospitalized. He died the morning after the Senate
and House / select committees spent months
investigating the Iran Arms sales.
Sen. Warren B. Rudman (R.-N.H.) Vice-chairman
of the Senate Select Committee said that some of
the details may have died with Casey but nothing
that is too significant.

Retired Air Force Maj. Gen. Richard V. Secord
said that while he had no proof, he believes Pres.
Reagan knew about the diversion of Iran~an money
to the rebels in Nicaragua.
He,.,.said his opinion was based on conversations
. he had .'with high-level government officials
in~l~ding the former head of central intelligence,
William J. Casey, two former presedential national
security advisers and Lt. Col. Oliver North.
The president has repeatedly denied knowing
about the funds and investigators are tr'ying to
determine if a number of laws have been broken
(by arming the Contras) at a time w.hen US military
.aid was prohibited.

Two guilty _in
slashing of
model
Darren Norman and Steven Bowman were
convicted Wed. of slashing and disfiguring model
Marla Hanson's face with a_ razor blade in a dispute .
over a $850 rent deposit. Norman and Bowman
were hired by Hanson's former landlord.
The incident was said to take place because Hanson
spurned the romantic advances of Steven Roth,
· the former landlord and was earlier convicted of
masterminding the attack.
Norman and Bowman were convicted of firstdegree assault and face as much as 15 years in jail
·
at their sentencing June 8.

•

Breast cancer tied
with ·alcohol
Two ~ajor studies have found that even moderate
alcohol consumption is associated with an increased
risk of breast cancer.
A woman who-has one drink or more ·per day
is at ?-bout 1.5 times the risk of a non-drinker, a
50% increase. If a woman has a half a drink a day,
she has a 30% increased risk.
Those woman who have less than three drinks
a week, have no increased risk: These studies were
published Thurs'day in the New England Journal
of Medicine. ·
Breast cancer is the leading cause _of cancer deaths
for woman. Amer-ican women face a one-in ten
chance of getting breast cancer.
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Three gi;-anted teache rawar ds

mathematics for a qecade--the students in a classroom, said
By Beth Ineson
past four years at UNH. S.he also Lee. "Teaching is working with
Their ability to inspire both · has taught at Mount Holyoke , students, working b~side them.
students and faculty colleagues College and St. Paul's School. For-me, it's giving them knowlhave earned three UNH pro- She recieved her doctorate in edge that I love so much:"
"Getting this award is a very
fessors the -· Alumni Associa- mathematics education at UNH
nice feeling. I love to teach so
tion's 1987 Distinguished Teach"' in- 1980.
She says that her reaching it's a satisfying and encouraging
.
.
ing Award.
· UNH assistancp·rofessor of philosophy centers on making thing to be recognized for it,"
.
mathematics Joan Ferrini- students participants. "Just by he said.
Menge has taught at UNH
Mundy, associate professor of asking questions they become
botany Thomas Lee,. a-nd edu- engaged. And when someone for 40 years. A graduate of
cation professor Carleton does ask a question, I want the Springfield Co-Uege, he earned
Menge, were presented with _ answer to come from another master's and doctoral degrees
award certificates and a $1,500 student. I don't want to appear in educational administration
cash prize the the university's like I'm the great mathematical at the University of Chicago.
"It's like the old saying, 'I
honors convocation last Sunday._ source of wisdom."
Lee has taught l3otany at don't teach a subject; I teach .
· The award was established
. in 1980 by the Alumg_i Associ- UNH for seven years. He did s_tudents,"' Mepge said. "When
ation ·to recognize exceptional his undergraduate work in forest you teach a student it's always
teaching by university faculty. biology at the State University a different situation, a different
Nominations and recommen-. of New York; received a mas- problem, a different way of
.
dations are sought from th'e . ter' s in Botany from the Uni- learni_ng."
As well as recieving the
· entire university community; versity of Alberta; and' a docfinal selection is made by a torate in botany from the award, Menge celebrates his
70th birthday this month. 'Tm
committee of students, faculty University of Illinois.
"Teaching is more than stand- encouraged. Every semester I .•
members and alumni.
Ferrini-Mundy has taught ing in front of a group of enjoy teaching more," he said. ,

Lucas ~may assum e
human ities directo r

Studen ts-gran ted

.

award s by senate
The · Hood Achievement
By Beth Irieson
'The annual Student Senate Prize, honoi'ing the senior man
·· Awards, recognizing outsta:nd- who has, shown the greatest
potential through character,
i ing students at the University,
scholarship, leadership, and
·were announced this week.
The Jere A. Chase Service usefulness, was given to Gregory
i
:· Aw~T9, honoring the graduati9g Steele.
, senior who has displayed out- ~, The University Women's
., standing student service to the Award ~ honoring the senior
University, was given ~o Melissa women who ha,ve proven their
value to the student body
Bulaong andJay M .. kblondi.
. 'Twas flattered," Bulaong through scholarship, self-help,
said. 'Tm glad that all the wor:k leadership, and loyalty, was
I've done for MUSO has ~een given to Barb.a ra A. Cerreta and
Barbara Connole. . recognized."
Cerreta, this year's student
Ablondi has been very active
with the student senate, and has body vice president, sai_d she was
just completed his term as excited that her hard work with
the senate a,nd other activites
studen·t body president.

-----

Professor Carleton Menge won UNH's Distinguished Teaching
·
Award. (Craig Parker photo)

No official decision yet-

BARBARA CERRETA
was recognized.
_ 'Tm really happy-about get. ting the award," Cerreta said.
'Tve worked hard all four years
and tried to do my best for the
students. I'm really psyched."

By Julia E. Lux
Even though· the search for
a director for UNH's Center for
the H~manities still continues,
there is some light at .the end
of this .ongoing, academic tunnel
·· acco~dirtg · to David Andrew,
, chairperson of the arts department and the search committee
for th_e director's position,_.
Andrew said there are two
more applicants being cons-ide red at this time in order to
replace Dr. Robert Fuller, who
accepted and then declined the
offer: ·
Dr. George Lucas, a professor·
of philosophy and the current
chairperson of his department
at Santa Clara University in
California, and who is currently
teaching as a visiting professor
at Emory -University in Atlanta,
Ga., was selected as one candi_date by the search committee.
The other possibility is John
O'Connor, from the National
Humanities Center located in
North Carolina. However, he
soon dropped out of the candidacy after being offered a dean's
position in New Jersey.
· Lucas gave a public lecture
on Wednesday at Murkland
Hall. In attendance were all the
members of the search ,c ommittee, Vice Presidenr-Hersh, and
Dean Palmer. "From what I
understand, P_rof. Lucas ·g ot
quite favorable response," said
Andrew. .
Enhancing his qualifications
for the director's position, Lucas
has an ex~ellent scholar and
teaching record as well as pro-.
viding the search committe_e
with impressive recommendations said Andrew. However,
he said, Lucas' r~al crowning
glory stems from his role as part
creator of the Ethics Institution
at Santa Clara.
It was Lucas' giant administrative task which sought tne
interdisciplinary conglomera· tion of numerous departments
withing the Santa Clara University system and "is analogous
to what we are trying to do here,
within our own humani-ties
program," sajd Andrew.

a

Faculty and students had a chance for informal conversation
Williamson Ha,l on ;Monday. (Craig 'Parker photo)

.

A factor der{oti_n g Lucas'
fundraising qi,p~p-ility is t~at
he was able to gener~te a sum
of $250,000 through his own
fundraising eff6rts to promote
the Ethics Institute, making it
clear to the ' search committee
that he _is capable of fulfilling
all the necessa-ry requirements
for the job.
Even though "he is strong in
all the necessary areas for
qualification," said Andrew,
-"Lucas does not have the position just yet." ·
The next step will be for the
-search committee, administra, tion, faculty ; and Lucas.' future
home department of philosophy
to reach a positive concensus
on Dr. Lucas. "My guess is that
the offer (for the d.ir.ector's
position) will be made, and it
will be done within the next
couple of days," said Andrew:
Both Lucas and O'Connor
were taken from a list of twelve
possible candidates. "There was
a short list of candidates an9 ·
a lor:ig list," said" Andrew. '_'The short list was comprised· of
Fuller and the other select
candidates, C. Karelis, L. Roberts, Carol Green and Andrew
McClean, whe~eas the long' list
,
had twelve."
' Andrew and the search committee decided to concentrate
on Lucas' possibilities after they
realized that the other four ·
candidates who were formerly
chosen did not have the fundraising anad administrative
qualities sought for this position
"even though they all had the
scholar,ly qualities," said An• drew, as were ·def iµed by the
search committee.
"The Humanities Center is
going to make- a difference at
the University," sa-id Andr_e w.
"It will enrich and extend all
interdisciplinary course offer::
ings as well as provide faculty
with time to do their own
~esearch. The net result is that
they will do a better job o:f
teaching and make the curriculum experience vastly richer
for both the University and the
state of New Hampshire."

.o ·N THE SPOT
(
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What do youth inkof the non-re newal
policy ?. Will it help .the Unive rsity
commu nity? ,

"I agree with it as long as the
students have been ~g'ive-n a
warning about their pos sibl~
·expulsion."
Laura Azevedo
Freshman
Undeclared

'-'I think it's good because
·sometimes the Judicial Board
isn't as effective as it should be."
Adam Black
Junior
Communications

.

(

"If you live in a dorm you should
be able to do what yuu .want
within reason. You ,have to let
go ! omewhere."
Lisa Beliveau
Freshman
Undeclared

"It's probably for the best of the
dorm environment. When students get out of hand they tend
to encourage others to do the
same." .
Jeff Swift\
Sophomore
Political Science

'

COASt-KA'R·1~VAN
MEANS:
TRANSPORTATION
AND ·SAVINGS
Why Drive Your Car When
· You Can Commute

Free of Charg~
Commuting by Car
Even 15 miles each day
5 Days a Week
Costs $15.00 per week* ·
·
$60.00 per month*

Save

$60.00 each month
and Commute on
Coast Kari~Van Buses
GO c·oAST
and SAVE
. * Based on 20¢ per mile

·

Transportation Building • · UNH • Durham, NH 03824 • 862-2328

·

·

·. ·

· .

··
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.Drugs, an overlooked prOblem · _ · - ~..
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By Nancy C. Charest

environment is -roo accepting
they now do it_openly with littl, Spring Chiidren's Theater Event-"Matt and Lulu." Hennessy
Jim looks uncomfortable as of drug use and it is not conduor no opposition or disapproval.
Theater, Paul Arts, 9:30 a.m. Through May 9.
he sirs at a table discussing his cive . to recovery. However, . Cady says that cocaine is
Lacrosse-vs. Verm.ont. CoweH Stadium, 3 p.m ..
business, as he calls it. He often alcohol is s-rill, by far, the biggest
becoming socially acceptable
runs his hand through his dark, problem." ,
because peop_le enjoy doing it
.
Galleries Rec_e ption:c 1987 Senior Bachelor of Fine Arts
short hair and constantly adjusts
The Student PULSE Commitand there are no obvious, im.
the collar of his Levi denim tee, sponsored by the Division
mediate, bad effects. Doing · Exhibition reception.
jacker. He pulls out a pair of dark of Student Affairs, conducted cocaine forms a' bond between _ Art Galleries, Paul Arts, 6-8 p.m,
sunglasses, puts them on and a poll of oved00 UNH students . pe9ple who do it together-they
jokes about protecting his iden- to obtain their perception of get high aQ4 talk, forming deep
SATURDAY, MAY 9
tity. Jim is a student at UNH - drug tise and related iss~es on
ties, or so diey think in t_his
and he is also a drug dealer:
campus. 74% of the re-ti,~ intoxicated state. Students trse Bas·eball-at Northeastern Univ.
Jim is a member of the Greek ants said that they had used
the drugs for a variety of reasons
Lacrosse-vs. Alumni Game. Cowell Stadium, 3 p.m.
system who deals exclusively drugs. 2 3 % of those who had from celebrating to es~aping
in cocaine. He -makes no pre- tried drugs did so just to be stress.
A Night of Russian Humor- Room 110, Murkland, 7:30 p.m.
tenses as to- why he sells drugs;
sociable. 54% of the respondAccording to Ca,.dy, who
he wanes the money. He has no
ants said that they are concerned . claims to know a few drug
SUNDAY, MAY 10
qualms about the effect the
that ·people they know might dealers, 10 ounces of cocaine are
drugs have on the users-he says
become dependent on drugs but on campus at any giv~n time. - MUSO Film-Double Feature: "Play if Again Sam," 7:30 and
" that they are all old enough t<f on1y 4% are concerned that they He says that dealers forrh a tight
10:45 and "Purple Rose of Cairo," (5:00 and 9:15 p.m., Strafford
know what they're doing. His
Room, MUB, students $2; general $3. .
might become drug depepdent-. knit circle and that there are
only fear is getting caught and
what Dr. Hart calls the "It CaQ,'.t only 30-.40 minor dealers on
MONDAY~ MAY 11
thrown. out of the university.
Happen To Me" syndrome. campus with n'o major ringlead/
"I run my business to make
31 % of those who used drugs er. Cady says that at one party
Outdoor
Track-at
Northeastern
Univ
..
a profit. My prices aren't oursaid that their use has decreased he attended, $1700 of cocaine
nfg~ous but they're not cheap.
since coming to UNH but Dr. was sold and that a dealer selling ,· Thompson School Final Exams begin.
- I run a lot of risks and that's
Hart pointed our that this did 1_/2 ounce of coc'aine and 1/2
what I charge for. I like my
not hold true with cocaine use pound of marijuana a week
Musical Theater and Dance Showcase-A ''Two-Theater"
snorts car..I like to have nice
which increased.
earns between $400 and $500.
review of this semester's student work in musical theater
cloths and be able to take girls
and theater dance (jazz, tap). Proceeds to benefit Jeaq Mattox
· Paul Cady is a ~tuden't repDebby is a junior. at UNH.
out to fun places and have a good
Dance Scholarship and Theater Resources for Youth. Musical
rsentative w the UNH Drug She freely admits that she uses
Theater: Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts, 6-7:30 p.m. and Theater
time. With my course load, I
· cocaine, although only on the
Advisory Committee. He
Dance: Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8:..9:30 p:m., $1 each
don't have time for a job and
dressed the symposiurr:i on- the weekends. Sl{e comes from a
1
-vhat job OI). campus can pay me
students' perspective of the well ~to-do areas of Massa~ . program at door.
th1.) kind of money?" Jim says. - availability of drugs at UNH. chusettes and says that she gets
TUESDAY, MAY 12
Jim N9n't say how much he
Cady is a member of the Greek the money for the drugs fn;>m
makes on che amount of cocaine
system and says that in frater- the spending money that her
Baseball-at Southern Maine Univ.
he sells. He simply says that he
nities and other social situations, parents give her. She feels no
makes enough to keep him
cocaine is becoming more ac- guilt over spending their money
Last Day of classes
living in a style that he enjoys.
ceptable. Wheras a few years on cocaine-she says that they
Mobay Lecture-"Sefaration and Characterization of MicroHe says that he sells mainly to
ago people hid in closets during
molecular, Colloida , and Particulate Materials by Field-Flow
parties in order to_do cocaine, D~UGS, page 11
other members of the Greek
Fractionation," by Dr. J. Calvin- Giddings, Univ. of U rah.
system and that they can afford·
Room L103, Parsons, 11 a.m.
to pay the prices he charges.
"These guys are all here
Balomenos Lecture-"Where are Mathematics Application·s
thanks to Mom and Dad. y OU
of Mathematics, and Technology Going and What Does This
iivi-~\'11111,,.
.....
know, the kind that got the
Mean for the Universities?" by Henry Pollak, formerly of
Camero for a graduation presAT&T Bell Laboratories. L103, Parsons, 4 p.m. Discussion
62
JwA,i
.
·
SHOP
·
..
~-----....---"_
_
--to follow with Pollak, Gian-Carlo Rota of M-IT, and Philip
. enc. Their parents write out a
l<E-r STREET, PORTSM0\J1't'
Davis of Brown University.
check to pay for tuition. If they
want to do coke, they just go
"'.,
Relax cit the private hot fub room. rentals
down to the bank and zap out
CALENDAR INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO"'
• Showers Dressint Aree.0114 Steree In loch 100111 • . · ' ·
a couple of hundred from the·
•Towels & Hoir Dr.yen furnishell • Juices & Dispos■III' lothinq S;its Aniloltle• '
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES. ROOM 322. MUB
machine. It's no problem for
• "
L1 I . • I • • •
them," says Jim.
The New Hampshire (\USPS 379-280) is publis~ed and distribu~ed semi- :
• -I •
" Jim says that his conscience
·.
I I
•weekly throughout the _acade~i_c year. Our offices are located _rn R~om
151 of the Memorial Union Budding, UNH, Durham, ~.H. 03824. B~s11;1es~.
does not bother him. He £eels
I
•
I 20
0• · •
Office hours: Monday - F'riday IO am - 2 pm. Academic year s~bscnpuon.
that if he weren't selling these
.
. . .
• • lllllil,IAIII--.U
• ••
• hcluded
-• •'"' .. ' . -ds
;24_1,o Third dass postage paid at Durham, NH 038_24. A~v':msers should
people drugs, somebody else
IISUYATIONS IECOMMENDED
431-0994
. check their ads the fiist day. The New Hampsh1r~ w1ll 1~ no case be
would and he might as well be
·responsible for typograph•,:al or other err~rs, but will repnn~ that ,P~rt
of an advertisement in which-a typographical error appears, _if nouf~ed
the one making the money. He
· immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to !he N_ew Ham~~h,re,
has tr'ied cocaine once before
0,. , 2 -....... 'ti 2 , ... ""'·· ftl. & Sat. 801050587
151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824 . 10,000 copies printed per issue
(let•..,.,,.,_, '
he started his business, but he
by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine.
didn't like the effect and prefers_
cold beer. He says he doesn't
like mixing business and pleasure.
People who sell drugs confirm that there are 30 to --40
dealers on campus. Cocaine is
.:
Ogunquit Summer Hotel.
a common recreational drug on
the UNH campus despite the
:
Salary and tips., f_ree room.
fact that the University admin: Call (207)646-8801 or write to
Mr. David DeBassio
is tra tio n and Durham Police
•
Box 697
believe . that there is not a drug
:
problem. They continue to place
Ogunquit, ME 03907
emphasis on the alcohol prob;
(Include dates available and phone number)
lem while virtually ignoring to
growing use of_cocaine.
Dr. Paul Hart, hall director
of Babcock House and member
of the UNH Drug-Advisory
Committee, emphasized the
attitudes of the community and
Jenkins Court•_ 868-7031
society at large when discussing
the drug problem. He says that
activities offered by the university can make -a difference if a
student is going to do drugs. If
electronically typed
there are alternate activities,
the student will choose these
inste;d of drugs. He feels that:
is now available at
many freshman experience bq,redom before they find activities
to fill their time and turn to
typing, 25 resumes, matching sheets,.envelopes
drugs.
· "Environment influence drug
revisions made easily w / our 1 yr. memory storage
use in the community," Dr. Hart
• says. "Activities offered can
make a difference if a student
Open 8:30-5:30, Mon-.Fri .
...
is goipg tq. use drugs. The
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OTICES
ACADEMIC

REGISTRATION OF PRE-MAJORS FOR COMMUNICATIONS: Students who are preparing to
declare the communications major should register
at Room 212, Paul Arts, during the following times:
-Thursday, May 14, 9:30 a.m . to noon and Friday,
May 15, 10 a.m. to noon.
CAREER

CAREER PLANNIN G- WORKSHOP: Last one
of the semester! Not sure where your career is
~eaded? Small group workshop is 1esigned to help.
Assess your skills and interests. Wednesday, May
6, Room 203, Huddleston, 4:30-6:30 p.m. Sign up
, in Room 203, Huddleston.

EXA_~ STRATEGIES: Sponsored by Non Traditional Student Center. Presepted by T ASk .
This workshop will teach you to organize your
thou~hts and answer all those essay questions in
the time alloted and to take multiple choice and
true-false exams with more confidence. Monday,
May 11, Underwood House, 3-4 p.m.
BALO MENOS LECTURE: Sponsored by math dept.
"Where Are Mathematics, Applications of Mathematics, and Technology Going and What Does This
Mean for Universities." by Henry Pollak, formerly
of AT&T Bell Laboratories. Tuesday, May 12, Room
Ll03, 4 p.m .Panel discussion to follow with Pollak
Gian-Carlo Rota of MIT, and Philip Davis of Brow~
University. Free and open to the public.
HEALTH

GENERAL
1

LOST AND FOUND SALE: Articles that the Off ic e
of Student Activities, has accumulated from the
Lost and Found Dept. will be on sale. -Wednesday,
May 6, Front of Grafton Room, MUB, 9 a.m . to
3 p.m.
AUDITIONS FOR THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOT ABLES: If you are interested in singing with
the Notables, attend the informational meeting
on auditions on Wednesday, May 6, Room M219,
Paul Arts, 7:30 p.m. If unable to attend call Colleen
Sprague, 868-5527 for more information.

The f~llowing events are sponsored by Health
•Education Center, Health Services: SAFE RIDES: A free service that provides UNH
stud_er:its tr~nsportation home instead of driving
or ndmg with those who are under the influence
of al~ohol and/or other drugs. Friday and Saturday
·
evenmgs, 10 p.m. to 2 a.m., call 862-1414
AL- ANON MEETING: Individuals affected by
another's use of a'lcohol or other cfrugs are welcome.
Mondays, Wolff House, noon to 1 p.m.

PEACE VIGIL: A gathering of concerned people NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS MEETING: Indito discuss viewpoints and upcoming evcmts ~ viduals concerned about their drug use are welcome.
Tuesdays, Wolff House, 6-7 p.m.
Thursdays, T -Hall flagpole, 12:30 p.m.
PIZ~A FOR L~NCH BUNCH: ~?me spe nd a · NOTICEINFORMATIONMUS TBESUBMITrelaxmg ~unch w1tJ1 other Non-Tradmonal Students TED TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIY.
every Friday_. Underwood House, noon to 1 p .m. ITIES ROOM 322 MUB . (Ob serve d ea di·mes
,
,
($1.00 per slrce).
on proper forms)

ews Writers Wante
The Maine Diner, Rt.I in Wells, is now
accepting applications for these positions:
Line Cooks
Prep Cooks
Positions include Housing!

at

Survey points out .
students afrAIDS
By Beth Ineson

out, and 16 percenc said thay
would ignore it.
Karen Astheimer, a junior
English major, said that education has a lot to do with
people's reactions to their roommates. "If people were ~ducated
enough they would know they
can't just catch it," she said. "If
· The World University Times my roommate had it I would just
is a nationwide student news- ignore it."
Matt Davis, a senior, said, "I
paper and is published by the
Collegiate Association for the wouldn't i:nove out on a roommate, but I definitely wouldn't
,
Research of Principles.
_
The survey was done on 20 ignore it. "
According to the survey, 97
cam puses across the country by
person to person contact with percent believe that there
950 students. And although it should be AIDS education in
doesn't claim- to be scientific, public schools, and 5 3 p~rcent
believe it should begin in junior '
it does indicate trends.
The survey found that 87 high school.
Davis isn't sure how much
percent of students feel that
other students with AIDS . education should be provided
should not be required to leave about AIDS. "It's hard to know
the university, and 77 percent what's right for which people,"
feel that AIDS testing should _ he said. "For some people, what
not be mandatory for new it is and how you get it can be
students. However, 75 percent plenty . I don't think you-need
feel that there should be man- to know everything about it,"
Davis said.
datory tracing and notification
"I think we need more eduof past sexual partners of AIDS
cation and less controversy ...
_victims.
more constructive ed'u cation,"
At UNH, students seem to
Astheimer said.
agree with the results of the
Another question on the
survey. The question, "Wh~t
would you do if you found out· survey fa "Do you agree with
that your roommate had · the assertion that AIDS is God's '
brought the most re - judgement against an immoral
nation?" 84 percent of the
~1-'vu;,c;. nu;ura1ng to the survey,
students surveyed said they
47 percent of students said that
they would report him or her disagreed with this. Astheimer
to campus health authorities, ' said, "AIDS is a biological fact,
37 percent said t~y would" move ' not a spiritual judgement."
According to -a survey by the
World University Times, 90
percent of the college students
surveyed think that AIDS · (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome) will significantly a1ter
the sexual lifestyles of people
·
_
in this country.
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Love Children? ~
• • ' \ ,- 'f ~~-- t.,llc"b
N ee d T u1t1on r ~J,__

c~-"~

t.c

The New Hampshire
Call (207)646-4441 mornings.
Ask for mar,ager.

......-.•-···················----········································· You have probably heard
Are You Planning mahy horror stories about
finding an apartment in
To
Manhattan. "Movin·g to
On Relocating
Manhattan-a relocation hand~ook" t_ells
?
·
Manhattan
what you need to kriow abou_t
you
•
_
_

Cheerful , Hardworking, Nonsmoker, needed as mother's
•· ~helper. Sept. '87-~ept. '88
NYC area
, Call 914-273-8351'

.............. .........

--------._--------11'!"---------■

I

•·I
I
I
I
I

apartment hunting in the Big Appie. "Moving to Manhattan" gives
you an _in.sider's lo_ok at Manh-attan'-s neighborhoods. It tells you about
the safetv of - these neighborhoods, and explains leases, subleases,
rents, rent laws, cooperatives, condominiums, deposits, tranportation,
and types of buildings in detail. Our handbook gives you sound
advice on how to go -a bout canvassing .neighborhoods. Also, we
have the latest listings on new residential properties in Manhattan.

-------~----------------------------------·
.

.

NAME
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY 1
STATE
ZIP
Send t he ·above coupon with a $4.00 check or money order (shipping
and handling · included) to: Moving to Manhattan Co., 496 LaGuardia
Place, Suite 337, NYC, NY 100 12.
Make c hec k or money order p ayable to t he Moving Manhattan Co.

-.I
I
I
I
-I.
I
I
I
I
I
I

Portsmouth Outlet

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Hiring Paint-ers to work in the _·1
) Seacoast-Area

I

Portsmouth - Hamptc:m -Rye-Exeter

Earn $S.00-$7 .50 plus -incentives

CALL: 1-800-346-4649
full-time summer work near the beach
no experience necessary

I
I
I
I
I

.,
I

I
I
I
I
I
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·raise s
Wall-a-thon
buck sfor charity
.

' ·... .

·,

~

--.

.

'

By Kim Donavan .They placed fishbowls on
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity each end of the wall, and if a
tried something new ·this year person did not dolilate at the
when pising money for the beginning of the line, by the
Muscular Dystrophy Associa- time they had walked .the length
tion. On Sunday, the fraternity of the wall, the A TO brothers
held a Wall-a_-thon, 't he first ·had convinced them to donate
to the bowl at the end. Accordfundraiser of its kind.
Derek O'Grady, social service - ing to O'Grady, one gentleman
, director for ATO, - was ap- who walked by and put a dollar
proached by Ro~mary Hen - in the fishbowl told the broth- ,
dryckx of the MDA this past ers, "I wouldn't W?nt you guys
March. She asked ATO to have · to sit o·n the wall all day for
some kind of.fundraiser,~n d she nothing."
Between the 40 or 50 guys
.helped provide spo·nsors and
food for the event, which was that were on.the wall, they knew
the second annual A TO fun- many of the passers-by, and
draiser for Muscular Dystrophy. · through fast talking ~nd a few
The originalplan was to have guilt trips, the brothers con~
Everyone likes to sit on the wall pn MaiQ Street, but ATO br?thers sat on the wal~ all day
vinced them to donate too .
.1 Walk-a-thon, but O'Grady was
"The students in general were l~st Sunday to earn money for charity. (File photo)
to think
inspired by his brothers
1
of something that required less great," O'Grady said. If they
effort, and the Wall-a-thon was· were not donating the change
created. The ATO brothers were they had left from buying ice
sponsored to ~it on the rock wall cream uptown, they donated
in •front of the fraternity house whatever change they had in
fo ri four hours on · Sunday. their pockets.
"The tough part w_as getting
O'Grady said, "It was .not much
people to stop," ATO brother
work, but a lot of fun."
The wall-a:.thon, which most- Adam Friedman said, "but the
ly consisted of, tanning, reading people were very willing to give
papers, eating hotdogs and once they were approached by
· handing out MDA pamphlets, the brothers."
Friedman, in the last hour of
_ ran from noon until 4:·00pm.
The event raised $650 to $700 the wall-a-thon, brought out his·
for the MDA. Each person was six-foot tall inflatable Godzilla;
responsible tor ra1srng at least as a device to make people
$10.00. Most brothers raised $10 donate.
"Godzilla played a big part
to $20, and a few were in the
in the fundraising," Friedman
$30 to $40 range.
"We got a gn;at response said. "I used him as a marketing
from the public," O'Grady said. tool. We s-tood on the sidewalk,.
Hotdogs, rolls, and Pepsi were and. woui'dn't let people pass
unless they donated money, he
donated by local merchants.
",fhey were intended to be sold said." .
Altogether the l?rothers had
to raise more money, but most
people did not want tq,r hotdogs, a productive day.
"It went well this year," said
and were happy to just donate.
The hotdogs and Pepsi were O'Grady, "We may do it again ·
next year;"
used mostly to keep the brothers
·
from moving off the wall.
Members of TKE. rolled a keg from Concord to Durham last week-end to raise money for

·

charity. (Peter Tamposi photo)

.TKE hold s keg roll to fight Musc ular Dyst roph y
I

1

'This brings the total amount
By Teresa Dudek
of money donated to charity
Nine sweaty Tau Kappa Ep(from TKE) in the past year to ·
silon (TKE)"brothers muscled
over $1500," senior Fritz Habea keg to their fraternity on
nicht said. "We're very proud
Saturday, May 2, but this time
of that," sophomore Shaun.
the keg was empty.
Hekking added.
The brothers rolled this keg
Munroe believes Tau Kappa
against another to Tau Kappa
Epsilon's involvement- with ·
Epsilon at Keene State College.
The road race began at the State charity boosts the fraternity's
House in Concord, including· public image. "Donating money .
approximately 40 n:iiles for each to -charity builds a good image
. for the fraternity among the
team.
The UNH chapter seized the / community;" he said. "The
victory and raised over $300 fraternity is interested in help.
.
from sponsors for the Muscular ing the community."
Munroe and his fraternity
Dystrophy Association.
One sponsor, Budwdser's support the Muscular Dys-= .
New England distributors, supp- trophy Association because of
' lied UNH's spetially designed a national responsibility. ''We
keg. The keg sported .i push bar, picked that as a charity because
like that of a "lawn mower and it's a national fraternity and we ·
foam to assure a smooth roll. feel it's -a good cause," he said.
Although this is UNH'.s seBudweiser also provided a van·
for transportation and ;non- cond year in the keg roll, the
alcoholic beverages to . weary · keg roll .competition started at
college campuses around five
fraternity brothers.
Rob Farquhar, a junior and years ago, according to Munroe~
the vice presideqt of Tau Kappa He described the event as . a .
Epsilon, organized ;Budweiser's . · "tradition among frateinities."
sponsorship and coordirn1ted · Some participants in the keg

.donations to the Muscular Dys- roll _stated their desuiptions of
. · the event. "(It .felt) li~e we.
trophy Association. ._ .·.
Accor-ding to Rick Munroe;: reached the wall and got over
a junior and the president of Tau . it ... It's extremely satisfying,"
·
· ·
Kappa Epsilon, his_ fraternity Hekking said.
"There was challenge -set
· holds two charity fundtaisers
before us and we met that
a semes~e.r;-.

a

challenge and conquered it,"
sophomore Steve Govoni said. .
"It was really satisfying, when
people were driving by and
honking the horn in. support of ·
us," sophomore Dave Thompson said.

Hekking believes the keg roll
competition exposed Tau Kap. pa Epsilon in a favorable light.
"It shows we have more on our
minds than partying,' ' he -said.
· "We're conscious of charity in
the community."

Thompson conveyed the
pride of Tau Kappa Epsilon.
"When it comes down to helping people, I think this house
is one of the most ·responsible
at raising money," he said.

MUB CAFETERIA .
IS OPEN
-DURING 'THE SUMMER!Open from 8 a.m. 'Iii l:30 p.m.
.

. l

.

StQp by iOr breakfa'stOr lunch·.
and have .- some·· delicio'u s ,grub~ ·
O's qui-c k, conveni ent, ·and the
pnce 1s right!
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PENGUIN LUST
White T-Shfrt
Qty. _________ Size(s)_

ORIGINAL BILL THE CAT
Lt. Grey T~Shirt
/

_

_

White Sweatshirt
Qty .___________ Size(s)_ __

"'"'

PINGUIN LUST -

Qty.__ _ Size(s),_ __

-opus u.

Grey T-Sh irt
Qty. _________ S1ze(s) ___ __

<

White Sweatshirt
Qty _ _ _ Slze(s)_ ____;,,__

· Wh ite Sweat shirt
Qty.__ _______ . Size(s)_ ___ ___ _ . _.

HEAVY METAL OPUS
White T-Shirt .
Qty.___ __ __ Size(s) ____·____ _
White Sweatshirt
Qty· ---=--- Size(s)_ _

_

BILL 'N OPUS
Black T-Sh irt ,
Qty. _ _ _ Size(s)__ _

f7HhlK.

1/{lfefOKe,

STEVE DALLAS White T-Shirt
· Qty, ·
Size(s) _ _, _

fAM.

·J

,

),-

\

OLIVER WEND~LL JONES .
Beige T-Shirt
Qty. _ __ Size(s).~-- -

BLOOM COUNTY BABYLON
NEW BILL THE CAT
Lt. Grey T-Shirt
Qty. _ _ _ Size(s),_ __
White Sweatshirt
Qty.
- Size(s)_ _

_

All Shirts
50/50 Cotton/Polyester
Allow 4•6 weeks delivery ~or personal checks.

"The newest collection - 5 years
of strips in paper:
back - personally

signed by B•~•
Breathed. Exclu-

sively from Guy Glenn
Graphics

STARSHIP -ENTERPOOP
- White T-Shirt
Qty._________ Size(s)_ __

White Sweatshirt
Qty~ -- Size(s),_ __

_
- ·

List Price S12.95
Plus Postage $1.50

CO residents add 4.1 % sales tax.

Qty._
._

_ _ VISA · _ _ MASTERCARD -_ _ EXP. DATE
NUMBER· _ _ _ _ _ ___,___ _ _ _ __
NAME_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
SIGNATURE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
SHIP TO: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Tees: S; M, L, XL -$12.45-ea. postpaid
Sweats: M, L, XL · - $22.45 ea. postpaid
MC, Visa, money-Orders· OK.

~

MAIL TO:
GUY GLENN GRAPHICS _
DEPT. :B ·!5
P.O. BOX 3953
EVERGREEN, CO 80439-3430
(303) 674-8667
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Minis shuffle to SavoyTrufUei -- ·
By Teresa Leav_itt

·

!~e

·

:

:

area surrou?difl.g t_he ment, a jello eating contest, a th~re were many people p la~ing :
mini dorms was f 1lled with - water balloon toss, and a slow · fnsbee and hacky sack, or :Jus.t ■
music on Saturday afternoon . tenspeed race where the winner relaxing on the 'g,ras'.s ·a nd lis- :
The-applause that followed each was the person who fook the tening to the music. .' .,
•
song was enough to tell any .. longest to go around the mini
Bad weather, which has put :
..
.. a damper on past Mini Fest~., : _
passers_-by that this _was not jus~ - .dorm_cfrcle._
another stereo blasting. The . ·Po1_11-ts were aw~arded t0 t~~ . was not. a probJem this y.e ar-. • .
music, provided by the band .,vinners of-.eachevent;·and i:he.se . And,:although there were fewe·r :
Savoy Truffle, was being played were totalled at the end of the activities, some people thought :
for the .Mini Fest.
day to dete.rmine overall that the festival itself was more •
Over 200 people from around winners. Richards.on House of a success.
the U~•_JH ~a1!1-pus, turned C?u~ won the first place prize of $50,
"!~ere are more people, an~, ::
for the Mrn1 Fest, the mrn1 followed by Hall House and . defrnuely a lot more energy, •
dorms' fourth annual spring then Marston, winning $30, and said Lorie Kovachi, resident of :
festival. It began Friday night. $20 respectively. The monies Hall House-. "Everybody's hav- •
with a dance hosted by Marston will go into house funds.
ing a great time," Kovachi said. :
House, the theme of which was
Along with the competitions
·
:
the Love Boat.
Eaton House provided th~
music for the festival.
,·
The band Savoy Truff!~, mad_e
up_
of Dave Gerard, Brian D1..
on·ne, Ned Chase, and David
Baily, · was one of the .m ain
attractions of the Mini Fest. .
There were many people danc-
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THIS SUMMER. ~,
WORK AV.AILABLE
UNTIL OCTOBER 1

;:
', •
•
:•

·

-

1•
:
:
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.•

GO E·s·T· :

::

We are now hiFing in anticipation of ·a · busy
summer. Wt! will be adding many full .and part
time employees for the summer· and year round
positions. These jobs will go fast, so do not
delay! Apply in person Monday through Friday
from · 9AM to 5PM. Contact Mr. Lane, the store
:~t~aie;Do~:,~~:~re yourself an exciting position

------
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PLAN NOW FOR A GREAT SUMMER
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Ma ke $ 14 8 1 a month .

:·

C all for an interview

=

749 9578-

:

i.ng to their music, which was
McDONALD'S
:
mostly covers of popular rock
~
•
■
49 Gosling Road
and roll songs. ·
.
MC~nar5
NEWINGTON
:
"They can get anybody danc~
O'>
•
:
ing," said Chris Lee, a resident
:
·
..
•
"E
Please,no telephone calls. An Equal Opportunity EmplQyer.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·••••••,•• ■••••••• ■
o f . E aton :H ouse.
_veryone },~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
starts hopping when they pl~y,"
Lee said.
Mary Faucher, the ·,Special .
Interest Housing Coordinator,
worked with a commit.tee made
up of p~ople froµi all of 1:he mini .
dorms .for six weeks to~organize
the Mini Fest. Each dorm was· ·
in char-ge of an ac~ivity: ·, 9 a.m. to 3 p.rri. From Hilton's Dock
Halt House was i-n charge of
Newburyport, MA q1 950
·
special early sea.s on prices to UNH stud~nts with ID
publicity and they sold 't-shins;
Hall Bouse ·resident Lynni·e· ·
April 25, May 2, May 9,· May_10
Stedman designed the shirts.
"OriginaHy/' Faucher said,
"the Mini Fests were planned
Normally $20.00
to bring more people from other
parts ,of the campus to the
minis." There were many students from around the campus
taking_ it in. But while outside ,
involvement is still the intent,
it is' n-o longer the focus. "The
idea of the Mini Fest is to k.eep
the m:ini dorms together," said
Kim Parker, a member o.f'"t he
mini dorrh council.
·
One of the ways the Fest
helped promote community
spirit· among the six sma ll
dorms was staging rounds of
competiJions throughout the
day. Dan Nortp of Sackett
Metro Coast to Coast sweat .tops
Reg :_ $34.00 now $14.00 to $17.~0
Hous~ and Darryl Glendye. of
· Richardson House were in
charge of organizing the events,
t·a ke $5 ·off a-11:women.'s jeans priced froni $10.00 to $36.90- include~ suspender jeans and
including ~. volleyball tourna-

WHALE .WATCH
:tvfarine biologist-i~d cruise~
from Newburyport, Mass.

1

.NeW En_gland Whale Watch
~J7-465~7165

END Of SGHOOL HOVING Oll1 SAU5 AT

.

.I

I

Write news

I

nd sports

jean overalls.

St. Michel·cotton overails reg. $42.00 now $29.00
cotton jumpsuits by Metro ~eg. $30.00 now $16.00

I

r:nen's Hobie swimwear re.g. $26.00 now $15.90

I
for{

tube sox reg. $2.79_n9w 3 for $5.00
OP .corduroy shorts reg. $25.00 now $18.90
'AH Levis 20% off
All Generra tops ·20% off
All sweat shirts $1.00 off now $9.00-$15.90
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Death forces loOk
.at Stoke ·safety
By Bryan Alexander
feasible. He said he was angry
With the accident at Stoke
the plan could not work espeHall last weekend involving a
ci-ally after last weekend.
fall· from several stories, qties' 1It would've made a differtions have been raised concernence, .. ·said Kaswell.
ing the ·safety of the residents
Carol Bischoff, director 'of
on the higher floors· of the
Residential Life, said the idea
University's dorms.
o( screens has been an issue for
On sunny days residents can
the dorms. She said screens are
be s~en dangling their feet over . put up in the dorms but students
. the ledges allowing the sun to
usually trash them:
.
soak into their skins. On weeBischoff said them is also a
ke11d nights residents can be
rule ~gainst sitting out on the
seerrwatering the grounds from
ledge. She said this has not been
these perches instead of stum- effective though.
bling to the bathroom. All these
"No matter what we have
students r1sk falling out of their established, it's not efficient,"
wfodows to serious injury or said Bischoff. "Sometimes you A grieving student placed flowers .on the ground where a Stclke resident fell to his death.
death.
can't protect people from ev- (Peter Tamposi photo)
,. A pro_posal was prepared by erythi1:1g."
'Stq~e,.student senator Patil
The University has looked
Caswell last semester to put into indestructible screens ac(continued_from page 1)
permanent screening ove~ all cording to Bischoff. She· said
Norton was a member of the lishing an academic scholarship friends and residents of Stoke
the windows in Stoke. Accord- these screens we·re very expen- · UNH track team and was a "to remember him by each Hall cope with the grief and
ing to Caswell he was advised sive at the time of the appraisal, newly initiated brother of Tau year," Munroe said.
shock of the tragedy.
to stop work on the plan w-as costing_ as much as $200 per Kappa Epsilon fraternity.
"We're still really numb from
He is surv~ved by his father
sha,: down because of cost.<
dorm wmdow.
.
"He always had a smile on his it all," Richard Norto,n,. his · and mother Lorna along with
.~aswell said these screens
Dean of Stude_nt Affairs J. face," Rick Munroe, Tau Kappa father, said. "He had an intense two sisters Cheryl and Lisa
would.halt the litter problem Gregg Sanborn said screens are '· Epsilon President said . ."He interest in music and was a Norton and two brothers Rtaround ~toke and stop incidents just one o~ th~ options for do_rm touched a lot of people, espe- philosophy fanatic." .
chard and Jon.a than of HiHsbosimilar to this weekend.
· - safety 'Yh1ch 1s currently bemg cially his pledge class." .
. "I saw him (Norton) right rough. The fam!IY currJ ntly
"Not only 'is there a trash looked m~o.
. .
· "We've (fraternity brothers) before he· was leaving Friday resides in Manchester. ·
problem but people were hangHe said there also 1s. the all been there for each other. night," Ted Roberts, 18, uncle-.
A wake was held Tuesday at
ing out of the windows," said problem of safety_ becoming a It has really brought the house dared freshman, .s aid. "He Connor Memorial Funeral
'Kaswell. "Last year there was hazard. Sanborn said per:ffianent closer together."
k_noc-ked on the phone booth Home in Manchester with an
a·~\licide attempt, and I felt this .screens b~come de~dly !n _cases
Stoke Hall and Tau Kappa window and smiled at.me."
estimated 140 people. in attendwou"ldaetec further action."
~uc~ as a fire. He sa1~ this 1s one Epsilon held a memorial service
Norton is a 1986 graduate of ance. Services were held WedKaswell said he halted work ma1or problem which must be Thursday at six p.m. at St. Central High School in Man- ne.sday morniog at Blessed
on the plan when he was told solved before a solution is found. Thomas More church.
chester.
Sacrament Church followed by
it was too expensive to be
Tau Kappa Epsilon is cur- • UNH Rev. Fredrick Pennett the burial service at St. Joseph's
rently ifl the process
of estab-:has spent the week helping cemetery, also in Manchester.
~·.;:
·:
,,.,
... .,..•f;;

--------STOKE----------.-

·,,.vri.;

....,~

The best way. to reach
10,000 people is throug h
, · -the classif ieds

..---~-----------------------~------~~----------------------------...--~·
&

1

'

·

-Personal-For Sale-Help Wanted-Services-Housing-Lost
•

I

Found-Rides-Travel-Yard Sales-Sports .
•

THE NEW BAMJ'SBIRE

I.
I

I

I
I

.1

AMOUNT ENCLOSED:
Advertiser'~ Name:
Address: Phone:

RATES: $1.0Q for 20 words per insertion
Each additional ruri: $.1.00
All ads MUST be prepaid

Times
To Run_
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PAGE ELEVEN

----D RUG S--- -<cominued from page 5)

have more money than they can in trouble? We think it's none ·
of our business and students
spend.
Debby__ purchases the drugs think that we think it's okay."
Garvey would like to see the
when she goes home since she
does nor trust rhe dealers oh administration get rougher on
campus-she fears that they cur drug offenses, bur the university
the cocaine too much. She buys doesn't have the services to help
enough for herself and a couple the offenders afterwards. Garof friends, and spends an aver- vey says that permission has
age of $100. a night for .herself been asked several rimes for
special courses for . freshman to
alone on a night she uses it.
Debby is a dean's list student adjust to college life and for drug
and biochemistry major. Even education ·in general, but perwith her knowledge is biochem-· mission has been refused.
Adminisrrnrio n officials
isrry, she does nor fear that she .
wil die from using rhe drugs . aren't the only ones denying a
She says rhar only people who drug problem on campus. Many
don't know what they're doing uurham poltce ott1cers would.·
die from \1sing cocaine, by either not comment on the use of drugs
raking mo much or using coke on campus and would not discur with lethal substances. Aher cuss any investigations that they
a week of classes ~exams, and are conducting. One officer, who
labs she likes· ro relax and have preferred to .stay anonymous,
some fun and feels that rhe cost said that there have been few
investigations into drug dealing
of the cocaine is worth it.
"You know, some· times you ar UNH. He says that officials
just want to let it ~11 go," Debby feel that there isn't enough of
says. "Ir's a great way to let it a problem t·o warrant the exall hang our. I don't make a habit pense of an investigation.
Lenny, an average looking
of_it-it's nor, like I do ir every
night-bur it's a trip. Ir costs, bur UNH Il)ale student, sits on the
what th€ hell.''
bed in his dorm room. He is
Daniel Garvey is Associate weari~g jeans an? an old re,e
Dean of Students and often has shirt, his shaggy brown hair )
rn deal with the disciplinary hangs down over the rim of his
problems arising our of-drug use. -glasses. Lenny is a drug dealer.
Lenny is a junior in engineerGarvey would like the university
ing. He doesn't consider himself
to have an armqsphere in which
i{ would be acceptable for people to be a drug dealer, merely a
to corifro_nr other people about · wholesaler doing favors for his
{riends. Lenny says it started
"drug problems in a caring way.
_, ''How can we make ir easier during the ·second semester of
· fo:r, people to confront each · his freshman year. A few friends
''other .on these issues," Garvey ,wanted some marijuana bur
,- asks. "Right now it's too formal. didn't like the quality or high
l ' We go our of our way to nor
prices of local sources on caminterfere with other people. pus. They asked Lenny, since
a large metropolhe cam'e from
How can people ignore \.others
- t
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Classes-in-the- r~und were popular yesterday because the sun came out to dry ~nd warm the
campus. (Craig Parker photo)
iran area, if he kn~ any good use the stuff. That's their bus - · but frels he is improving his
·
iness," Lenny says. "They're friends' odds by insuring that
sources. He did.
With a source high up on the going to get it anyways. I they get·good quality. He doesn't
chain of distribution, Lenny provide tµem with stuff that's consider himself to be a serious
could buy drugs of better quality affordable-some people on cam- dealer and doesn't think that
·
and at beter priEes. His business pus charge outrageo:us prices. . he'll get c·aught.
"Dealers are guys that rdi-ive
has expanded to co<;:aine and . I supply them with stuff that's
, occasionally some of the de- · safe . My source .is relatively expensive cares, dress in fancy
signer drugs (i.e. ecstacy). He direct. Most campus dealers sell clothes and make lots of mosells about 1/2 ounce of cocaine · stuff that's been cut so many ney," Lenr,1y says. "I don;t even
and over 1/ 2 pound of marijua- rimes that you don't know what turn a profit. I drive a beat up
na per week. Lenny doesn't sell you're really getting-that's dan- car. The police aren't interested
the drugs because he likes ro gerous. I'm keeping my friends in catching someone like me.
make money or because he likes safe . If they' re going to use. I don't plan on doing this for
cocaine; that's wh~t they should a living. Hell, I don't even use
to use them. In fact, he doesn't
turn a profit_and has never tried ger-not some shit that was used the stuff. It's just a temporary thing:"
an illegal drug. He sees himself to cur.the coke-it can kill you."
Lenny knows the ' risks that
simply as a guy doing a favor
he and his friends are taking. (Many of the names in this story
for his friends.
"Some of my friends want to He knows that cociane can kill have been changed)

'
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EPSO NS ELIT E 300
Student Rentals
(All Utilities Included)_
ACCOMM ODATIO NS
· Single and double occupancy rooms.
Electric heat with individual thermostats . ·
Wall to wall carpeting.
All rooms completely furnished/.
Refrigerator , stove, and sink in each room.
Telephone and television jacks.
Cable TV available.
Parking avai_lable. ·Laundroma t.
Lou.nge area. ,Year round patio.
The Strafford House is located within the heart of Durham, N.H. with
all the facilities-of the University of New Hampshire within walking distam;:e.

Rental Office at
The Strafford House
868-2192
14 Strafford Ave.
Durham,' N.H.
M-F: 9-1 and
2-4

Exclusive Features:
•Epsonedit-bu ilt in .35,000 word dictionary. ·
User expandable. Built in 35,000 word Thesaurus with automatic synonym search and
.
replace.
I
.
built in, expandable
memory-Bk
• Powerful
to 40k. Full document editing and formating.

Correction Features:
• Electric spell check-identifie s errors instantly. Full document spell
·
che.c,k befo{e printing.
phrase, or entire line.
word,
a
for
• Word correct one step corection
correction
• 1 x 20 LCD display for e_rror

Expanded typewriter features:. • Auto return• auto center
• Auto underline• tab selections
• 10/-12-dual pitch
• letter quality_daisy wheel printing
• end of page warning
• paragraph indent• search a1;d replace

Sold elsewher e for $499.00. Now available at the UNIVER SITY OF NEW
HAMPSHIRE bookstor e for $299.00.
Sale ends -May 30~h.

THE
NEV,V
HAMPSHIRE.F,RIQfi..Y,,
MAY 8, 1987
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tABOR
TOILENDEAVOR
EXERTION

MAKE;$4445
TRAVEL
PROFIT
LEARN
EXPERIENCE
EXCITEMENT

This-Summer
For interview call 749-9578
l'-55=5=5=5=5=5=5=5=5=5=5=5=5=5=5=5=5=5=5=5=5=5=5=:!I
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By Susan Davis .
UNH student Nancy Gustafson has been named a finalise
in the J:ime Magazine Achievement A wards.
- Following .a nationwide
search for outstanding college
and university juniors, 20 students were named winners and
80 students finalists in the .
· second annual search for academic and' persona( excellence.
As one of the 80 finalists,
Gustafson received a $250
award, and an honorable mention in a special promotional
section of the April 6, 1987
campus edition of Time.
Both winners and finalises
_r~ceived College Achievement
A w·atds cerificaces frorri Time
publisher Robert L. Miller, at
an awards dinner on March 31
in the Tower Suite of the Time
and Life Building.
Gustafson was chos-en as a
finalise from more- than 10,000
applications. Students were
- ·required to submit a transcript
of their grades, a personal

.

P~!~~l{S

,

,o ·u tstilnding students one of
80 finalists in Time contest

WORK

· New Hampshire

,

I. ired

\

statement, a sample of their
work demonstrating "evidence
of excellence," and three outside,
recommendations. The competition was open to any, student
from an accredited four year
college.
Although Gustafson was partially paralyzed by an accident,
she became an NCAA champion
skier in March of 1987, winning
the gold_medal for men's and
women's giant slalom. She was
also the L986 champion of the
World Disabled Championship
in Sweden.
The applicants-for the contest
-were judged by eight regional
panels made up of academic,
civic, and business leaders from
New York City, Atlanta, Boston,
Detroit, Chicago, Los Angeles,
and San Francisco. In addition
co academic · excellence, the
applications w<::re considered
for exceptional achievement
outside the classroom in athlefics, community service, and the
performing arts.
As a finalist in the search; ·

of your old record . collection?

..

We have moved-ple~se note our new address
T-Shirts

• Hooded Pullovers • Totn • BaseNH Caps
• Sweatshirts·• Golf Shirts• Aprons• Custom Desig~s

The
New Ha111p$hire

Plus Hun~red• of Specialty Mvertlsl119 Item•

in

In-House Art Dept

603/431-8319

Au_\umn Pond Park, Rte. 101, • Portsmouth.NH

..

G u s t a f s o ii w · i l 1- a 1s o b e
considered for ·an internship
with Time or ocher major p_arcici pacing ,corporations. The
internship is designed to introduce the best of e.ollegiace
America ro the- best of corporate
America. Corporations involved
in the contest include American
Airlines, Proctor and Gamble
Company, Xerox Corporation,
and Mobil Oil Corporation.
· 1n addition to publication of
the winners and finalists in the
Time edition, over 750 ,000
more copies of the special
promotional section showcasing
the students will be inserted in
selected college newpapers
across the country.'
Miller observed the significance of the accomplishments
of Gustafson and the ocher
winners and finalises by noting,
"What emerged from chis year's
search was the· social conscience·
and the high degree of idealism
exemplified by their endeavors."

etters tot e e 1tor s ou
e ·typed and signed, and
u-s t includ.e an address..,
nd telephone number for
erification.
Address all mail to: ·

The New Hampshire,
Room 151,
MUB .

'

You may be busy .now, but

WHAT ARE YOU -DOING NEXT SEMESTE-R?

l

The New Hampshire
is looking for enthusiastic people tO fill the .
.

.

following p_ositions:

)

~

-

-

-P hoto Editor..
News Briefs Editor
On-the-Spot Editor
Photographers
Reporters
Editorial Assistant {typing, filing, etc.)
·For more information ··
stop

by Room l51 in the MUB -TODA Y! !
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Take Snapshots as part of our staff
The New·Hampshir e

A single exam
SCOremaybe

•
more important than your
hard- earned

·GPA.
GAPS gives you the
knowledge, confidence and the
competitive edge you need to
succeed on critical exams.

□ MCAT
□ GMAT
□ LSAT
□ GRE

-□

D

DAT

$349.00
$199.00 Students ·have to walk the long way around Thompson Hall.
$179.00 .
$159.00
$-i79.00
ednesday May 13th 8 p.m.-midnigh t

I

I

I

·

-...,

Congratulations!
We're opening our doors
at noon on graduation day
to welcome graduates and
their families.

G-R ADUATIO N CRUISE

----

Send more information
Mail to: GAPS Center

I
I

IN STYLE

500 3rd Ave. W.
Box34057
Seattle, WA 98124-1057
VISA or MC orders call:
(800) 426-5537 x 1241
(206) 281 -1241 from WA, AK, HI, PR.
YourName
Address _ _ __ _ __

City _ _ __ ,.State _
Co urse,

Shiooinl!•
Subtotal

Wash. State residents add 7.9% sales tax

ZIP_

Grab tickets now! (They're going
fast!) for:

I
I
I

1
I

buffet dinner
4 hour cruise
around the coast

dancing

Graduation Day Dining Hours
Saturday, May 23, 12:0,0 Noon-lD:00 p.m. ·

cash bar
w:}mi fnrm;1/

Reserve today

964-8080-

THEPJWT

HOUSE

TOTAL ENCLOSED (U.S. Dollars)

RESTAURA NT

6 Miles South of Portsmouth
Route lA - Rye Harbor, N.H.

HERE'S ONE COLLEGE MEMORY
WE'LL HELP YOU FORGET.

If you're like a lot of people, your longest,lasting.me mory of college is
. the student loan you're'still paying bacL The Army has a solution, though: qualify,
.
sign up with us, and we'll sign off on your lqan.
Each year you serve as a soldier; the Army will reduce your college debt by 1/ 3
or $1,500, whichever amount is greater. So after serving just 3 years, your government
loan could be completely paid off. ·
You're eligible for this program if you have a National Direct Student Loan,
or a Guaranteed Student Loan, or a Federally Insured Student Loan made after Oct,
.,
ober 1, 1975. The loan must not be in default.
Get a clean slate, by erasing your college debt. Take advan tage of the Army's
Loan Repayment Program.. Your local Recruiter can tell you if you ·qualify..
1

./

Sgt. Anderson
Lilac Plaza, Ro~hester

Tel: 335-165~

ARMY. BE AL'9 YOU CAN.BE.

- - - - -- - --' BOARD--···- ~ - - - -<continued from page 1)

ney, Ron Caron, according to dent Coordinators Ollila and
· the court order, and that he Thompson, the court felt "it
could no lo11ger be Williams i · necessary i_n fr.is case, to ensure
..,,
, i'mpartiality, "either the Dean
student advisor. .
David Bischoff then took of Students ot the Associate
Rowe's place. Bischoff re- . Dean of Students take personal
sponded to a question whether responsibilty for the selection
· such a bia:s ever ·occured in of the me_m bers of the hearing
previous cases by saying, "The board and t,!"ie actual pro<;:edure
fact that it happened -indicates at the l}earing:" The Associate_
a possiblity that it could have Dean~ William· Kidder _presided
happened · in,, t-he past." The over the. four nights of the
·
difference here, he said, is that hearing. ,
"this was ·a uniquely emotiona,l
As the prnceedings began,
case." .
.
there were a number of provi- ." On the question of the Stu- sions that had to be adhered to,
,.,1~
according to rulings by the
.board; The fact that this was ·an
open hearing, at the request of
Competitive Wages
the defendants, made fo i;; some
Climate Controlled
of
these provisions. Although
Work Environment
At the Franklin Fitnes~ Center
press was allowed to be pres~nt,
Advancement Opportunites
18 Jenkins Court
oo cameras or tape recorders
Call (603) 772-1500 est. 2551
Durham, NH
would be allowed.
or(617)935-8008
868-6611
Also, outbuns from spectators were-not to be tolerated.
Full Time-Part Time
l"-ii:::T1 FIRST SECURITY
Howevtr, several such outbursts
Exeter Area~ SERVICES CORP.
did occur, mainly by the alleged
1mmediate Openings
~n Ec;c,.11 Opportc.11,ly Empluy,-r _
victim's father.
Also, the role of attorneys was
to be only "passive," in order
r.llllftMIVV.NWYiN..-.rYla"alYiN,.-.Mla"alYiN'il"IN.-.Y.N,.-.fYW-."J\N,.-.M.-.iY.N,.-.fY'rh'Y.N-.-.M.-.iY.l'.'l.".M .N._.,,A-''""-!11..11..JU'-AA.11uu~ to protect their clients' rights,
. as per The Gabrilowitz Deci- · sion. Another judidal ruling ·
from the United States Supreme
· Court has it that "it can hardly
be argued that ... students ... shed
their constitutional rights ... at
the schoolhouse gate," so the
. attorney's presence was allowed.
However, their role became
more than passive during the
first night of testimony, so much
so that they were made to sit
quite .far from their defendants
to insure this passive -Iole.
· One of the biggest issues
. brought to light was whether
or not to bring Sarah's prior
sexualactivity in as evidence.
, .This ipformatiqn was of major
· ·' impo_i-fance .tb th,e : defen_s¢.,
a~cordiri.-g to Spanri's srnde'nt
advisor, Rob Costello. Prosec_.,
utor Sergeant Pat1J Kop{eski
claimed the defense was "trying
to bring as much d.irt into ·th.i,s
as possible."
..
./'Since only prior judicial re.:.
cords, not prior activity, _is
covered in the University rules,
·che Board went into a lengthy
·executive ·session tu decide.
: It was eventually determined
that only general and not specific information be introduced
as evidence. This matter was
complicated -d urjng the second
night of the he#ing by Board
member Dav_id Conkling' s comment to the defense, "Be general
but to the point."'·
The defense also tried to .use
police statements as evidence
that witnesses were being dishonest in their testimonies.
Howeyer,- a University rule
states, ·: iri ·n o case shall the
judic_iary _consider .written statements."
,
/
Also questioned was whether
the defendants be present while
their fellow defendants testified, ·
thereby possibly allowing some
collusion on their parts while
giving evide~ce. However,
another.University rule states
that defendants be allowed to
hear all evidence presented
' against them, therefore they
were allowed to stay.
- -A_s stated by Dean Garvey
. before, this case has been "a
profound experience" to the
D niversity. This fact has not
been lost on 'those invo-lved .
There will b~ an open f~rum in
the Senate Room
the MUB
Monday night at 6 p.rii where
all are welcome· to come ~nd
1
express their opinions as to the
proce~~ings.
-

Sunday Br~nch
10 a.m. -1:30 p.m.

'. :-_ f J t S / ~ ~ !

order, informed Thompson of
this and asked whether he
should reveal it to the defendant's attorney. Thompson reportedly told .Rowe this would
be ''.unethical" and "under:.
handesf.''.
.
Thompson's impartiality, too, ·
came into question, as-his re-:
sponsibilities include choosing
the members of the Judiciar
·Boald a_nd making rulings on
evidence and procedure · during
the hearing.
Rowe disregarded the advice
and informed Williams' actor-

Security
Officers

12Je.nkins Court

We DeliVe r
7 days p. week

:5 p.m.-midn·ight
Fast service
call 868-2009

Sun, Mon, Tues open until 1 a.m.
W,_ Th, F, Sat open o~til 2 a.m.

_.
l<~----------------------------.~-----------~--~---------:._______________ -----------;.. ;.•.1:
------~----------------------------------------------------~---·-······,-------------
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MISSED THE ·GAME?
find out who won in

The New· Hampshire

IN STYLE
-

/

Congratu~ations!
We're opening our doors
at noon on graduation day
to welcome graduates and
_ their families.

The cast of Grease performed an impromptu prom9tion at Huddleston yesterday. (Stu Evans
photo)
· -

FOOTBALL
HOCKEY
BASKETBALL
BASEBALL

-

-

'

-

\

.

NIORS

goodbye and good luck
Lisa Faircloth
Sue N ahigian
Wend.y Manning
Lisa Koziell
Barb Connole
Barb Koontz
Amy Just
Leslie Frolich
Kim Pieree

,read it
write it
next year in

q

We're

Tracy Irzick
Melissa Bulaong
Lauren Amico
Lori'Eberly
ChFis Franchi
Chris Ariansef.l ·
Le Ann Kaufman
Mary Fagan
Mary Hoyt ( from T -school

Graduation Day Dining Hours
/

Reserve today 964-,6466
for the celebration that you deserve~
_,

so proud of:·

·_.

••.

forowr60years

at

recipient of Jerry Chase
award for outstan,ding service ·

'

Harbor ·
I

Miles South of Fbrtsmouth
te 1A- Rye /-larbor; N

· ·,n~s award
.:

~:

deis

•

- BARB CONNOLE
reci -ient of UNH- ·

,

Saturday, May 23, 12:00 Noon. 10:00 p.m.

MELISSA BULAONG
The New Hampshire

.
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0~ '3-~ ~ .LIVE ON STAGE!
:~t0'3)

'

"

i_\\-e · Johnson Theatre, PCAC
May 8, 8 p.m. and May 9, 6 and 9 p.m,
$2.00 SAFC Students $3.00 General ,
Tickets available at the UNH
Ticket Office or the door
funded by PFO

/
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(coQ__tinued from page 2) ·
bothered by this attitude. Joe, friends do. Womeh are differa senior business major, has ent. I think they' re less afraid
been going out with. his girl- of raki£1g a risk, being _intimate,
friend Holly, another senior, and having a boyfriend. But they
--for over a year now. But it hasn't still exert a pressure on men to
been_easy having a commitment spend a lot of time with them.
to someone while living with Bud don't have a problem with
six other graduating seniors.
that because I love my friends.
"I love my girlfriend. I've I would never give them up for
known that since we were a boyfriend."
freshmen. It took rrie until _
Not only would she not give
junior year, after picking eaah them up, she also would not
otherupatpartiessinc ewewere wish her situation on them.
freshmen, for me to finally not _ '"Here I am facing"graduation
care about what my friends and I ,have to think about this
thought and to take a risk. To other person," Holly said, point· Through the St_u dent Senate
believe that what Holly and I ing to Joe. '] have to make·future
· have was, is, special," Joe said.
· legal services are avail~ble to undergraduates
plans, considering what he will
Joe said that most college men be doing. I wouldn't wish that
put pressure on their friends on anyone. It's really hard."
free of charge.
nor to have a girlfriend, to
According to Qr. Ruth Wescommit their time to each other, theimer, 'the re'a son college
not to a girlfriend.
students are so fearful of comLAWYER'S HOURS:
''I've gotten hassled a lot mitment is because of the situabecause I have a girlfriend, but tion they are in. Spending four
Tuesday 10 am - 1 pm
I don't care anymore, so they've · years in one place with ocher
7 - 8:30 pm MUB rm 131
fir.al-ly stopped," Joe said. people from different cities,
Wednesday 7 - 8:30 pm
· "They've finally reached the different states; not knowing
point where they accept us." ·
where they will be going when
Thursday 1 - 5pm
. But men are not i:he only ones the.y leave. Not 'know-ing where
Phone# 862-1712
who feel pressure. Holly said anyone will be going when they
she has felt pressure from .her leave makes students afraid of
friends, orrly it is not the same - really becoming involved with
kind of pressure Joe experiences. another student.
"My friends don't exert the
But Dr'. Ruth says thing·s will
., same kind of pressure Joe's change when students leave
college. That they will be less
afraid of intimacy, and commitment. Many seniors hope she
is right. ·
Cara, Jean, Jeff') and Henry
hope she is right. H_olly and Joe
think that she might be.
But Cara said the cavalier
attitude college rrien and women
have towards each other raises
many questions.
"·W hen I graduate, ahd when
my friends, both male and
- female graduate, have to wonder
,ii) if we will know what we're
looking for_; I have to wonder
if we will know how to respect
each other's feelings. I have to
wonder if any of us will know
how to ask someone out on a
date."
_
.
Cara does ·not take this cavalier attitude lightly, it worries'
her.
"I think people, including ·
myself, are going about socializing in an unhealthy way. We
- n;ly oh drugs and alcohol, and
can't just approach someone,
we have to be under the influence to do it," Cara said.
What is going to happen
when these college men and
wo~en are no longer in a college
.atmosphere where it is more
acceptable to . be under the
influence of, substances? When
they enter the socalled real
world, will they remember what
a real date is?
Probably not. With 25 dating
services listed in the Boston
telephone directory alone, ·apparently college has not taught
anyone what a real date is.
So, if they cannot be under
the influence, for $300 to $900
a year, they can get a year's
worth of matchmaking when
- they graduate from college. Or
they can stick wirh their old
habits and hit the singles' bars.
But if they do go on any real
dates, maybe, just maybe, they'll
last the night without drugs and
alcohol. And maybe, if they go _
out to dinner, they'll know
which fork is the salad fork.
Maybe they w.i ll be able to
have intelligent conversation
even if they are not at a keg pary.
STARRING
_
WARNrn BROS PRESEN'fS STAN HY KUBRICK'S fUll MHAl JACKH
Maybe.
·
MAHHfW MOOINf ADAM BAlOWIN VINCfNLffONOfAlij lH'fRMfY ·DORIAN HARfWOOD ARUSS HOWARD KfVYN MAJOR HOWARD fO O'ROSS
Maybe, wh~n they all graduate, somehow, with that degree
SCREEN PL:~ STANlf YKUBRICK MICHAf l HfRR GUSTAV HASfORD ¥~~\i8~r!fi~fR~v~HUSTAV HASfORO "co PRODUCER PHIUP HOBBS ~~6iim JAN HARlAN
will come newfound knowledg~
PRODUCED
AND
STANl[Y
KUBRICK
liiiD)'
. DIRECTED BY
[
~•-w--,~ .. - of how to behave in the real
world. The world of, perhaps,
real dates.

LEGAL PROBLE MS?
·We can help...

-FREE CONSULT ATIONS

rhin--g going any.where. But
sometimes I pick up -a girl
because I hav<; been watching
her and I'm really interested in
her. The problem is : How does
..., she know that my intentions are.
How do I know that her intenti oils are? Sometimes I get sp
caught up in the whole scene
that I don't even know what my
intentions are."
Jeff's house mate _Henry,
a-nether senior TKE brother,
sits in their living room shaking
his head as Jeff talks.
"The problem isn't the scene
as Jeff says. The problem is that
guys are dicks," Henry said.
"I know, I've been a dick. All
my friends have been dicks. I
really don't know why any girl
puts up with all this shit. I try
to tell my female friends that
guys are dicks, but they don't
listen," Henry said.
Cara and Jean say they do not
listen because they do not want
to.
"We're not stupid," Cara said,
"I know guys can be real jerks.
And I know that some of the
men I've been involved with
have been real jerks. But I don't
necessarily think it's the men,
I think it's this atmosphere."
But some senior men ar:e

IN .V IETNA M
THE WIND 'DOES N'T BLOW .
IT SUCKS

/

Stanley Kubrick's

FULL METAL·JACKET
WARNER BROS

WARNERCOMML'NICATIONSC
_OMrANY
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Pi·ints

. arid Slides
· from t·h e
sam e roll
Seattle FilmWorks has adapted
Kodak's professional Motion
Picture film for use in your 35mm
camern. Now you can use the same
film -with the same microfine
grai'n and rich color saturation Hollywood's top studios demand.
Its wide exposure latitude .is perfect
for everyday shots. You can capture
special effects, too. Shoot it in
bright or low light- at up to 1200
ASA. What's more, it's economical.
And remember, Seattle·FilmWorks
lets you choose prints or slides, or
both, from the same roll.
Try this remarkable film today!
19R6 SFW

---------------

something was going ro occur." .
Williams then went ro his own
room.
Fox, in the room with Sarah,
began to engage in "a rri.urual
feeling game," acq)rding to Fox.
«She began having oral sex with
me," Fox said., "We cheh had
intercourse ." ·
"i' was a little shocked at chis
point," Fox said, and ~e wfnt
down co Williams' room co cell
.
hirri.
Williams said, "John comes
-in and says, 'I just did ic with
-a girl,, she's really horny. Why
· don't you go down and give it
a cry?'" _
. Williams' said his reasoning
for going down co Fox's room
was "curiosity ... I had no
intention at that point of any
sexualattiv icy," he said.
Williams encerred Fox's room
and said he saw Sarah "pulling
her panes back on over her
knees." He sat down next to her
. and ev~ncually performed "an
acrivicy similar co intercours e
on her chest."
Fox, meanwhile , said he saw
John Prescott, the fourth floor
r,sideric assistant, in the hall
and told him what was going
on. Fox said, "He (Prescott) was
all joking and laughing about .
ic. Noc serious at all."
F~~ went up co the fifth floor,
where Spann l:iad oeen .. -.J 'I wanted to cell him-aboq.t it," Fox said.
He then cold Spann co go back
down co the room.
The two went down to their
room whereupo n Spann encered. Fox remained behind io

•- FREE Introduc tory Offer

: D RUSH me two IO-exposure rolls of
Kodak MP film for my 35mm camera.
I
I'd like a 2-roll starter pack including
I
Eastman 5247® and 5294.® Endosed
is $2 for p9s,tage and handling.
:

100% Satisfaction Guaranteed
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _' - - - - ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

SJATE _ _ _ _ ZIP _ _ __

Mail to: Seattle FilmWorks CODE
500 3rd Ave. W.
P.O. Box 34056 Seattle, WA 98124

~ tl:'1~1;.;h:,~r.-;.tr= r:.:1=,t~u~P=t·~t~I~
Kndak.1247 ,;Thi :;294 ,\Tl" tr.1~ll·nmrb 111 E.1!>irm,rn K,1~!.,k l:11. ~t•.irrlt·

speak with Black and Trask, who
had come down to the room
after reading the note Fox and
Williams had left, according to
testimony.
As reported in an earlier
testimony , Black said Fox informed thern, "You can't go in.
There's a really drunk girl in
there and Gordi~'s doing reaJly
.
bad things with her."
fox, in his testimony, denied
che all<;gations chat he said ''.bad
things" and "drunk." "I never
mentioned that she was incoxicaced," Fox said.
Meanwhil e, Spann had encered the room. In his testimony
be said he saw Williams gee off
the bed and head for the door .
Spann sac on the bed next co
Sarah and she "immedia tely
grabbed my crotch," l)e said.
"We engaged in sexual intercourse."
· Williams had left the room
and gone back co his own,
according co his testimony. Fox
left Black and Trask in the
hallway and went back into ·t he
room where, he said, Sarah and
he' had intercourse again.
Black and Trask had cold
Prescott of "a situation" go-ing ·
on in Fox and Spann's room,
according co Prescott's cescimony, and he went down _co see
about ic.
Spann was called our of the
· room by Prescott and said
. Prescott cold him, '"You know
what you' re doing is rape,' and
I said, 'Absolutel y not. I don't
know why he came up with .this
·
accusation." ·

Spann then went back into
the room, while Fox came out,
according co testimony. In the
hallway were Prescocc; George
Yfantopt1los and Rich Hvozdovic. Although he denied recolleccion of saying ic, chu::,e three
cescifiedF oxsaid,"he hadatrain
_
going in his room."
• Spann said he asked Sarah if
she had all her cloches, especially
her underwear . '.'She said, 'No,
I don't have chem, but don't

worry about it.' " He then said
he· cold her co use the stairwell .
co avoid. the people in the
. hallway. "I didn't see it necessary
tbac _she have co face chem,"
Spann said.
Sar.ah then left the room,
went up to the fifth floor,
walked across to. the other
stairwell and·down ~~ the fourth
back ro her-own room, according
, co witnesses' testimonies .
·

Building Careers
•in New Englan·d
Grossman's , the number 1 suppl18r of lumbe r and building
mat.erials in the Northeast, is lool-'ing for career minded pecpl·e.
The home center market is o ne of the country's most rapidly
expanding industries. We have exceptional growth opportunitie s
for amoitious individuals to join our success.

MANAGEMENT TRAINEES
If you are an ambitio~s person w ith stro ng organization al ability,
good people skills, a high level of energy and, preferably, retap
and/or building experjence, we·11 provide all the tools you need ·
to build a successful career including :
• very competitiv e wages • outstandin g training
• excellent medical coverage • employee discounts
• tuition reimbursem ent • paid vacation and holidays
Interested candidates should send resumes .to Brad
Helm, Dept. 4/5, Grossman' s, 875 Gold St., Mancheste r,
NH 03103.
An equal opportunity emp loyer M / F/HN,

GRossm,:,n·s

\

WE'VEGOT
THE JOB FOR YOU.
The Peace Corps is an· exhilarating two _year ex~
. .
.
perience that will last a lifetime. .
Working. at a professional level that ordln'"anly
might take years of apprenticeship back h_ome~
volunteers find the career growth they're looking for
and enjoy a unique experience~in the. developing
'
"
. ~ . · ·· _ · ·
··. /
-world.
. International firms and government agencies .
value the skills and knowledge mastered during
Peace Corps service. ·

. Universi ty of New Hampsh ire ...
For More Information:

is mother' s smile,
is father's eyes, and
ls.grand father's
a_rthritis.
·

A

For more i~formation.
~ . · about arthritis. contact . · . .
your local Arthritis
. :1~1~!NJ~
Foundation.
'.J. '

· Prease stop by the Information Booth on ·May 1 f from-8-1 2 in the M.UB
or call· Rar.1dy :McDona ld at the Peace Gq_rps Office located at Wolfe House
·.
··
·
862-188 0 :or at home 868:-34.92:

Pea ce Corps
The Toughes t J~b You ·-11 Ever Love.
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'rELEPHONE TAPELINE
0

a service provided by
Counseling & Te.s tih_g Center
and Cool Aid

. 11,·
"

.

SKYROCKET
Don't Just take this summer off--use your
summer vacation to take off. Accelerate your
academic career ~t UNH SUMMER SESSION, ·
so you can start your professional career sooner.
Summer Session offers more than 200 courses
for college credit and career develop1T1ent. And
classes meet mornings, -afternoo ns, and ev- .
enings, so you tan get your work done at a more
relaxed pace and still have plenty of time to
hit the beach or hold down a summer job.
_Participate in FIELD EXPERIENCE that
can help you earn college credit for a job, or
· take INDEPENDENT STUDIES that let you
learn at your ow·n pace, even in your own home
town.
.

a
'

.

SUMMER SESSION AT UNH ...
Think of it as a launching pad for your
skyrocketing career.
Get all the details; call (603) ·862-1089 for your ·
free Summer Session Bulletin, or mail in the
coupon below.
CHOOSE FROM _THESE SIX TERMS:

REGISTRATION NOW IN PROGRESS.
May 2 5-June 26
May 2 5-July 2
May 2 5-July 3 l
May 2 5-Augu st 14 "--July 6 -AuguSC 7
July 6-August 14

UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

SUMMER SESSION

·

Register by mail, by telephone, or in person.
Verrette House, 6 Garrison Av~nue,.Durham, 03824
(603)-862-2015. -

-------------------~-------------Clip an<l mail to: UNH Su1111.-1cr Ses:.ion
24 Rosemary Lane,
Durham, NH 03824

or call 603/862-1089
YES! Please send me a free UNH Summer Session Bulletin.
am
Address.

Zip

Are you feeling the ·effects of academic pressures?
Are you feeling anxious and .stressed out? Do you
find yourself unable to meet ·academic and personal
· commitments?
·
If you answered yes to a~y of the· above questions,
· maybe COOL-AID_TAPELINE can help you.
D'ial 86_2-3554 any night from· 6:00-12:00_pm and
a Cool-Aid me-m ber will a_ns:w-er the phone. Select
tape 30 ~hicti discusses Anxiety, ·tape 33 which gives
advice on handling fears, tape 38 which discusses
coping with stress or tape 37 which explains relaxation
techniques. The tapes run about~ minutes. If you
have any questions, don't. hang up when the tape
is over, and a CooJ-aid meriiber .will.come back on
the line.
·
·

the New Hampshire Graphi~s Department
--~-------------------------------------------------------..
/

IS

·--------------~--~ NOW -H.I R·I NG.·. ----------------creative , dedicat ed people
to:do advertising design and layout
next semester
Training to begin Immediatel y
This is a Paid position
Stop by Room 151 in the MUB
and fill out an application TODAY!
I

------------------------------------------------------------The 'N ew Hampshire Graphics Department
.
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LOGAN AIRPORT

!
I
I
I
I

FROM YO·UR DORM ·01 APARTMENT
I

ONE WAY _ROUND TRIP -

$21 .00

$34.00

Friday, May 22, 1987
-

12 noon-4 p.m ..

FROM N.E. CENTER ·oR· BURGER K.!NG

Featuring: The I-tones, barbeque, games
TICKETS AVAILABLE

ONE WAY

ROUND TRIP

$18.00

$30.00

Beginning Monday, May 11 ..
MUB Ticket Office
Free for Seniors

~~ t/t
'

t

.

. $2.75 for Guests

~ /UJ-ta£:;;;(!,

PO Box 8

.__:7't,,WNU

Behind the Field House

Somer s wor t h, NH 03878

FOR RESERVATIONS CAIi:. 335 -

1854

Or See Your Travel Agent

In case of ra'in, events will be held in the MUB

~

~- Send a· friend a ·.

·P ICTURE ·PERSO NAL
.
ID
·The New Hampshire .

Whatever the occasion,
you can surprise a fi;-iend ·
with a picture personal :
··in The New Hampshire
: for .only $10.00
..

~~

.. _Stop by.room 108
in the MlJB
Mon ..-Fri. 10~3

TODAY!
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Hearing raises questions

John Fox, Christopher Sp'1nn, and Gordon Williams were found not guilty <?f sexual
assault at the condusion of Judicial Board
deliberations Wednesday night. Fox and
Spann were found guilty of lesser charges
of disreguhd ,for others, and will appeal'
the sentences of a semester s'u spension to
begin June 1st. Williams was cleared of
all charges brought aga~nst him by. the
Univ~r$ity\ \ · .
.
.

One woman, "Sara," and the three male
defendants have been victimized by ineptitudes by both the Judicial Board and Public
Safety. Que~tions have arisen about Public
. Safety officers interrogation conduct and
techniques. Also, questions have arisen
_about'the objectivity, consistancy, and ability
of the Judicial Board to handle cases of this
magnitude. These are th,e Sj:ars that the
University will bear.

· Regardless of\ whether individuab in the
University co'rrim~nity feel justice has been
done or not,_ ir i~fl~L- that while t~e ordeal
of the heanngs 1-s over, scars· _will surely
remain with all personally invo~ved.

The emotionally charged hearings have
raised questions, some of which must only
be answered by individuals according to 1
their own sense of morality-. The testimonies_
pre~ented at the hearings have forced the ·

each individual in the University community
to examine and redefine their notfons of
sexual assault, mornlity, and consent. Some
will be outraged -at the Judicial Board's
-decision, while orhers will feel justice has.
been done. It is impossible to have a campuswide consensus on these issues. The issues
discussed have_resµJted in difficult personal
growth for many students at the University.
·The intensity and seriousness of the issues
presented at the hearings have magnified
flaws in several University organiz~tions,
which upon examination _may prove to be
a difficult learning txperience for the.
University. . ·
·
·
·

s
~Hearing
To the Editor:
Most of you ~re aware of the
alleged case of sexual assault in
Stoke Hall in February and the open .
Judicial Board hearing which have
taken place the past two weeks.
The University's Judicial Board
had been dealing with this very
complex situation and came to a
decision this week.
Regardless of the outcome -.in at
given case, I think it is clear that
relatfonships among students can
have_serious effects, not only on
the lives of those directly involved
but also on the lives of family and
friends.
In light of the issues raised, issues
which face all universities and
society, we must maintain our.
commitment to provide and environment that fosters respect among
all students and a judicial system
that can protect rights of all
members of the campus.
Dan Garvey, associate dean of
student affairs and chair of the
Judicial Policy Committee, will hold
an educational forum for people
-interested in talking about the
University's judicial process Monday, May 11, at 6 p.m. in the MUB's
Senate Room.
·
Traditionally, the University has·
responded to problems within the
system by changing it. It will
·c ontinue to change to meet new
conditions including those presented by state courts.
Unfortunately, a Judicial Board
hearing is an adversarial process.
It cannot meet all expectations and
may not provide the best opportunity for us to meet our foremost
obligations to educate students.
I hope, however, that we do -not
allow initial reactions to a single
event override the need to work
together to solve the larger issues
of individual responsibility and
respect for others.
Sincerely,-·
J. Gregg Sanborn
Dctan for Student Affairs

·» ush
Pro111ises

Apology··

everyone who -wiH be participating
in Recreational ~ports in the future
' not to follow our example, but
· rather try and strengthen what has
been - a valuable outlet to this
university: If we as student,s wish
to have Recreational Sports' continue 'in' the capacity which it has,
we nrnst give ir the proper respect
it deserves.
We urge anyone who feels there
are prob,lems with any aspect of
Recreational Sports co contact them
and give 't hem your input. They will
more than wekome it.
Acacia Fraternity

To the Editor:
As the- controversy over this
year'.s graduation speaker brews,
To the Editor:
l would like to add my two bits to
Acacia fraternity would like to
point out some misconceptions and To the Editor:
Campaign promises often are of apologize for th,e behavior of its
hopefully make people think a bit
prime importance preceding any - floor hockey _team following its loss
more.
in the men's major tournament on
Some people seem to think it is election of considerable conseApril 23. We apol(i)gize to _the
an honor to have George Bush quence. Whether or not -a particular
Recreational Sports Department,
speak. Since when is it an honor candidate appears to have the ability
the officials, and to everyone who
to be used? Does it matter how and believabilty to fulfill those
important the person using you is? promises can and does affect the
was in attendance that ~vening.
We ·realize that our actions were
Do you think Bush would even way the voters vote.
Shortly before the recent election
inappropriate and .wish to ask
•acknowlege UNH's existance if this .:
wasn't primary campaig-n season for · the student body officials,
here in New Hampshire? It is · 'warner Jones showed up unexpecc~
. beyond doubt that Bush's campaign : edly at a meeting of the Resident
will benefit from the media atten- . Assistant Council (RAC), a group
cion he receives from speaking at on campus who h.,ln to' make
our gradqation. The fact is that any tfecision·s eoficemf"~f.f j◊b '~nd
graduating senior, whether they its reflenion upon the quality of
ELIZABETH B. COT~. Editor-in-Chief
support Bush or not, is inadvert- life in the residence halls. A cam- ·
endy helping this man·~ bid for the , paign speech of sorts was given,
presidency ,simply by attending his althougry he was still on -uninvited
STEPHEN SKOBELEFF Managing Editor
or her own graduation.
,
territory. Seeing the opportunity JOANNE MARINO, .Managing Editor
Especially ridiculous were the to find out what commitment Mr. BRYAN E. ALEXANDER, News. Editor · JAY KUMAR, News Editor
RICK K~MPERSAL, Sports Editor
arguments in support of Bush Jones was planning to give in the .PAUL SWEENEY, Sports Editor .
CRAIG PARKER, Photo Editor
contained in the two ''Forum" direction of Residential Life, he was STU EVAN_S, Photo. Editor
ARTHUR LIZIE, Arts Editor
articles of April 14. (In fact, these asked about his current stand on G.THOMAS ALEY, Forum Editor
whole articles were quite ridiculous, · the non-renewal policy. (This was
- , KAREN PSZENNY;' Business Manag~r
I would hate to chink what s6rry a bill that was coming up for
PAULINE: TREMBLAY, Advertising Manager
state we would be in now if the reconsideration with soq-1e chang~r ,
founders of our country were as He ha·d· been a leading opponent·
Advertising Aaoclates Jennifer White
Stephen Melisi
spiQeless . as the two sheep who against the bill when it was firs·t
Chris Germain
Photographers
Chris Pollet
Joseph Nelson
Bryan Alexander
Deborah 'Robinson
wrote these articles.) One author brought to the senate.) He told RAC _
Paul Ratcliffe
Loreera Costello
Robin Santo
seems to think we should choose that if he was elected, he would be
• Debbie Corcoran
Aut Business Mgr.
Wendi Smith
Karen Pszenny
Peter Katz
Cartoonists
a gradua-tion speaker on the basis · in favor of the bill with the new
Joanne Marino
Clrculatlon Mgr.
Tom Aley
of who would most impress our changes. He restated chis positive
Tracy Parker
Marla G. Smith
Robert Durling
grandchildren. The other wrote that position during che public debate
Aut Sports Editor
Peter Tamposi
John Lummus
Rick Kampersal
Production Assistant
John Marshall
havi~g _Bush speak "will und<;mbt- held priot to the election.
Copy Readers Joanne Marino
James Siener
This past Sunday, the nonedly attract a student body of higher
Ellen Harris
Staff Reporter
Technical S~pervlaors
Lisa
Sinatra
Frank Moore
Noreen Cremin
caliber in future years." It strikes renewal bill came again before the
Marianne Steen
Reporters
Lauri Mainella
me that' someone would actually senate and it was passed. For some
Paulin~ Tremblay
Joanne Bourbeau
Typists
have to be pretty stupid (like the reason, however, Mr. Jones voted
News Brief Editor
Dayna Bradfield
Karen Brophy
Lisa Sinatra
Kelly Briggette
Lyena Hayes
author of that forum article per- against the bill. In the wake of
Graphics Managers
Steve Ciarametaro
Christine Head
haps?) to choose a college on the . having won che election, ic seems
Debbie Bellavance ·
-cara Connors
Mary Noyer
Marjorie Otterson
Susan Davis
basis of who their graduation that so soon, Mr. Jones has already
Graphic Anl1tant1
Ric Dube
speaker was.
broken promises that he made no
Teresa Dudek
Carrie Bounds
Carolyn Eastman
Michael Fogerty
I hope that people put away this · more than three weeks ago. What
Peter Hanson
Nancy Fitzgerald
"VIP" image worship and will kind of reflection does chis have
Beth Hanley
Chris Heisenberg
seriously think about the real - on him and also the student popBeth Ineson
·
David Kinch
Patricia Lickfield
Cindy Mathieson
· reasons George Bush is speaking · ulacion who voted for him. Could
Paulina McC. Collins
Stephanie Norton
._
at our graduation.
"we" have made a mistake?!?
Julie McDonald
JoAnn Schambier
Lisa Sinatra
Edward McKey
Dav~d Hermann
, Jon Castle
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Sex at any cos t
By Leif S,eligrnan Last August, an organizer of a "Take Back the Night"
march in Concord, New Hampshire asked me to speak
at the preceding rally. Much to my surprise, I wrote a
speech about love. Anger, I said could fuel, but never
transport. Love would be the vehicle that carries us to
the shores of change.
Last night f April 31 / however, as I sat for five hours
·at a UNHJudici al Board hearing (Public Safety vs. Fox,
Spann and Williams), I forgot my own text in a fury of
anger I had not felt in a very long time.
There, I watched with disbelief as the defendants '
student advisors, the faculty advisor, a·nd the defense
ariorneys feeding questions to rheir clients, asked
repeatedly about the past sexual behavior of the woman
. who has survived the assault. In New Hampshire, a law
., prohib/ts the admissibility of the rape survivors sexual
history as evI°dence in a co_u u of law. · While .student
members of a university judicial board cannot be expected
to know that, and thus rule to disallow that 1/ne of
questioning , the lawyers at the table knew. An.d they
·
kept on pushing,
forth. I saw the
and
back
go
notes
the
I watched
chairperson of theJud Board look the Dean Kidder several
times, and I heard h'is silence. I watched frustratio'n contort
the faces of public safety officer:s, deans of students,
residential life staff and observers. And I felt the anger
. : vi;f,-.'/Nll ·,the..room. ··
The smirks and smiles on the defen_dants and their
-advisors' faces conveyed the message that none of this
seemed t.oo serious. Boys will be boys, they seemed to
say, and though the culture at large condones, perhaps
encourages the sexual objectificat ion and violation ·of
,women, a lot of us do not-'app,rove.
i am sorry more people will not attend this open hearing
because every member of this community should know
that this travesty of justice 1s permitted to take place.
As I listened to Ted Loder, associate professor of earth
sciences, acting in the capacity of faculty advisor, press
a· female student wi"tness to reveal informatio nrabout
, jhe rap~ survivor's prior sexual activity-and demeanor,
I wondered how we allow our educa.t ors to participate
in this kind of hearing without the slightest fundamental
·· understand1"ngofrape.:I fhis behavior, which was witnessed
hy a score ~f undergraduate. men, goes ~nch~cked, how
can we as part of a learning environmr;nt teach students
and. staff that the victim, contrary to the tenor •of last ·
'
night's ptoceed1"ngs, is not on trial?
It is no wonder su;vivors of rape, assault, and sexual
'
harassment r~r;ly co~e forwa~d.
I am appalled thatJud Board members did not get even
the minimal training about rape that Resident Assistants
receive. I am infuriated that stud.ent Jud Board merpbers,·
including the chairperson, are pitted against defendants·
a-ttorneys who dominate· the proceedings as if they were _
practicing in a cqu.r t of/aw. I hope Dean Kidder, who
·;verse.es this hearing, wi11 h"ndhis voice befo~e it's done.
As a teacher at this institution, this hearing will serve
as a lesson to me: To the members 9f the UNH community
who responded in horror to .the effigies hung, I ask you
· to · 3:cknowledge that e'ven thoS:e of us who espouse
understand ing and love, have our limits. It's tough to
teach self-respec t to young men in a society that tells
them having sex <1t any cost is okay. And ks even harder
to. insti/1 the ide;i in_,youog wom.en:that .~onsen.t under
intoxication can mean .: '.no." ,.,_
I can only hope thiit niy anger will compel me to teach,
.
anc/-all of us to learn.
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Coming hollle in ii casket: An1ode.s t
by Mary Tamer and l(rista Tagliamonii
declaration
,

'

I
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own ha'nds. ';[he saddest paq is_these
dealers often go unpunishe_d.
What could a dealer possibly
thinkin,g when selfing a' hallucinogen
wan 19-year-old freshman (or anyone
else for that matter)? Could it .be that
lie Of' she has no conscience or are the .
dealers merely ignorant to the fact rgar
' they may be taking a life and destroying
,: ..Part of,{ family.? It seems that no one·
. . thinks abpur such consequences until :
. \' they've been: irreparable. For the 19- year-old freshamn from Stoke it's too
late to think about coµseque,nces.
·
. How many more deaths must UNH
suffer before students, faculty and the
community as a whole rake aq_ion
against the drug culture infiltrating ··
our society?· What should have been
done long ago must be done now, before
another family loses their- son ·o r
daughter to the·· "college experience."

. -Imagine being a parent. You have
just dropped"off your 19-year-old child
at a respectable state university to begin
the first year of his college experience.
Eight months later he is coming home,
a far cry froin the ,:eag·~ r fr,eshman
anticipating his first day~ He is corriirig'·
horpe in a casket. . - ,\ ,- . . _ .
.
This-scenario was all too familiar
for_the family of a fo~m~i-'S'tok~ resident · .
who; under the alleged i9,flueffce of. ·
a hallucinogen., fell to a premature death
from an eighth story window thi~ _p ast
weekend. While ·rhis incident is still ,
under investigation, the fact remains·,·
that UNH has a serious drug problem , ·.
which can no longer be ignored . . ;' ,,.
Anyone who lives i-rLa -.dorm is
und011btably aware of the variety oi
drugs available to them at virtually any
time: Despite the :University's strict "
new drug po-Iicies,_students continue
to get away wi-th ''inurder, literally.
Students who se,11 to orh~r students,
whether they realize it or not, are taking
the powe.r of life o r death iq.ro their ·
~

;••

.

be

What length should a person go to in order to
influence US policy toward Central America? Some .
people contend that there is a rime and a place for ··
-everything and the 1980's is rh~ rime t9 ler ' rhose
in Washington make our decisions for us, to obey ·
them, pay our taxes and prepare for ~the draft. .1 ·
disagree. When a government bombs civilian villag<r's
· in El Salvador, murders peasan:rs in Guatemala,
takes over land for. military use in Honduras, and .
supports rape, torture and murder in Nicaragua, ·
it is rime for the people to rake .control of that ·' ·
government.
In 1776 a few radicals waged a war against the<
. government because it t~xed a few commodities ·
brought to ou~ ports. I believe opposition to the
: government today is much more justified than 'i r
was then. is not the US economic control of Larin
America equally as exploitative as were the trade
polkies of the British? Are nor the gringo
(American) military personel in Larin .America
_equally as brutal as the British soldiers were? 1 am
outraged, not because we are the victim, but because .
a.s Thoreau said a hundred years ago, ours is an
invading army. We should be prepared to ·goto
great; lengths, not only to stop t}:iis war,'but to _stand
with -those ori the opposite side of the government .
who only want peace with justice. ·
· ·
··
1h Central 'America, rhoiis·an,ds _of people have
given up their lives in .defiance of US military policy.
In the US few people bother to ·1earn abc;mc foreign
policy-t~ough they- financially and morally ·support
' it through their taxes and inaction. Most UNH
· · sruden·cs ate too busy ro be''1borhered with what':-"our,:
. goyernme,nt does ,,i n our · flaJI:if• Th~(hi~e, :paffiet ····
to _:a.ttend and.foot~all gari).es ·t~/ ward\ ?B~sid~i ~9:fY :"•.-'::\;
· w·ouJ_d hate to b~ r ia (culed for ;pttipg. ~:;(~di~~l 9ir;'.·\P::\<_
a co~muni~t. ~ .hi!e t be-p ·s_S,tff >port e:d '. ~ il~f<!f Y;:~" .. ,,

Mary Tamer is a LA freshman
Kristen Tailiamonti is a WSBE sophomore
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.. an&whde students ar.(!_,rqr.-tured by·~ rhe govefn-F!j::e nt '. ·. ···,
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how complicated it_iK_·"Si:6p bombing El Salv £dorf" ' · ·
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· .. they ask. "Gee, it isa djfficult question. It may or
may not be a gbod ·idea:. 'You expect me to decide
if burning r,h e :flesh of i.n nocenr people is mo.rally'
wrong. Oh no,:d.ec-isions like th~t are best l~ft to
the experts .in Washington.. These a.re,._rhe 1980's."
There is a smaJJ g_ro\Jp ·of active ·s tudents at UNH
but t-hey often <1;,yo-id 'any actiop. tht1,t might be · ·
. :.considere;d controv~):::sial ·o-r r~dicaI by any6:9 e. I- ·
··'do nor .bel ieve th,~. e't;1d jtrstifies rherneans, buf' I -- ..
. do believe we' should
our gi_eiho~s· t.O-the St:Fu_g gk·' ;;. . - .• :: .
we are .i n:volv~d wit h .. h)fa. gJ 0S§ e.r;wr ,ro_·,s,ay :~- :· -~
. grqup
in sohdaFity -wit:Jf ~he_· peo.pl~.. gfre.n'tpl .
~:merica wheri -,r hat g-roup·'.· sta.rids idle in th~ face '
·.• of foc_redible mise1:y. ~ J1at) s, your. a·n swer to. rhe .
· US sponsored 'terror ists_. t_h at rape' and t6tnir~ people _-,
. · in Nicaragua you .claim ·t9 live· iri s.olidal-iry with? .
Show another mo.vie or'J~ctui e to the_s.aqi~ 50 people . .
~ 'that have sa_r through ye,a~s ·?J ·lec_tu~·es and: ~airin•g ·
~ for so1!1~t:htn~ ,fO d?? l ·belteve 1t 1s now f~ n:ie to
Jt-.
.. act. luK tim,e for this sma-11 group of people, who
J
have been gitred or cursed with kno~ledge c;>f Central '
----• - - - - -· Amer.ica before the rn<'!-instream ·public has ;. to
approach the apathetic. simple-minds, aRd not just
offer the,m informaiion,' bm shake and, slap them
awake.
· '
·
· ··
· . ·· · ·
Imagine that a· house is on fire late at night, and
you happen to be the first one to see it. Your friend
'is inside sleeping. ·What length would you go to
in order to wake him? Would you scream and violate
the town noise ordinance and disturb the peace? •
Would you,be destructive and throw rock through .
his window? .W ould you w·a ke a ne igh,b or to use
the p hone and call rhe fire department?
· ··
Friends, this campus ,sleeps while the wo-rld is
on fire. I encourage y.ou to 1do what ever is morally
0

fit

is
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•

•

•
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jus rif ied to wa~e people up. P eople ar"e suffering,
it could l;>e you. Studen ts can be drafted into

'1

,.;

_
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the military with o nly ten days notice. Wake u p.
And wake up the people you care about.
Rick K ohn is.. a g raduate studem

\
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UNH TheaterOets Hot!
t .

By Anhu~ Lizie
ities. The story lir:ie is the same,
UNH's Mask and Dagger bur some of the songs are ,
theater group will .be perform-' different.
ing rhe famed musical G~ease
The cast stars Mike O'Mally
this Friday and Saturday mghts . as ~he brash, punky Danny
. at PCACsJohns0n Theater. The · Zuko Chris Robillard as the
musical · is entirely student seemi~gly innocent Sandy D~msraged, with both acting and browski, Jay Apsey as Ke-nICke
directing being done by sr_u- ~nd Cindy Pierce as the loveable
r•. / -'' ·
dents.
Grease . is . the group's first
Also featured is T-Birds_and
large scale production. Last year, Pink Ladies, Zuko and Dum- rhe group presented another browski's ento.u rages respecmusical, Side By Side By. Sond- tively are Mike Valorose, Todd
heim. The sucess of that pro- _Rose, Marc Cooper, Diana Naducrion brought forth-this pres- - deau, Collen Marquis, and Cathy
en.ration.
-Arsenault.
Chris Leavy, director of the
The student coordinators of
musical, said that he is proud the play include. choreographer-of the group's first full scall Tina Parker, Musical Director .
musical. "We've gotten ver.y David Kaeppeler, and Associate
good response on it so far . DirectorMarkLifieri.
. .
We've got a really good cast. It'll Grease will be performe~ m
be a really good show."
· the Johnson Theater on Friday
Alrhough~this version is _an - May 8 at 8 p.m., and on Saturd~y,
· adaptation of the long · runnmg May 9 at 6 p.m. and 9 p.m. There _
· Broapway stage ve~sion, those will be a reception at which time
familiar with tli e John Travol:- · the public is encourag~d to ~eet
ta/Olivia Newton John _sc~een lhe cast after the· Fnday mg-ht
version will find many similar- show. ·"~

Grease co~es to the Johnson Theater Friday and_' Saturd~y nigh1 ·
(Sr.u Evans photo)
·

Smart Animals
No Such·Animal
in concert with Get S~art
Thursday, April 30
-The· Stone Church, Newmarket
By Michel Lafantano
,
Maybe it was the paisley pfs
. the lead singer for Get Smart
was wearing that indicated _that .
it was going to be a good n~ght. •
Hut may.be not. Anyway, an
evening with Ger Smart and No ·
Such Animal is one to be remembered.
·
Get Smart took the stage first
on Thursday night and filled the

crowded Church with their
mod/ psychedelic rock-n-ro·ll
that made tnem local favorites
a few years back..They have been
broken up for over a year, but
got back together last Monday
for Thursday's performance. .
Despite their lack of preparation, the band's sound was
impressive. Steve Perley and
Quentin Gobel's twin guitar
work, backed by the energetic
bass of Jay Cleves and the
borderline manic drumming of
Boor created a:n atmosphere that
brought the audience to life.

t e act t acit elivers _a mes~ ~Colleen Starkey
. sage about the times," said
Love and romance next year
Lights! Camera! Action! The Burns.
Runaways is a thoughtin UNH theater? (file photo) - UNH Theater Department has
a wide variety •Of theatrical provoking ens~mble piece about ·
productions lined up for next adolescents and their lifestyles.
fall.
.
Burns said that e.nsemhle
The band's set consisted of
The fall musical as well as musicals where lots of people
a mix of their own so·ngs and three dramatic works and two are involved work the best here
some wonderful covers of old musical children's theater pro- at UNH . ·,,There are a lot of
standards. rTheir rendition of ductions have been selected and shows I'd love to do bur small ·
"Pipeline " was -the highlight scheduled for next semester.
. cast numbers keep me from
of the set, and was r eceived by
Professor Carol Lucha-Burns ·being able to. A show like Little
shouts and applause from the has selected the 1978 Broadway · · Shop of Horrors would be great
audience. ·
musical Runaways, by Elizabeth but it only casts eight peopleTheir old fa~o-r ite, ~'Rich Swados, as next ·semester's - which limits student involvWhite Estates" and their cov~r , musical production. Burns will ment ·and learning experiencet
of The Velvet Underground s ·-direct this "musical and dramat'- she said.
"Here She _COf!ies Again" also '. ic collage about the modern day
· "The consensus of the stu· broughr_a good r~sponse from _; deterioration of family relation- dents was that they desired
the a~d_ience . The rest of the ships .."
another 'Joseph'," said Burns,
songs rn th~ set . were also
On the dramatic side, Profs. referring to rl;ie musical-Joseph
pe~f?rmed_with the talent and John Edwards, Gilbert Daven- and the A mazing Technicolor
abd1,~Y which seems to be the port, and a ~uest dire~tor of East Dreamcoat that was performed
bands trademark. .
· Germany will each direct a play . here last year-meaning that
They played for over an hour, come the fall. The Orestia is .the students wanted a show that
which was .a nice change fr?m show Edwards will direct. The · would rake a large cast but also ·
the short sets many openrng play stems from a classical piece allow for the working together
bands usually perform. Amaz- which he is reworking and of smaller groups within the
ingly, rhef were abl~ to hold the condensing. It is the choice of whole.
aud1enc~ s attent1~rn for the Davenport to direct a John
Runaways fits in the same
whole ti~e . All 10 all, the Milling-ton Synge play. (Synge category as "Joseph '. " Ir's an
comeback of Get S~art was a is a recognized Irish dramatist.,) ensemble piece about adolesg~od _on~, and hopefully they· A Brecht play Mother Courage, cents and their life-styles which
will- contu~ue to pe~fo~m local_ly. will be directed by the visiting requires .a cast of 28 members.
Followrng -a bnef rntermis-· East German.
Burns feels the message consi'o n, No Such Animal .started
The two shows selected for veyed and the way it is conveyed
off their set with a rousing 59 the fall's -children theater are : relates to all generations-"The
~econd a_nr.i-puclear,,war son9, Amahl and the Night Visitors
rnusic and words are collective
, S9_m ethmg Anyday, and thats and Little Red Riding Hood.
forces that embody the spirit
all ~t rook to get tJ'ie people off Both will be performed in an and · questions of our times.
their seats and onto the dance opera/musical style.
Modern musical styles (includ"In order to maintain the ing latin, rock, blues, copntryfloor.
.
. .
Th<: set continued at a typIC~l highest quality we usually allow · western, and punk) are demonfrenzied pace that . NSA is rhe director freedom Qf choice," strations of the lyric emotions
known for and after two or-three commented Burns when asked
that powerfully express the
. songs, th~ dance fl?or ~as about the selection process of desires and needs of every
cr~wd_ed wtth people Jumpi!lg, selecting musicals and plays.
generation."
. spmmn~, and generally havmg
"The Broadway musical is the
The upcoming thea.trical seaa good time.
. .
most collaborative of all arr · son .proves to be a semester full
Near the end of rh_e it first set forms," ~aid Burns. "There's of a variety of shows. These are
(yes, NSA acru~·lly pl~yed two not just one director t~ consider all open to UNH students to
full sets), the band PK~ed up like with a straight play." .
participat~ in or enjoy from a
the pace even more with Sewer
Within a musical production box seat in 'the Johnson Theater.
Grate," ·powntown," and "H~, there are three people plus the
Auditions for Runaways will
Ha, Ha, • three of the band s director fhat must be pleased be held Tuesday, September 1.
· more po_pula~ tunes. .
with the choice. These people
Any students inter~sted can
,
At this pomt a ve,nr_able, oh, are the vocal director, choreoreceive information packets at
how I hate to say this word, grapher and instrumental dithe Theater Department Office
"slam" had broken olit on the rector. '
(M21 l,' PCAC). Specific infordance floor. No one seemed to - Luckily, all involved are
mation on the other shows
pleased wirh ·Burns' selection . . ,previously mentioned can also
"All three find it exciting- be obra·ined at the Theater
ANIMAL, page 16
musically and lyrically-and like
Department Office.
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Elvis Costello Gets Just ,Reward s

Elvis gets the boot ... er, sneaker at Harvard SPA ceremony'
(Bruce M. Kluckhorn photo)

By Jim Carroll
Next semester's Celebrity
Series will be a diverse combination of theater, music, and
dance ranging from the very
modern to the very traditional.
Whether one wants to view only
one or several of the events, or
buy a subscription to the whole
series, the Celebrity series has
s-0mething to please anyone.
Here are a few of next semes-ter' sup coming events.

Elvis-Costello
in c<,>ncert with Nick Lowe
Friday, May 1
Bright Arena, Harvard
,
By Arthur Lizie ·
Last Friday night at HarvardUniversity, Elvis Costello finally
got some recognition for the
years of delight he has g.iven
scores of college students. Elvis
was awarded the Harvard Student Prnduction Association's
first annual award for Excellence in Contempory Music. In
less technical ·terms, that means
that a lot of college kids like him
and someone thought it would
b~ cool if he could play Harvard.
He did play and it was cool. .
The award ceremony, to use
-the term very loosely, preceded
the -s how and found .Elvis, now
challenging Johnny Cash for the
title of "the man in bHl'ck," in
Vlery humorous spirits. After a
short explanation of _the award
by the head of SP A, in which
Elvis' appearance was called
per~aps the biggest event in
Haryard's 350 year history, Elvis
chimed, "Don't be modest, it's
the biggest event in the history
of Massachusetts."
, He accepted the award, a beat
up Converse sneaker mounted
on a stout pedestal, with the
deadpan quip, "I accept this
.award on behalf of the Grateful
Dead. No, I'd like to thank the
Beastie Boys, Jerry Falwall, Jim
Baker, Tammy Baker, Tammy
Wynette, whoever, thanks."

~~

The first event of the year will
be a performance by Jennifer
Muller and the Works on Friday,
September 11. Created in, 1974
by Jennifer Muller, The Wo_rks
combines modern dance with
singing and acting, con:iing up
with a unique approach to dance
· theater that has wqn them
awards throughout the world.
The Works is a veteran of 16
international and ten national
tours.
Pianist Ch,risopher O'Riley
will perform on Friday, September 18. O'Riley is considered
. one of the world's premier ·
concert -pianists. He has won
awards ·at piano competitions
such as the ,Busoni competition
and the Van Cliburn competition, and has performed as a'
featured soloist with the Boston
Symphony Orchestra.
'
.

Actors From the London
Stage '1Vill be returning to UNH
for performances on Tuesday,
·September 22 :and Thursday,
· September 24. In-keeping with
the tradition of their performance-at UNH this past Sep. tember, Actors From the. Lon-

.don Stage has a wide repertoire

The concert, for which the me1;}ber~ up on stage tO enjoy
_award was a cleverly disguised drinks at the loun.ge arranged
excuse, was simply incredible. around his piano, dance in the
Elvis played sans band, accom- go-go cage, and try their luck .
panied only by his trusty guitar at the songwheel. Included in
and, occasionally, his piano. The the lounge was a TV set, which
• two and one~half hour set was ca'me in handy during "Almost
a. wh i_rlwinci tour through his Blue," the only weal,< song of the
night. At least the crowd ·got
decadt long songbook.
Opening with his classic to see Dwight Evans , hit a
"(The Angels Want To Wear home run.
My) Red Shoes," Elvis wowed
and zowed the audience with
While playing the part of Pat
his sparse yet meaningful guitar . Sajak of the rock world, songs
and distinctive, expressive vo- which were spun on the wheel
cals. Highlights of the first part and ,played. included "Oliver's
of the set included an emotional Army," "Mystery Dance," "Parreading of "H~athen Town," ty Girl," a'n d "Man Out Of
a rongue twisting, beat box Time."
based version of "New Amsterdam," which also included a
The set ended with a totally
reading of The Beatles' "You've ludicrous version of "Pump It
Got To Hide Your Love Away," Up," in which Elvis played to
and a jumpy "Radio Swee- the max all of the excesses which
theart," which, when cleverly plague rock : A beatbox kept
· meshed with Van Morrison's time while Elvis played blaring
"Jackie Wilson Said,'. ' turned • self indulgent solos in front of
into a fun sing-a-long for the the revolving lights of the
whole family.
songwheel. It was biting comThe second half of the show mentary which probably flew
must have blown the socks off over most of the audieQce 's
,_anyone who did not expect what heads.
was coming . Cos,tello donned
. his Napoleon Dynamite garb
Nick Lowe opened the show
and .rolled out The Fabulous
Spinning Songwheel, a potpour- in much the same fashion, just
ri of Elvis classics, lesser tracks, him and his lil' ol' guitar. When
and odd cover songs such as this man gets alone . off an
"Pretty In Pink." Elvis, with acoustic, he bears an uncanny
the help of his able. bodied resemblance ro the Everly
assista_n t Jose· Valentiqe, who Brothers. The set was ·briet, but
looks like a graying, out of work provided an auspicious start to
Vegas singe_r, invited audience the proceedings.

Canada's Royal Winnipeg Ballet appear Saturday October 31
(Show Concerts photo)

of Shakesi)earean plays from
which their performance has .
not yet been chose.n . They will
perform either Much Ad9 About
Nothing, Antony and Cleopatra,
or, A Winter's Tale . They will
hold three days of rehearsal
before their first performance.
Soprano Elly Ameling will
perform on Sunday, October 25.
· A native of Holland, Ame_ling.
has won honorary doctoral
degrees from the Cleveland
Institute of Music and. the
. tJ niversity of British Columbi~,

and has appeared in conc~rt and
at festivals from New York to
Finland. Her recent albums have
featured compositions by Duke
Ellington and Cole Porter as
well as more traditional material.
The lastevent of next serhester' s celebrity s_e ries will he. a
performance by the Royal Win:nipeg Ballet on Saturday, October 31. Founded in 1939, this
is the oldest professiona.l ballet
company. in Canada,.receiving
iis royal title in 1953 from

ANI M A L -

mind though, in fact everyone
was enjoying the polite slam. ming. The band res ponded to
the audience's energy by putting
out even more.
There was a brief break between sets and when, NSA
returned to the stage, the surp.rised everyone by also performing "Pipeline." It was
surprisrng that they would
attempt the song after Get
Smart's wonderful renditiori,
but NSA pleased every one with
a slower, . more personalized
version' of the song.
The entire bana, lead
song'er/ guitarist Dave Keress,
drummer John Kuhn, bassist
Justine Ludwich, and keyboardist, harmonica, melodica,trumpet, and etc. player Ray
Halliday, was excited about the
show, and their enthusiasm
showed in their virtually flawless performance .
. They even found the energy
to perform for over an hour and
one half, even coming out for
Queeri· Elizabeth II. S1nce then a couple of encores. Their firs£
the company has performed in. encore was one of the.highlights
. µiore than 30 countries through- of the show. The band performed an a capella version of
out the world.
· Other performances next the "Patty Duke Show" theme
semester will be by the Hennes- which would have made Patty ·
sy theater on Saturday, Sep- proud. Once again, the audience,
tember 26 and the Portland sweaty .and exhilerated, brought
· Symphony-Orchestra on· Friday, a shower of shouts of approveal
.
. .
· September 25. Tickets and sub- · iupon the band.
In the end, it was a great night
-scriptiohs_will soon be on sale
. at the MlJB ticket office and by at The Stone Church, one that
mail. Don't miss an opportunity will .be tough to beai:. If you get
to see some first class enterain- a chance to see either of these
· fine bands .. :Go!
\lnent .

.

.

.J
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Records, ·Records Galore!
Hank 1%/illiams
tech, but obviously, the quality Tho:rogood would not have eveµ
Just Me and My Guitar
of the materiai overshadows any taken a baby step into the
and
glittery world of rock with out
flaws in recording cech9iques.
The First Recordings
Just Me and My Guitar dis- ground breaking tunes such as
pfa ys Williams' inimitable this to fall back on. Why hasn't'
Country Music Foundation Rehonky tonk vocals, mixing an somebody covered this song yet,
-cords
unrequited urgency with gentle all of the right material are
By Arthur Lizie
understanding, along with a easily present for a hit song.
The music of HankWilliams
The First Recordings are, as
homey, laid back guitar. Five
has not only beneficed the world _ of the songs are stripped down the title may suggest, Williams'
of country music, but also the . versions of his more popular first recordings, done in the
rock and roll world. Countless
songs, such as the classics "Your mid-forties at the beginning of
arc is cs owe- more than a li.ttle
Cheacin' Heare" and "Honky his too brief seven year career.
debt to the breath taking-writing
Tfmk Blues," both of which are The tracks on this disc pretty
and vocal style of the masJer. ' unadulterated by strings, back- much follow the s·ame pattern
Fro_m his blowhard son Hank
up vocalises, or other. such as on the first disc. The highJr to the Meat Puppets to Jason
lights here are the gospel inlavishes.
and The Scorchers to R.E.M.,
The remaining seven -songs fluenced "Wealth Won't Save
the influence of country- music's
have never seen the commercial Your Soul" and the emotional
· most famous singer/ songwriter
light of day ..Of these, three were "Won't You Sometime-Think
can be heard echoing throughoverdubbed by Williams' band, Of Me."
out a large majority of popular
Although largely an unknown
The Drifting _Cowboys, and
music today.
consequently released ·c ommer- popul?,r commodi~y this side of_
Just Me and My Guitar and
cially. Included in chis category Elvis and The Beatles and other The First Recordings offer
is the irresistible 'YOU . Better · lesser rock giants, Hank Wilbehind the scenes peaks at the
Keep It On Your Mind," which liams deserves a big chunk of
genesis of the Williams' i-mmorwas released as a single ·more credit for nurturing the cradle
cal style. The former contains
than a year after his death On of rock and roll, whether by
twelve demo recordings from
accident or not. Both Just Me
New Year's Day, 1953. - the late forties while the latter
It is this last song which best and My Guitar ~nd The First
offers twelve early recordings.
exemplifies Williams' impact Recordings deserve a listen
On both, the recording techon the present state of popular from both country music fans ·
nique is not specifically high
music. Artists such as George .and rock and roll fans. This stuff
i~ essential listening.
The Long Ryders
Two Fisted Tales
Island Records.
By Arthur Lizie
Sometimes, you just have to
let it all hang out and go for the
gusto. There comes a time to
take a few risks, and possibly
fall flat on your face. On Two
Fisted Tales, The Long Ryders
have taken some of those risks.
Fortunately, they have paid off
handsomely, the dividend being
their their finest disc. yet. Ad- .
mittedly, on this, their third full
length LP, they have not strayed
far from their usual formula,
but the. calculated abandon
differs enough from the last
record to make this one stand
out.
Where the last record, State
Of Our Union, placed a higher
and more identifiable emphasis
on the band's coµntry tendencies, chis disc co_ncentrates more
on capturing the group's live
sound, namely some of the best
rock and roll around. A lot of ·
the energy and heart felt congenial feelings which the ban~
conveys from the stage have
been· transfered onto the vinyl.

-

As with all of the dbums, the
band consists of the multitalented Sid Gr'iffin on vocals,
guitar, harmonica, . the noteworthy Steven :fylcCanhy on
guitar, vocals, and mandolin,

vaocalist/ bassist Tom Stevens,
and the smiling Greg Sowders
on drums and dice. Taking your
chances Greg? Organ 9n the disc ·
comes_courtesy W. Pteasure of
the Spinning Wig Hats, undoubtedly an intimately close
friend of the band. The recor:d
was produced by Ed Stasium,
who has 'also handled the con:trols for The Ramones and
Julian Cope.
Incredible as it may seem in
this day of filler, there are eleven
songs on the disc and none o,f
them disappoint. The opening
tune "Gunslinger Man" is immedialely the catchiest tune on
the disc. It features hard driving
bass and drums laying the base
for an explosion of fuzz guitar
. and Sid's vocal howl. The background vocals on the chorus are
a sinful delight. The topic of the
song is none other then our
esteemed .president, documentmg his rise from a second rate
movie cowboy to a second rate
political gunslinger.
All of the tunes are originals,
saye for the cover of NRBQ's
"I Want You Bad_': McCarthy's
urgent vocals on this terribly
catchy tidbit are reinforced by
none other then LA pals Debbie

Is Country
Hip?

\.

Dwight Yoakam
Lyrically, Yoakam for the
Hillbilly Deluxe
most part adheres to the trodden
Reprise Records
country standbys-busted hearts
By Jim Sullivan
and empty whiskey bottles. Yc.t,
You may· not have noticed it it's enjoyable to hear him drawl-, ·
'round these parts, but. the " You know just how to tear me
country music charts ate being up/and leave me in small pieces
stormed by a young cowpunk · on the ground;" while his band,
the Babylonian Cowboys, bounname of Dwigh_t Yoakarp.
.
Noticed it? 'Course not. Last ces along at their finest.
Yoakam does show some
l heard, chem college folk been
listening to U2 · and Steve Win- social concern beyond the imwood, not Merle Haggard ~nd mediate· realm of loves and
lushes, however. "Readin, RightConway Twitty.
True, true, but Dwight Yoa- 'in' Rt. 23" takes on a Springkam. is different. He's hip, he's. steenish tone in its lament for
cool, he's fashionable. He stands the life led by facto-ry workers
at the forefront of a rash of new . and their: families . As "Miner's
artists that are turning Nash- · Prayer" from Guitars was ded. ville on its head with their icated to his grandfather, this
honky-tonk-a-a-billy sound, a one Yoakam sings for his·mothsound adopted by rock audiences er and aunts, for "the good fife
·
more readily than are country that they never had."
Yoakam's choice of <;:over·
standards. Yoakam's last LP;
Guitars, ·Cadillacs, Etc. Etc., songs is intelligent in that they
remains i_n Billboard's top ten mesh well with his own work.
country ·albums a full year after "Little Sister," although recently
its release; the album features covered by Robert Plant, is
a cover of Ju_ne Carter's "Ring commendable. And Lefty Frizof Fire" and -a duet -with Lone zell' s "Always Late With Your
Justice's Maria McKee. With Kisses" scores with its scarcastic
this success, Yoakam is currently , lap steel sound and' backing
a hot iter.µ at Warner Bros., for vocals reminiscent of Elvis
whom . his str-i ng tie and ten Presley's.
In the l'iner notes, Yoakam
gallon hat are stuffing the tills.
.Hillbilly Deluxe, Yoakar:n's thanks Buck Owens (known to
latest release, picks up where most as a regular on Hee lf_aw)
Guitars left off-it stomps and for his "inspiration for the
twangs straight down to your Californis honky tonk sound."
shufflin' feet. The songs are Don't let this fool you though,
characterized by fiddle solos and Yoakam is -a talented guy makby X,oakam's classically bump- ing a large, and happily received,
kin voice, hiccupping through:. dent in the stagnant institution
of country music.
out.
and Vicki Peterson from The features som-e dandy mandolin
work courtesy McCarthy, the :
Bangles:
straight
ahead 'rock of "Man of
Another friend ·who stoped
by the studio was David Hidalgo Misery,,,and the hard biting
from Los Lobos, adding accor- "Long Story'Short."
Criticisms of beer commer~
dian to the tuneful "The Light ,
cials
aside, The Long Ryders
Gets In The Way." This song
could easily pass for one of Los reconfirm their"' diehard. commitment to rock and roll · on
Lobos' 'better tunes.
Other highlights include the ·rwo Fisted Tales. -With eleven
sing along favori'te from the strong songs of power and fun,
group's live show,· a worthy tale this will hopefully be the disc
of abolition, "Harriet Tubman's that breaks them -into a much
larger audience. Essential lisGonna Carry Me Home~'twhich
tening.
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Write Foruin

·..MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

Articles for -

by Mike 'Peters

The New _Hampshire

·- VI,VID
COLOR
COPYING
Sharp color reproductions
available in:
•8½ X lJ, 8½ X 14•
•transparencies•
• enlargements and 'reductions•
·

by Berke Breath~ _
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HONGKONG
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i,y Jeff MicNeJ/y,

Also. ElJIAIL PASSF.S, INT'L
STUDENT m, WOii/STUDY
ABBOAD, AYR CUDS, LOW
\
DOMESTIC FOES am! morel CALL for
FBEE Sladeal Travel Catalog!
(61'1) 266-1926

COUNCIL TRAVEL
BOSTON

I

:

, _GARFIELD

A· .bad

haircut
can make
· ,anyone -.
-look dunib.
HAIR~RK~§
UNLIMITED

.

Hair And Skin Care
For The Foml/y

35 Main St. • Durham_

. 868-7051

(Observe deadlines on proper forms)

JIM DAVIS,
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by Lou Springer:
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CLASS(FIED
For Rent: 3 bedroom house in downtown
Portsmouth. $850/month plus utilities. Hard
wood floors, fireplace , laundry hookup ,
off street parking. Call Charlie at 433-2214
evenings or leave message.
SUMMER SUBLET 3 or 4' people needed .
Furnished apartment . Oid Landing Rd.
Durham. RENT NEGOTIABLE-c all 8686023
Wells, Maine. Looking for a female roommate to share apt. overlooking ocean.
Summer or long term. $250 per month, call
after 9:30 evenings.
One space available for female to sublet
Durham house. Great Main Street location
behind Red T 9wers. Big front lawn, washing
machine , reasonable rent. May 30-Aug.
26. Call 868-1871 eves.
Bedroom in spacious Durham house for
summer. Large kitchen, living room, porch.
Bi~ lawn . Great people. Cheap price negotiable. Call Jim 868-2143.
Summer sublet in Durham for 4 people.
Rent negotiable. Contact Jim or Jeff at 8624385 or Bob at 862-4388.
One space available for female to sublet
Durham house. Great Main Street location
behind red towers. Big front lawn, washing
machine, reasonable rent. May 30-Aug.
26. Call 868-1871✓eves .
Seeking summer sublet, July 5- August ·
14. Woman college administrator needs
quiet comfortable apartment or house with
desk. Bringing personal computer. Will
house-sit in return t,or reasonable rent. Non
smoker. Near campus preferred . Write :
C.L. Slatter, 67 W. Charlotte Street, Millersville, PA 17551.

....

Taking a year off? Good with kids? Be a
Nanny! Boston area agency seeks qualified ·
applicants for placement with carefully
screened families. Call Collect 617-9692850. Ask for Joan.
· One space available for female to sublet
Durham house. Great Main Street location
behind r,ed towers. Big front lawn, washing
machine, reasonable rent. May 30-Aug .
26. Call 868-1871 eves.
Quality living in new duplex 3,5 miles from
campus . Kids OK. Fully furnished . Pets
negotiable, non-smokers. $625/month plus
utilities . Available May 24-Aug . 22. Call
659-5932.
·single roem with bath- no smokers. Female.
June-Sept. $225/month. Sept 1-June 1,
1988 $325/ month. 868-2950 after 5 p.m.
For rent: Large four bedroom apartment
in Dover. Newly renovated with large living
rooms, dining room and kitchen. Call days
747-3636.

...

One space available for female to sublet
Durham house. Great Main Street location
behind red towers. B'tg tronl lawn, washing
machine, reasdnable rent. May 30-Aug .
·26. Call 868-1871 eves.
Dover, Summer Sublet. Duple x with 4
bedrooms. Very nice!! Con tact Mike or
John, room 236. 862-4091.

THE FAR SIDE

Wanted : one female for summer subletend of May to end of Aug. spacious, bright,
4 person, 2 bedroom apartment- Red
Towers, Main St. Big back yard , parking,
furnished . $155/month or best offer. Call
Chris _868-1857.

Quality living in new duplex 3.5 miles from ·
campus. Kids ok, fully furnished, pet neg.,
non-smokers, 12 month lease. $68'5/month
plus utilities. Reduced summer rates. Bay
wfndGw. Call 659-5932

Lookin g .for female roommate for Young
Drive Apartment. Please call Vas 868-3271
3
1;
for
· Summer sublet in Dover . Space
great roommates . Living room, kitchen , or Hilary 862-4205.
-1 hedrooms. On Kari - van route . WANTED: APT. FOR SUMMER 6/1-THRU
$18ti i /1' '."lnth : Utilities included. Contact 8/30. MUST HAVE FULL KITCHEN, LIVING
Al 862-431 ;::,
, ROOM , PARKING, AT LEAST ONE BDRM.
UNH GRAD, NONOne space availabie 1o r female to sublet RESPO~SIBLE 1984
FOR REASONABLE
Durham house. Great Main Street location SMOKER, LOOKING
RENT BUT, WILL PAY MORE IF NICE
behind red towers. Big front lawn, washing
AM - 9 PM. 603- ·
machine, reasonable rent . May 30 -Aug . LOCATION . ALL CALLS 9
4~1-5913
26. Call 868-1871 .eves.
Durham- 2 bedroom apartment.
$600/month plus one month . Quiet and
mature person(s). Available June 2, 1987.
Call 868-7081 .
Summer sublet in Durham: Apartment for
4 (mostly furnished) at Davis Court (Madbury Rd.) 2 double bedrooms, living room,
kitchen, study and bath.
$220 I person/ month (negotiable!)lncludes
heat/hot water. Open for June, July and
August. Call Cheryl at 868-5350.
For Rent: ·3 bedroom house in downtown
Portsmouth. $850/month plus utilities. Hard
wood floors, fireplace, laundry h·o okup,
off street parking. Call Charlie at 433-2214
evenirigs or leave message.
HELP!! We are looking for a 4 bedroom
house to rent t>eginning June 1 or Aug. 31
either on the Durham or Dover area. Please
give us a call if you are leavi ng and n~t
returning next year. Noreen, Keith , Tony,
Catherine at 862-4426.
Subletters: Are you planning to spend a
fun-filled summer in Durham? We have
the place for you! Spacious singles and
a double available, in a roomy house at
Davis Courts. Ca.II Stephanie at 868-1433
for more irifo.
Great apartment available June 1stsummer sublet. 1 bedroom- $150/month
includes heat and hot water. 2 great
roommates- c.lose to Durham and Portsmouth . Call days 742-2060-nights 7429608.

HELP WANTED

Man·ager Wanted: for popular Hampton
Beach sub shop six-six .one half days per
week 'thru Labor Day $300-$400 weekly
plus bonus. O.O.E. also as Manager resume
to Box 226; Rye Beach; N.H. 03871 .

Full & Part -time summer positions available
building greenhous es. Wor k av ailabl e
immediately and throughout summ er. Great
wo rking c onditions and out side environ ment. Call Elli ott Willi ams Roses, Dover
Point Rd . Dover, 742-3040
Security officers full tim e- part tim e, Exeter
Ar ea, imm ediate op ening s, c omp eti ti ve
wafes. Climate co ntrolled work en virment,
Ad vancement' opp-o rtunitY: Ca ll 772-1 680
Enthusaistic? Bright? Come join ou r tea m
se llin g top of t he l.i ne c rysta l an d ch in a_
Wate'rford Crystal, Kitte ry Outlet- Ce nt·er,
.
207-439-6558
Summer opportunity-Fine residential cam·p
for girl s in Vermont see king women coun selors/ in structo rs, Mid-J un e through Mi tlAugust. Gymn asti cs, tennis, sailing, ridin g,
c an oe ing , wate rf ro nt. drama, ce rami cs,
arts & crafts, fi eldsports, tripping instructors.
Non -s moker s, goo d c hara cter and .lov e
of c hildren. Call Lo chearn Camp , (80 2)333-4211

.0Douglas! ... Your shoulders .aren't hunched!"

Great summer jobs! at popular boys
summer camp on Lake Winnipesaukee.
Write: Camp DeWitt, Box 2106, Wolfeboro,
N.H.03894(569-2681

GREAT SUMMER JOB : Work as a Tour
Guide/driver for the Olde Port Trolley Co.
Narrate a historical tour of Portsmouth .
Hours availabl~ 10-5 p.m. Min. of 21 hrs/wk.
skills
or up to 40 . Good communication
1
are essential. Will train the right person
2
my
share
to
WANTED
ROOMMATE(S)
. Interested? Call Ron at 659-5111 days or
bedroom apartment in Durham . 1 room ·
742-7446 evenings.
available at $325/mo for 1 person or
Summer camp counselor positions in
$21 Olmo ea. for 2 people. Rent includes
Manchester N.H. Work Study preferred .
heat- and hot water-. Apartment includes
Contact F. Mitchell, Pine Island 4-H Center,
full kitchen, bath, large living room, porch
2049 Brown Ave., Manchester, N.H. 03103
and lots of sun. 10 minute walk from library.
Tel. 627-5637
Female, quiet, non-smokers only. Call
· Campus 4485 or 868-9854 ask for Laura
Recreation staff for North Hampton
Summer Profgram being hired : July 6th
Summer sublet in Dover on Rte. 108.
to August 14th, weekday mornings, approx.
Female needed for one bedroom in nice
22 hours/week. Director: $160/week; Asst.
3 bedroom apt. Big backyard. Karivan Rte.
Director: $135/wee-k; 3 aides, minimum
Rent $150 I mo. Call Michelle or Eileen 749age 16: $90/week. Resume and 2 refer4960.
ences by May 4 to North Hampton Town
AGR-Summer house, Rooms for rent. For
Office, Atlantic Avenue, North Hampton,
information call 868-9859 and ask for Steve
N.H.03862
or Shawn.
Summer work study. Child care positions.
.
AGR-Room and Board, Fall semester. Call
Available starting in June working with
Shawn.
or
Luke
for
ask
868-9859,
children age 1-6 ..Salary range $4.50-5.00
per hour. 25-35 hours. Per week for
_information/ application, call Little People's
1
Center 868-5412
Need mature, warm person with knowledge
and
infant
for
care
to
of child development
Earn $250/wk this summer. Be a personal
toddler in my Lee home in exchange for
care attendent. No experience necessary.
very reasonable rent in separate apartment.
Meals included. Duties are : Van Driving,
Ne~ded Tues ., Wed., Thurs. 7:30-4 p.m.
Beaching, funning and personal care
· beginning fall. Call 749-9224
(YUCK!). Call Dan 692-4764 evenings ..

The Education Department is looking for .
a Summer Work Study student to assist
SlJMMER SUBLET 2 bedroom, Woodman researching project by entering data into
Rd . 2 or 3 females preferred, price negot- . a computer . The student must have had
iable, call soon for JunecAugust 868-9850, a course in computers and in statistics .
Please call 862 -231 Oto set appointment
862-4343 Emily or Laura
to talk with Paula D.
3 b_edroom duplex apartment available May
24th. 12 month lease at $685 a month plus The Educaton Department is looking for
utili!Les , reduced summer rate available a Summer-Work Study student to assist
in the reorganization of office space. The
659-5932
should be willing to pack files and
student
STOP: Scrounge no further! Will negotiate
boxes and equipment. General office
rent to sublet my cute Dover apt. Single. ·move
may also be included .
Call Heather, 868-6195 cir Shena 862 -4504, responsibilities
Please stop by Morrill Hall/Education
rm . 121
Department to talk with Micki C.
Male (UNH '86) needs non-smoker roomis th e summer job you have been
This
for
Ideal
apartment.
mate for Manchester
vyaiting for . The Park Cafe and Grocery
gra_duate starting career. $275/month. Call
in St. May , Montana, on the east side of
Mal'k at 644-0873 or 668-7602
Glacier National Park is now hiring , with
positions available in the cafe , gift store
For Rent: 3 bedroom house in downtown
and gas station. Call Kathryn at 9j 6-675 Portsmouth. $850/month plus utilities. Hard
0410 to learn more about th is great job
hookup,
_
ndry
lau
e,
c
firepla
floors,
wood
opportunity.
433-2214
at
off street parking. Call Charlie
Camp Counselors: The joys and challenges
evenings or leave message.
of molding the lives of young children in
a postiive way. Help nurture a. child 's selfBy GAR,Y LARSON
esteem while experiencing personal self growth . For more information call Child
Services of N.H., Concord, N.H. ;
and Family _
22 4-7 479 . Ask about Camp Spaulding,.
serving children since 1921 .

©1987 Uni versal Press Syndicate

Earn $480 weekly-$60 per hundred circulars mailed. Guaranteed. Work at home
and participat e in our Compnay project
mailing circulars and assembling materials.
Send stamped self addressed envelope
to JBK Mailcompany, PO Box 25, Castaic,
California, 9131 0

Need strong, handy, mechanical 'male for
yard work, riding mower, odd jobs, part time,
starting anytime. Call 436-8500 days-Kristi

Educational Talent Search, an on-campus
program helping disadvantaged students
with college plans, has two summer WORKSTlJDY postions open. Job involves office
responsibilities including contaqing colleges and students. May 25, 1987 _june
26, 1987, 30-40 ho~ rs per.week. $5.00 hour.
Contact: C. Julian at 862 -1562_
Great summer job-Student owned tiouse
painting business seeks reliable, hardworking individuals for summer employment.
Good pay. Call Nancy at 679-8873 .
Looking for fun in the sun? And would like
to make a lot of money this summer? How
about an exciting job managing a hot dog
stand in Portsmouth area.
Be A Peer Counselor Next Year: Career
Planning and Placement will need 2 (ideally
1 current sophomore and 1 junior).'You'II
receive training appropriate to helping other
students achieve their career goals. Must
be work study .. Pay is $4.25 per hour. Call
2010 for further information.
WORK AT \-\AMPTON BEACH·. Loo\<.\ng tm
2 or 3 friendly people to work between 2040 hours/week driving trolley at Hampton·
Beach. Partial talking tour. Day and evening
hrs. available. Must work some weekends.
Interested? Call Ron at 692-5111 days or
742 -7446 evenings.

t
1979 Dodge Colt. Standard, 2 door hatchback. New brakes, battery. Good condition,
$1250 or best offer! Call Cathy ai 862-118_J.
_ o rust. New battery . Just
1979 Fiesta, N
inspected, $500. 868-5149/ 862-3928.
Brother Electronic typewriter, digital di'splay , little use . Cost $150 new. Will sell
for $75. Call Dave at 868-7014.
Saddle, new; 2 bare back pads, 2 bridles,
polo mallets, misc. Phone 86@-1453 or Box
621, Durham- before May 15.
Fiat, -1975. Needs work, but basically OK.
New Michelin Radials. $250. 868-1453 or
Box 621 , Durham. Before May 15.
Computer terminal- Zenith ZT-100. Adjustqble band, built in autodialer, modem ,
much more. Like new. Make offer. Marc 749-5016 before 9pm. ,,
Condos 1 and 2 bedrooms. Minutes from
campus in Dover . A young adult
community- units almost new. Call Century
21 , Hennessey, downtown Portsmouth 4312121 . Make next fall's rent/board an
irwestmeht that will pay you back! $50,900
to $82,900.
For sale: '79 diesel Rabbit. Cruise Control,
Air conditioning, 5 speed, 4 door, sunroof,
excellent c~mdition, looks almost new. High
mileage. New front brakes, tires, starter,
etc. Must be seeri! $1500 or best offer. Call
868-9854 or 4485. Ask for Laura.
'81 Plymouth Horizon, 72k, no rust, runs
well. $1150 or best offer. '86 22" bike Nashbar Mountain bike. $275- Mike. 8686098.
1979 Yamaha Enduro 125. Runs and looks
great. Asking $550. Call Dave at 868-3621.
1~77 Mercury Marquis. Air conditioAed, •
new tires, very reliable. $1 00 or best offer.
Call Joe at 868-7253.
1979 Cutlass Stationwagon. Excellent
condition . Very reliable . $500 . Cal.I Rob
'
at 868-7253.
1980 red Ford Mustang-_in good shape .
Asking $2000 or best offer. Call 659-7369 . .
1980 Honda CX 500 exc. cond ., luggage
rack, s-bar, new tires, windsti'ield , $975.00,
. 942-7614ev.enings.
1978 Datsun F-10 hatchback. Parts car.
First $100 takes it. You haul it away. 679 5642 nights and weekends.
For Sale: Telescope. Celestron G90. Many
accessories. Excellent condition·, $495.
Also, men's 10 speed bike $50. Call 742.
4927
IBM PC Jr computer, color monitor, IBM
proprinter, Includes, software, wordpro cessing, database and much more. After
4 p.m. 207-384-251 4
· Blaupunct stereo/ cassette with 6" x 9"
Jensen Tria xiat speakers. Slide mount
assembly ...Excellent so·und~system for your
car. No reasonable.offer refused. Chip 8686467 .
1980 Renault Le Car, 54,000 miles, runs
we\\, \itlle rust $800 or bo. 8€,B-6'\37 Biom
1986 Ford Taurus MT-5, Maroon, 5-speed,
loaded, 31 miles / gal. Fun to drive' Must
sell. $10,750. 207-797-5292
1982 Subaru 4 WO wagon with air. Very
good cond . Asking $2700. 742-4945 or
862 -1698

Summer position 2 people. Hotel manage1981 Honda Silverwing Interstate Touring
ment all aspects. Excellent pay. Room and
PKG with st ereo. New tir es. Exe. cond .
board. Sign up at Career Planning on 11th
- Asking' $1200. 742-4945 or 862 -1698
or 12th for interviewing On May 15th:
1984 Nissan Stanza, 5 speed, EXCELLENT
CONDITION, many extras . .$5500 . Call:
659-5933 after 7 p.m.

a

1986 Yug o Gv, 81 00 miles, 3 yr / 50 ,000
mile extend ed warranty, Ken wood am / fm
stereo cassette, run s great, gettin g co m~
pany car, $2 800 or best .of!er, James 8683553.
CONVERTIBLE-Pi cture you(self in a 1970
Cutl aqs Supreme. Gr ea t shape, ex tr as.
Power stee rin·g, powe r brakes , Pi onee r
sysiem $2800 or best offer ..862-4315. Pat.
Chi ca go- 1 way airfare betwee n Boston
and O'. Hare. May 20th -$7 0. Contact Pam.
964-6388 evenin gs.
Tow nh ouse E: on dominium, 2 bed room s,
full y appli·ance d kit chen, suri'dec k, f ull
basement. Canoeing, tennis.'Close to UN.H.
.
$92,000. Ca ll 659-6el85.
1986 Yugo Gv, 8100 mile s, 3 yr I 50,000
· mile ex.tended warranty, Kenwood am / fm
stereo cassette, runs_great , getting ·c.ompany car, $2800 or best offer, James 8683553.

Sell that old keg . If you have keg in your
~1-~set- se ll it -and get som e· extra end-ofsemester cash . Call 772-5140.
1979 Dodg ~ As pen . 52, 25 0 miles -g ood
condition, automatic; pewer steerin g, power
brakes, good radial tires. $1600·. 862-3770ca ll 5 / 11 , 5 / 13, 5/ 15 fr om 10:00 a.m. to
noon.
. GORGEOUS! 1979 " Btiick Regal Limited"
AM-,-FM cassette, powE3 r sun -roof, (Ziebqr.t . . _
· ru st proo f). V-8 '350 cu., powe'r windows , '
ve ry plu sh. (mu st se ll' tr ave li ng ab road)
$2000 or B.O . 868 -2733 or 749-4810.
Mu st se ll '75 Saab 99 GL with '80 engin e
and tra ns~ew bra kes and.cl utc h. Good
ca r but neec;l s fu el pump. 4800 or B.O. 431. .
'. .
. 09J 3.
n ewly
On e person ne~d ed for be autiful _
renovatE3d house in Dove r. Large kitchen,
di ning room , living room , four bedroom s,
$185 / month /person plus utilities. Available
.June 1. H'prdwood floo rs , bay window, on
Kari-van route·. Call Sarah at 524-9698
evenings.
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1976 Chevy Malibu wagon. Good condition ,
A/C , trailer hitch, hard top carrier. $750
or BO. Kay 742-6126.
LOST & FOUND Lost-Keys.two G.M. keys and a Honda
motorcycle key lost near library or area
Ill. Please call 862-4315. Pat. Reward''
Lost- Wed 29th in Parsons 226, blue
umbrella with white-lining. If found please
call Tricia. 749-9146 after 8 p.m. Reward.
I lost a brown leather r;:hange purse with
my UNH ID and CT licens·e in. it on Frii;lay
night (5/1 ). If you found them please call
me in the evening at 659- 7304. THA~~S!

SERVICES
Join the League of Conse-rvc}tion Voters
in our efforts to .enact national acid rain
leg·islation, reduce household toxics.
Nation's largest environmental political
committee needs qualified, committeedpeople to -fund raise and organize. Help elect
environmental leaders to federal and: state
offices. Summer and permanent. full-time.
Training, benefits, advancement. $160$400/week. M-F 1:30-10:30 p.m. Oall 430- ,
8312. LCV, 48 Cbngress Street, Ports,
mouth, N.H.
Contraceptive Services-Confidential, high
quality care by -trained and seAsiti-v e staff,
sliding fees for exams, supplies and birth
control pills. Call for appointment. The
Clinic, Dover 749-2346, Rochester 3324249

Woody Allen double feature this Sunday.
.-. Purple Rose of Cairo" with "Play it Again
Sam"

Adoption: We're a loving happily married
couple, academic physician and psychologist. Eager to adopt white newborn.
Confidential. Call collect 212-724-7942

Life in Luxury ... must be earned. If you have
hopes of being a well to do entrepeneur
someday-this might be a great way to get
started. Summer work w_ith the Southwestern Co. Call 749-957,8 f9r more info.

Top dollar paid fo \ your textbooks!! Sell
your books at the UNH Bookstore after your
exams and enter our drawings for a
memberships at the Franklin Fitness
Center-Buyback Week-May 18th-May
22nd

· Want to spend a day in the sun , listen to
some great music, and meet the members
of three Boston bands : Work production
and security for Spring Fest 1987. Signup
on ·the -door of the SCOPE office Rm. 142
MUB.
,,
You are getting sleep.yl! very sleepy. Go
see Hypnotist Guy Anthony Thursday night
in the MUB PUB. 8 p.m . .

Hey Arny-I just want tci make you smiIeI ,..
Give- me a chance· and relax. Love Eddie

B.

WQ..ody Allen double feature this Sunday.
"Purple· Rose of Cairo" with "Play it Again
Sam" ·

M.L. Thanks for the ice cream! II !I -Marla
G.
Area II couch potatoes: Check out your
lev~I of fitness at FitStop-Tuesda¥, May
5, from 7-9 p.m. at the L.O.R.C.,-Wednesday,
May 6, from 3-5 p.m. under tJi.e Big Tent.
Look for Re.d FitStop Posters in your hall.

You are getting 'sleepy!! very sleepy. Go
see Hypnotist Guy Anthony Thursday night
in the MUB PUB._8 p.m.
Bu.y somethin-g nice for you mother and
make Dad pay for it. Weeds in Basket,
#4 Fourth St., Dover.

a

CONGRATULATIONS!'! ROUSIE, BRICK,
FROTH THE CRAFT, MCGEE, AWOL ,
MOSES, FRENCHIE.' YOU GUYS ARE
GREAT' GOOD LUCK AT THE DAD VAILS
- LUV YA, LOREEN

Financial Aid: Sources located for Freshmen/ sophomores bycomputer. Reaso·n able rates. Money back Guarantee.
_
Academic Fundsearch, PO Box K, Plymouth, N.H. 03264

Hey Amy-I just want to make you smile!
Give me a chance and relax. Love Eddie

Simmering potpourri to make the mood
just right. Weeds in a Basket, #4 Fourth
St., Dover. 749-1431

B.
Sheryl, Thanks for the last month and a
half.- It's been great. You're very special
and I love You! Thanks for the special
memories, hope there are many mo·re. Love
Bedposts?

Country greeting cards .and gifts, and a
whole lot more. Weeds in a Basket, onehalf block from the Karivan on Fourth St.
in Dover. 7 49-1431

Carpentry·, paint-ing, home improvement. ,
Top quality work at a low price. Free
estimates. Call Charlie. 433-2214 .evenings ~ , Have you or a friend ever d.rIven or been .
Professors/Stude~ts: Too busy for typing?
Call 332-WORD_for your wordprocessing
needs. Accurate, fast service at fair prices.
You are getting sle·epy!! very sleepy. Go
see Hypnotist Guy Anthony Thursday night
_in the MUB PUB. 8 p.m.

driven to a party or bar and been too
intoxicated to drive home. If yes, next time
call SAFE-RIDES at 862-1414. We operate
Fridays_and Saturdays between 1 0 p.m.
and 2 a.m.

Frieng's don't let friends drink and drive.
SAFE-RIDES, Thrusdays through SaturWoody Allen double teature this Sunday. ,<. days, 10 p.m.-2 a.m., CALL 862-1414
. " Purple F.lose of Cairo" with "Play it Ag-ai'n ' r
Graduation gifi ideas! Images of a UniverSam"
sity: A Photgraphic History ofthe·University
.Don't'want to drive home with an intoxicated
of New Hampshire ... $25. Also, 17 minute
driver. Call SAFE-RIDES at 862-1414,
· videocassette of UNH History .... $10. Book
Fridays and Saturday, 1 0 p.m.-2 a.m.
available through :-The Cat's Closet, Barnes
& Noble Bookstore, and book and tape
California Bound-Join our hard working
available from University Communications
cr_e w of stud·ents from UNH, U.M_ass,
(862-1463)
Bowdoi n , UMaine , etc. on our trek to
California. Work hard-get great experienceDid someone de somethio.g nice for you·
make $400/wk. and have fun. Interviews
this week? Say thank you with a gift of a
Thurs. and Fri. this week! Call 749-9578
card f.rom Weeds in A Basket. #4 Fourth
for details.
St., Dover.
Attention runners: Great Bay Racquet
Denter's 3rd annual ·1 Ok Road Race is
Saturday, May 9 10 p.m 659-3151
Before you Spring into fitness for the
summer check out your overall Health at
Fitstop: Tues. 7-9 p.m : Basement of
Hitchcock, Weds. 3-5 p.m. Area II Big tent
You are getting sleepy!! very sleepy . Go
see Hypnotist Guy Anthony Thursday night
in the MUB PUB . 8 p.m
If you are ,f orced to have sex, are sexually
assaulted, or rape_d and would like to talkto a woman who has been trained to he.Ip ·.
in these situations, call 862-1212 day or
. 'n_ight and ask for a RAPE CRISIS COUNSELOR.

How fit are ·you?? Bring your roommate
and check your fitness level together at.
the L.O .R.C. on Tues. May 5, from 7-9 p.m.
also unde.r the big tent on Wed. May 6 from
3-5 p.m. See you there!!

Run in the Great Bay Racourt Center's 1OK

. A special gift for that best friend? Weeds
in a Basket, #4 Fourth St., Dover. 749-1431

You are getting sleepy!! very sleepy . Go
see Hypnotist Guy Anthony Thursday night
in the MUB PUB. 8 p.m.

Parents visiting this weekend? Take you
mother to Weeds in a Basket. If.she likes
country she'll love this- shop. #4 Four-th St.,
Dover

You are getting sleepy!! very sleepy. Go
see Hypnotist Guy Anthony Thursday night
in the MUB PUB. 8 p.m.

To my little Pumpkin Seed-I ~sh you would
· stay, and not go away, but that would be
greedy, and you are my sweetie. So have
a good time, "and pay heed to this rhy.me.
Come back fro'm the Coast, and with
champagne we'll toast, passions will rise,
as I lick your thighs.

Area II couch potatoes: Check out your
level of .f itness at FitStop-Tuesday, May
5, from 7-9 p.m. at the LO.R.C .. Wednesday,
May 6, from 3-5 p.m. under the Big Tent.
Look for Red FitStop posters in your hall.

Marianne-Congrats on your engagement.
We're psyched to be in the wedding-Love,
your roomies and Effie
Good L,uck Greasers! Let's kick some butt ·
this week! We're gonna be the balls' -Miss
LynchEffie Faglioni-Cheer up' We're behind you
100%. Up with polyester! Love. the single
women and Anne Marie Caboose
Would your mother like something country
for the hou.se? Bl'CJw your allowance at
Weeds in a Basket, #4 Fourth St. Dover.
Susan-the iall, da~k-haired woman from
the Coops. You're the p~ettiest girl I've met
at UNH witt:i a great personality to match.
My only regret is that there's less than a
. month to graduation, but it's never too late.
Don't be tbo ruthless with your green eyes,
or smiles. Perhaps this summer, some
things are worth the wait. Chippendale

. A little country for you. Weeds in a Basket,
near Dunkin Donuts in Dover. 749-1431
Lizza-rd-Happy B -d,ay! Alright already so
you're 20 now. The fun's only begun . Don't
•
be half huge-Love ya, Kim, Pam, Sue
Timothy (alias ''T.C"), Thank you for 8 of
the happiest months of my life! I LOVE YOU!
Jilly
RHB-Do you still read The New Hampshire personals, even though we're above
· and beyond it now? Thanks for the beer,
vodka, lemonade, MSG, Braintree, and
especially tennis this weekend. How about
a set next time? I'm psyched for the Sox
game tonight. Who knows, maybe I will
become a loyal fan. Go Hurst. Love ya, M.

. No Such Animal boil that dustspeck
available l:lpstairs at Town & Campus. Six
songs for 3.35. Really Okay.

No Sucti Animal boil that dustspeck
available upstairs at Town & Campus. Six
songs for 3.35. Really Okay.
To our retired editor-in-chief: good luck
in your iast year at UNH. If you need a loan,
you know who to speak to! Love,_Cosmo
Woman #1 , a.nd Cosmo Woman #2.
. Greeting cards? Weeds io a Basket has
Lang, Lucy & Co. and Gordon Fraser.
Something a little more in the country. #4
Fourth St., Dover.
Denise, your second personal from me .'
Get psyched for su.mmer. We'IIJ:lave a blqst
sailing, drinking-, and hanging~out together.
Especially ,on the weekends. Love. always,
Mike (YLM)
-To the Jersey-girf on Fairchild second:
. HAPPY BIRTHDAY! Tenni.s anyone?
Anyone tennis? May your adventures in
tMe· HVD be happy ones and .by the way,
you've only got a few weeks left tb win that
bet' -US (You know ~ho we are)
To our "Little Liza" who is blossoming into
a 19-y.ear old .. .We see you too in the dining
hall, and will never forget the day you said
hello-were you in a normal state of mind
by the way? Well-I'll be around .(with the
other team members) later to wish you a
happy birthday in person. Love, Pete & Tim
(and various men of UNH)
·
Boston Celtics Playoff Tickets for sale.
Every home playoff game available. You .·
can see the Celtics rise abo·ve all adversariEls and overcome all c;;hallenges. For
more information please contact Lee
Rcisenfield-862-4~86
_Karen P-Thanks for organizing such a great
pledge dance. Once again, we had an out
of control time! Love Alpha Phi

J.E .D.-You're the best thing t-hat ever
happened to me. Your loving, caring and
devotion has left me blissfully happy ever
·-since I m·et you. I'm looking_forward to
sh;uing some "US'.' time together soon.
I love you! Love, your honey.
WISOMWB-Will Cape Cod ever survive? .
Will we? Or will the Carriage House ·
disappear with a telltale plop? Will Fartland
.keep an adequate supply of cucumbers?
Will the Grease medley drive us all to the
brink of sanity? Will we ever figure out
. what's in a super nachos? Will I ever forget
the times we've had and t-ime to come?
Don't think so. "All you've gotta have is ·
friends" and I've got the best! Thanks, you
·
guys. KJ

Hey Fred! Who m'ade the mes·s! Not to
worry, I'll sponge it up. We know it's been
a hell of a semester-Thanks for the picnics,
the love and all your ·understanding. Gobs
of goo? Yeah I love you. Me.

MG_B-Thanks for dinner on Sunday night,
it meant a !bf to me. I'm excited to get away
for the weekend with you, we're going tb
have a gr~at time. And yes, you ·are going

After typing in that message I'm -very likely
to be sleepy.

_ ~orse,ba~kridi_~g:~o!~ of love, TGM

Noreen. Denise, and Heather- drat it why · Sticks & Jeff: Saturday night was a blast! ·
Abe and the party bus (were its headlights
can't we stay the same-c'est la· vie. I'll think
on or not?); Sue's weak bladder too. Do
of you guys when you're freezing you asses
you think our pictures reflected off Marilyn's
off!! I miss you· already, if not the cold . We
had fun last year didn't we? Despite . dress? Jeff, Sue promises not to nose dive
into your lap .9ver hors d'oeuvres anymore
bronchitis, tonsillitis, mononucleosis, and
god knows what else. I'll never forget · and Rick, I won't store ext'ra cocktail
Valentine's last year, it was truly unique!
napkins in my gown. Love ya, Debs and
Take care, Love Lyena ·
_S_u_e__._ ___:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Kev-Maybe I do want you to change, all My bike has been st_olen. It's a wicked cool
for the better of course. I can ~nd do 1- black three speed wItha few broken spokes
recognize my own prejudices, but I've found and a Garfield reflector on the back. It's
. that br.oad acceptance can be disappoint- got white handlebars and on the left one
ing. Live it up! Scooter
=-· switches the gears. It was last seen outs_
i de
of Huddlestun Hall. Give it back le.st the
Sheryl, Thanks for the last month anEi a
Duke wreak his vengence upon thee.
half. lt'.s been great. You're very special
and I love You!. Thanks for the special all th e people ·vho saw U2 in Worcester
·
memories, hope there are· many more. Love this weekend---wasn't it fantastic?

-------, ····························~················•
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Entry level' postions-after training you will be selling to industrial,
government, and university R&D laboratories and hi-tech manufacturers. Scientific degree (Pref. BS) required in Chemistry, Biology,
Chemical Engineering, or Physics. Sales experience a plus. Must
~ake a good first impression and have excellent communicat_ion and
telephone skills: Salary commensurate with education and experience.
O,utside sales & relocation oppO'rtunities may exist in the future.
Valid driver.'s license required. We offer a comprehensive benefits
package. Send resume and salary requirements to: Personnel Manager;
NESLAB Instruments, INC.; 25 Nimble Hill Road; Newington,
N.H. 038Ql.
Equal Opportunity Employer
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I need someone to share storage bin with
my sailboard for the summer willing to split
1
cost. Stevo-431-4409.

Deltas: Meg, Kim, Michelle, Sarah, Sue,
Eli~abeth, Emily, Tina, and Elyse-We are
proud to call you sisters! Love Alpha Phi

I NEVER cheat at jacks.

Tomorrow has been cancelled due to
computer failure. ·
·
·

undsin:

Durharr:i, New J{ampshtre ·

Diane W. Well this is your personal; enjoy
it. Hope you feel better and have fun in
Conn. l.'..,ove, X

Liza , you're such a great friend·' Can't
1
believe you're graduating. You'd better
visit us or else. Miss you much' Jill

OD,N.H. RECREATION
RTMENT )
.

Word Processing • 'fyplng • Transcription

Ginger, I· feel blown off, am I right? I know
McD's was stupid! Can we try again? Youno-who

Mary (EFFEE) You're the best and Saturday
night was the wildest' Thanks for letting
me hold the money,.. and your hand (heavy
<.,
butter') -Kev ,_

/

(603) 669-6447 .

Did someone do something nice for· you
this week? Say thank you with a gift or a
cardfrom Weeds in a Basket. #4 Fourtb
St., Dover.

Dave, what can I say? Y0.u're the greatest.
You mean the world to me. _I love you!
Always, Jillie

Danielle, Dedra, Bren, Ellen, you guys are
the best! Have an awesome -summer. I'm
gonna miss you! Love Jill

_
se
_ c_u_r_ity;__._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Raod Race . Saturday May 9 at 10 a .m.
Super prizes, food T-shirts and Raffles.

Karen: Thanks for putting up with me this
year ... My coach will be emboss.ed in gold
now that "Scoop" has operated on it!
Someclay you must visit my apartment
because I will never run out of lightbulbs,
toothpaste ,or raisins!

To the cutie I wrote to just one week before,
how long will I wait till you open my door.
Delta Chi, Thank_s for selling us raffle
Let's meet tonight at quarter to seven,
tickets. Still can't believe we won! Boston
please don't mi_ss it I guarantee heaven.
here we come' Gyp
Meet you i_n front of Classic Cone Please
Dear
Dawr:i Marie: Here's hoping that we
come cause I'll be alone. Please .show up
have a great weeke·na! Happy Birthday'
and give. me a 'Clrrance I promise you a true
1
Love, Gyp
·
romance. With finals approaching our time
won't last, but that's ok 'cause I move fast.
ACY: Can't wait for your PD. My drinking
Please don't destroy my hopes Mr. Brown . shoes will be on at 2 p.m. •
because you'r.e mt king who rules with .a/
Note. cards, greeting cards, quilt patterns,
cn;iwn.
cross stitch mags, wall hangings, wreaths,
All the people who saw U2 in Worcester
lamps, rugs. There's more than that at
this weekend---wasn't it fantastic?
Weeds in a Basket, #4 Fourth St., Dover.

People of Ut'•iH-get a tan and listen to three
great Boston Bands, The Fools, Farrenheit,
New Man. All you have to do is wear your
sunglasses and bring your tanning oil. It's
FREE!! Oh and sign up on the SCOPE door,
Rm. 142, MUB to work prod1Jction and
Safe-Rides is _a free and confiden.tial
service for UNH students that are intoxicated and should not b~ driving, Fridays
and Saturdays, 1b ·p.m.-2 a.m. Call 8621_
14_ _-'-_ _ _ _ _ __
4_
_

Carpentry, painting, home improvement.
Top quality work at a low price . Free
estimates. Call Charlie 433~2214 evenings.

Timothy (alias ''T.C"), Thank you for 8 of
the hpppiest months of my lifel I LOVE YOU I
Jilly

David: Thanks for my first personal. The
PD was a blast: Watching Rambo, being
Elizabeth, Twister, Bucket O' Junk, embarrassment in the car. (Sorry!) What's
wrong? You may ask. Oh ... nothing. Do I
h~ve to keep ''that promise?" How about .
that kitchen scene, ice cubes ... Love _Lisa.
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HOURS AT THE SENATE
HOURS ATUNH .·
. RM. AT T_H E MUB
BOOKSTORE ·, ·.
MON-THURS 8:30-6:00 · · . MON., MAY 18 THRU .·- .
. THURS.,MAY 21, 9-5, ·.. . -_. FRI 8:30~5:00 . ·
.
.
!
FRI., MAY 23, 9-4
· · ·.SAT 10:00-4:00 .·
.
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.-Mavbe there is
a substitute for ·

-exp · nee.

Diners line up for cheese tostados in the dining halls Tuesday.
(Craig Parker photo)
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. FEMINIST HEALTH CENTER OF PORTSMOUTH

.The Feminist Health Center of Portsmouth
is pleased to -announce ou r relocation . .
to our new fac ility. The Health Center will
,. open fo r services at our new loca~ion
the week of May 18, 1987 at:

559 Portsmouth Avenue
Box 456
Greenland, N.H. 03840
(603)436-7588

Subscribe to heWall StreetJournal.
and enjoy student savings of up to $48. That's quite
a bargain, especially' when you consider what it
- really represents: Tuition for the real world.

Facelifts on Thompson Hall leaves a gaping scar for now. (Stu
photo)

. Evaos

----------

To subscribe, call 800-257-1200; Ext. 1066 toU-free .
Or mail to : The Wall Street Journal, 500 3rd Ave. W., Seallle, WA 981J9
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Administrator helps crew team

By Peter A. K atz
The UNH crew program has
few funds . The rowers raise a
lot of the money themselves by
doing tasks, such as setting up
from Sports lnfor-mation
the field house £qr the gymnastics team.
· This week, thoU:gh, they used
The men's track team fin- a free source, which helped them
The women's track team
ished a strong third in a 16-team at the New England Rowing
made a strong showing at the
New England Championship field at the Eastern Intercolle- Championships held in Wormeet over the weekend. The giates last weekend. _The Wild- cester, Massachusetts.
Vice-President of Academic
Wildcats finished twelfth out cats scored 76 points, behind ·
teams from Sounhern Connec- Affairs Richard Hersh, who
of 29 teams. Junior Sandy Richcoxswained on the· US national
ter turned in -tJNH's top per-1 . ticur State and UMass. ·
Senior Ed Mc.Cabe continued team, attended practices last
formance as she hurled the
javelin 151 -feet, IO-inches·, a to shine for the Wildcats. He week and inspired the team to
season best, and took second was named the Outstanding a close second-place finish.
Field Athlete at the Easterns,
Varsity coxswain Craig Vos.
place.
Senior Karen Wenmark set as he won all three of his weight burgh said, .''He got our confia personal record as she took events. He took first in the shot, denc~ up .. .I attribute the differen~~ to Dick Hersh coming
fifth in the hammer throw with discus and hammer events.
Darrell Covell won the 800- down . .
a toss of 131 '6". Senior Jen
Shepley took sixth in that event. meters with a time of 151.30.
Sophomore Joanne Marshall Dan Heath took second in the
tied for sixth place in the high hammer with a 170' 7" ·throw
and Tom Lichtman placed sejump as she cleared 5-feet.
in the javelin throw.
cond
The 4).(800 meter relay squad
Before the New Englands at
also turned in a strong performance. The team of Mary Bom- Northeastern on May 15-16,
bara ie r, Julie Weekes, Steph members of the UNH men's
Edelman and Jen Leahy took team will compete at nonscoring meets at Boston College
seventh place.
The women's team will spend on Friday and Dartmouth on
the next two weeks preparing Saturday.
After those meets, the 'Cats
for the ECAC Championship
for anorher solid team
look
at George Mason University in
Virginia. UNH will send four outing at the New Englands.
athletes, including Richter in The ICAAAA's will be next on
the javelin, and freshman Heidi tap at Villanova May 23-24. The
Hill, Shepley and Wenmark in NCAA's will be held June 3-5
at Louisiana State University.
the hammer throw.

· The difference was the varsity
boat came close to winning its
first race of the year, but lost
to undefeated ·Wesleyan University by seven-tenths of a
second. The next boat was 13
seconds behind.
Vosburgh was pleased with
the race, in which the boat was
at one point a full length behind.
He cited several technicalities,
which he feels would have made
UNH win the race.
One problem was tha-t since
Wesleyan's coxswain weighed
25 pounds under the' limit, the
boat should have carried sand
bags. However, the coxswain
was nev,e r weighed.
Overall the men's crew team
finally lived up to its promise
of doing well against lesser·
competition, by taking two firsts

and two other St:(onds.
The Junior Varsity heavyweight boat won easily. They
finished two-and-a_;half to three
boat lengths ahead of the
second-piace finisher. Coxswain
Rebecca Armitage said the boat
was now more confident, but
Hersh will work with them this
week anyway.
Novice coach Keith G i:ikey
was pleased with hi"s sole eightman boat, which won a close
race. He said the whole race was
dead even between . UNH,
· UMass and Wesleyan. The time ·
separating UNH and thirdplace _finisher Wesleyan was
three seconds.
"It's a big confidence boost
to have their first win in a
championship regatta;" Gilkey
·
said. ·

The men's crew team had a little surprise last week as administrator Richa~d Hersl, paid
·
"'
a visit. (file pho to)
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Sell your car
•

1n

The ·.New .Hampsh ire
classifieds!
Submit ads to
The New Hampshir e
business office, Rm. 108, MlJB,
Monday through Friday, 10-3.
'($1 per 20 words)
.
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1

. like their habitually awful football ream rather than a sixth
ranked lacrosse ream.
Ir was a day where the Wildcats executed well and the last
five goals of the first half
exemplifosd their fine play.
, Two of chose goals cam from
Ann Sherer ( three goals) both
unassisted. The Dynamic Duo
of Geromini and Collins reamed
up again, with Collins scoring
( two goals). Geroinini -also
scored two herse-If-borh unas-

sis red.
For the f irsr half, UNH once
again had a balanced scoring
attack, giving chem a 6-3 lead.
"Thar has been the key to our
success," said Geromini. "Thar
is _why we have been playing so
much better."
E~rly in the second half
Northwestern scored, bur UNH
would never allow them to get
any closer than two.
.
Collins and Abbott both
scored unassisted goals to give

the Wildcats an 8-4 lead.
Abbott, Geromini, and Sherer
each ·added their third goal of
the game in between a couple
of Norrwesrern scores. With
12:30 remaining, the 'Cars were
seemingly in control with an
11-6 lead.
Northwestern closed the
game in strong fashion by
scoring three consecutive goals.
With three minutes remaining,
they had cur the deficit co rwq
goals. "Maybe we scarred going

into one (defensive lapse)," practices have really helped."
Geromini said. The Wildcat · "They have some truly outdefense did manage co righten ·scariding lacrosse. players but
up and not allow another goal. so don't we," Geromini said.
"The athletes are going to wiri
Now it is off co The City of • this game. It is a faster game
Brotherly · Love to play the ( on arr if icial surface) and we
Temple Owls. "We ilre looking are a faster ream.
"They are i:i cocky team, and
forward to a rematch because
we are a different team now," there i_s nothing· better than -to
Anderson said. "When we · beat a team that is cocky."
played them earlier in the year
we had one outside practice now
we will hav.e Jen. The outside

Go Cats!!

----------------- .--- ----- ------------------ -------------------------·

UNH - Temple Match-Ups

TOP SCORERS:

1987 COMMqN Oppone·nts

RECORDS:

UNH 10',.. Yale 9
Temple 19 ... Yale 1

Temple.-· 15-0

N'C AA first round :

UNH 13 ... Rutgers 1
'Temple 16 ... Rutgers 2

UNH1 l...Northwestern 9

Penn State 12 ... UNH 8
Temple 10 ... Penh State 7

Karen Geromini
Pauline C0llins
Lyn~e Abbott

A

PTS

38

68

49
31

30
9
10

41

G

A

. PTS ·

82

27

109

41

13
7

54

Temple
Gail Cummings
Kim LambdinMandee Moore -

Tem·p le got a bye
UNH 7 ... Harvard 6
Temple 10 ... Harvard 2
UNH 5 ... Massachusetts 4
Temple 12 ... Massachusetts 4_

PREVIOUS MEETING:

G

UNH

UNH - 13-3

- 17

58

,

24

GOALS AGAINST:·
Cathy Narsiff, UNH - 92

Temple 9 ... UNH2

Chrissy Muller, Temp. - 55

------- -- - - -- --------- ------ -- -- -- -- --- -- - - - -- - ---- -- -- ------- - - -
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-------------NCAA BID-----------(continued from page 39)
mini sirring in front o(rhe cage.
·- She fired it easily past goalie
Pam Stone.
"I could feel after that goal
char we we~e playing strong and
I had a. feeling we would win,"
said Collins.
·
Geromini .struck again when
she fired a low shot that traveled
through many players' legs
including -the goaltenders'. She
capped off her three-goal stint
by scoring off a free possession
·with 13 :47 remaining in the
ballgame. This gave them a
rhree~goal lead.
The Wildcats could not handle prosperity as less than a
minute later Griswold s-cored
off a free possession. ·Griswold
could have been termed The
· Enfor~er as she hacked, tr1pped,
-and even tackled Wildcats whenever she could with i'lo ac(ion
coming from the officials.
A key point in the game came
when a UMass goal was disallowed because a· player was in
the crease.
The no-goal became very
important when UMass was
able to close within .one with
3: 10 remai_ning. Cathy Furman
placed it in the left -co'rner of
the cage.
Th~ game had now changed
completely as UNH had squan.. dered their big lead. "In the last
five minutes we had a decisive
win, but we started to turn the
·ball over and we made unnecessary passes .and continued to
drive to the goal instead of
pulling the ball out," said And- .
erson.
UMass carried a one goal lead

into the second half.through the Harvard defenders, (h~r teammates) have helped
- me our."
N ars iff was responsible for bouncing it by Dermody.
keeping the game that close, as
The Wildcats never looked
Harvard started the second
she made many crucial saves late back.
half strong by scoring four our
in the first half.
Once. they got the lead the of the first five goals, two of
"The UMass games makes me UNH defense led by senior co- them coming in the first minute,
the most proud because eve- captain Mary Rogers and the giving them a 6-5 lead with 18
ryone pulled themselves togeth- , emotional Stone held Harvard minutes remaining.
'.'I kind of got mad at myself
er to become a ream again," .said to nothing. Harvard's offense
was similar to the SMU football early in the second period when
Anderson.
. two goals deflected off me and
The Ivy League teams have program ·_ shut down.
been tough on UNH ·al( season
"The only good thing I can went iri," said Narsiff.
As they have done all season
. and_ Harvard was no exception say about the H~rvard game was
the Wildcats played solidly
as they only allowed UNH to that we won," said Anderson.
escape with a one-goal victory.
UNH neede~ some help to when they really needed to. For
The Crimson pressured N arsiff .win this game. Harvard must the last fifteen minutes UNH
all game (21 shots) and they have left the field shaking their played like a ream deserving to
·,
played excellent defense, lim- heads. -They nor only ourshot · go to the NCAA's.
iting UNH to thirteen shots on the Wildcats bur they outplayed , It seems nothing could shatter
them for much of the game. this ream's confidence.
goalie Kelly Dermody.
"I think that when it comes
· ThIB was not a good perfor- They had a chance to break the
mance for the Wildcat squad bur game wide 9pen in the first half down to a rough situation our
in• the last fifteen minutes they but Narsiff saved eleven shots, defense will come through," said
showed why they are going to allowing UNH to-carry a 4-2 Stone.
the-NCAA tournament and why lead into intermission. "Cathy
' 11 was worried but somehow
they are the number one team played phenomenal," said Col- I knew we would pull together
in New England. During that lins.
and not let Harvard beat us,"
• Besides the excellent g'oal- said Collins.
·
time they played great 'defense,
Now the Wildcats are off to
Narsiff was excellent, and Col- tending by Narsiff, Harvard was
shooting as accurately as Tim Illinois to play Northwestern.
lins got the two winning·goals.
Collins scored off a free Lollar pitches - h igh .and wild. They already defeated them this
possession to start the Wildcats "They missed the net on their season, 9- 7, in overtime. '
__Surprisingly, Collins is not
roJling with fiheen minutes first five free possessions. I
remaining.
could not believe it," said Col- concerned about the long trip.
After a beautiful saye by lins . "I chink we were lucky to . "I like/ traveling because,, it is
Narsiff on Karen Everling with be ahead at halftime."
much easier to focus in on what
9:48 remaining the UNH deHarvard could only score or,.ce we are doing and that is to play
fense returned and started· to during the absence of a defense. lacrosse," she said.
pick up loose balls and create They made many bad passes and ;
LAX NOTES: In 1985 Ternmany of their cuts were mis- ple entered the tournament with
turnovers.
With 4:31 remaining Collins tim~d. The Crimson still placed a _17-0 reco'rd and they lost to
( three goals in the game) scored some _good shots on goal but UNH in the semifinals T-3 .
an unbelievable goal. Even Narsiff was there to stop them. UNH went on to qefeat Mary.:
though she was double teamed, "It was just nice I could play land to win the NCAA chamshe twisted and turned on -the well," s~id the goalie. "I know pionship. Temple, who is 15right side, and· fired the ball wben I have had bad games they · 0 entering this year's roa r-

,

I

namnet, y.,ill face UNH if the
· Wildcats beat Northwestern ...
The W'ildcats lost in the first
. round of the NCAA last year
8-5 to Temple ... The team is
flying out tomorrow at 6:30
p.m ... In 1984 the,Wildcats were ·
trounced by Northwestetn in
. the first round of the NCAA's.;.
Wonder why rhe fourth seed is
. playing the sixth seed? It is
purely economic as the way it
is set up UNH is the only team
that has to travel a far distance
.which makes it cheaper for the
other schools: The seeds have
little to do with the .actual
pairings ... 'An-yo.ne who has
followed women's lacrosse has
probably noticed Cathy N arsiff' s
unorthodox style. When the·
opposition has a free possession
she holds her stick by her face and jumps up and down. She
looks like a.little kid making a
rude face. "It helps my momentum and concentration .and I
think it worries the shooter
sometimes.".~. Fans with Character Dept: If you heard a couple
of boisrer_o us fans at the ga~e
it was proabably Mr..and Mrs .
Rogers (pa.rents of Mary Rogers) : Every time a UNH player
was running with the ball down
the fi~ld they would r-ell "GO
GO GO,''- in perJ ecr harmony.
They did _it so well they m_u st
have practiced. Also every rime
a UNH player was touched, Mr.
Rogers was ready to give a
yellow card out...h was reported
incorrectly by this reporter that
Temple won the nation~! championship last year. It was actually Maryland.
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----BASEBALL--- (continued from page 40)
getting the no-hitter," he said. cou.
Conner was satisfied with the
"It was a close game and I just
· wanted to win. If it was 10-0, weekend. "We hadn't played
maybe I would have thought outside all week while Hartford
. had three games," Conner said.
about it.
"It was a legitimate hit," he "They were a little sharper than
continued. "It was.-the kind of us, but our pitching was excelhit you don't mind losing it on." lent and we made the plays
Hartford's Gary Gallagher when we hatl ·to. Two of the
went the distance, allowing just games were close and could've
.two UNH runs. Darren Marcou gone either way."
Last Tuesday, the Wildcats
scored the only runs the 'Cats
would need on their way to the. made the short trip to Plymouth
State to play two against the
2-0 victory.
Game one of Saturday's/ dou- Panthers. The first game turned
bleheader was taken by UNH, into a pitching duel as Wildcat
3-2. Jim Stevens threw six Ric;k Staba improved his record
strong innings, getting the win. to 5-3 (2 saves) in a 2-1 victory.
Tom Charbono got the save Sean Hamilton provided the
after coming on in relief in the game-winning RBI.
The second game, however, .
seventh inning.
Hartford scored first on a · ·was not quite as close. UNH
fluke play bdore UNH evened decided to Hex its offensive
things up. Mike Lassonde mu-scle as they clouted the
tripled and was sent home by Panthers, 9-3 behind the pitcha Matt Wilder base hit.
ing of Mark Smith. Strangely
UNH took a 3-1 lead in the enough, the 'Cats pulled a double
third. An RBI double by the steal to seal the winning run. ·
Hawks' Pete Daniels in the sixth
Yesterday, the Crusaders
cut the lead to 3-2, but Charbono from Holy C:ross invaded Brackshut things down in the seventh 'ett Field, and . invade they did.
to secure the win.
The game started out on a bad
With th_e way game two
riote for the 'Cats as they fell
began, it looked to be a slugfest.
beh-i nd early, but some clutch
Hartford got to Charbono for
hitting pulled them even at 9four runs in the first two in- 9 going into the last inning.
nings. He was relieved by Rick
However, Mike Mornin•g star
Staba, who finished the game couldn't keep his team even and
allowing just one more run.
the Crusaders tallied five runs
UNH ignited its of£$11sive for a decisive 14:..9 victory.
attack in the second. They·scored
This weekend is the imporfour runs on a key double by tant one for Coach Conner and
Sean Ashley and a two-run his boys. They travel to Norsingle by Sean Hamilton.
theastern to play three gam.es,
Continuing in the third, Steve
needing only one win to clinch
Larkin· doubled and was tripled
.
the league title.
in by Wilder. Wilder came
"The series about Northeastacross himself on an Ashley ern is in our minds, but first we
.
si.ngle.
want to make sure we have a
· UNH added six more runs for
winning season," Teixeira said.
the 12-5 ·victory. The big hits
"The three games this week ,are
were a triple by Larkin and a a good chance to do that."
,.,
fifth inning home run by Mar-

Hard~luck · laxmen lose -5-4
the key. "When the score was
By Paul Sweeney
The UNH - me.n's lacrosse. 5-4, he stopped Barry Fraser and
team's 5-4 loss at Harvard on at 6-5, he made a very big save
Monday was all the result of on a play we had set up for
Brendan O'Brien," Garber said.
addition and subtraction. '
When it became evident that
If you add ro the Wildcats a
little luck, and subtract from the 'Cats couldn't beat BergHarvard a hot goaltender, this mann with their skills, they tried
game could have very easily to .rely on their luck. From the
gone in favor of UNH. Instead Wildcat end of the field with
it lies as their fourth straight the fin_al seconds ticking off, Eric
loss, settling their season record Howes rifled the ball downf ield.
After·deflecting of( of all sorts
at 2-11.
The teams battled evenly back of people, the ball rested in the
and · forth all game. Afte.r one -crease, inches away from tying
period the score ·v.;as 2-2, and . the game up for the Wildcats.
"Fate wasn't with us," Garber
at the half it was 4-3. Harvard
took a 6-4 advantage into the said.
Garber felt his team played
firial period when UNH put it
into full throttle. Harvard goalie solidly against the Crimson, who
Mike Bergmann was the differ- are ranked f if tee nth in the
ence between the success and · nation. "It was a game that could
have, gone either way," he said.
failure of this Wildcat effort. ·
Bergmann, who made 12 "You feel bad-losing, but it's not
saves for the game, provided as frustrating losing a close
some key stops in the game. "He ~ame to a nationally- ranked
·
was one of the reasons they were team."
"We didn't capitalize on
able to hold on and win," UNH
several key _situations we had,"
coach Ted Garber said.
Garber recalled two instances -Garber said. "But for today, if
in specific that Bergmann was they were the 15th ranked team·-

in the nation, than we were the
.
16th."
Fraser scored two goals for
UNH and Kevin Growney,
,Mike McCaffrey and Walt
McMurray added..,singles. For
Harvard, Brad Raymond and
Steve Lux each contributed a
pair of scores.
The Wildcars were quarantined out .of a game against
Dartmouth on Wednesday. A
· measles epidemic in Havover
forced the cancellation of the
game and it won't be re-s 0heduled. The 'Cats will be at home
for .a game against Vermont on
Friday. It will be the last of the
'Cats '87 season.
Garber said that Vermont has
improved over th~ year. His
Wildcats have managed to beat.the Catamoums each tiine ~hey
have met over the p _a st ,nirie
seasons.
"This is sort of a Northern
New England rivalry for Division One schools," Garber said.
"For Vermont, it is their biggest
game of the year."

Foul Balls
)

The first win over Hartford
·on Saturday was coach Conner's
275 th career victory an9 a-lso
ilre 600th win in UNH history.
Conner played down the importance of the win.
"I don't keep track of milestones; that's foolishness," he
said. "The ·only thing I look out
for," he laughed, "are the gravestones."
His accomp lishments are no
laughing matter, Eight straight
UNH ·tea.ms have posted winning records .. . With seven
games remaining this year,
UNH is one game over .500, at
18-17 ... The'Cats have won 7
qf their last 9 games ... Hartford

is a team in turmoil. They were
involved in a bench clearing
· brawl against Central Connec-,
ticut a few weeks ago. Afterwards, the Hartford coach was ·
fired when he directed demeaning remarks at the UConn
players:·· Y esterday"s game ver- The men's lacrosse team hope to finally break back into the w~nning c~l~mn,this weekend
sus Holy Cross was the final
11.vhen they tangle with rival UVM. They ;uffered a bitter loss to Harvard last week and would
home g·ame for seniors Larkin, like nothing better than to beat the Catamounts. (Craig Parker file photo) ~
i'ete Cornellier, and Tom Ferrin ... Marcou and Lassonde are
co-winners of .the Iron- Man
award. They've played in all 36
games ... Kevin Mello has stolen
12 bases in 14-attempts-... Last
· week's games versus Brown
were snowed out and will not
be made up.

BASKE)'BALL AW ARDS
Four seniors were honored Wednesday night
at the Ul';•~;

, r>'

n's basketball banquet. Greg

Steele, who ,, •:. und up with 1187 points in
his ·career, took MVP honors; Andy Johnston
was presented with the 6th player award;
To.dd Black, who was hampered by injury was
honor~d for his feats; and team manager
Steve Boucher was also honored for his four
years of service.

The baseball team is p·r eparing for their big weekend date with the Huskies. One win in the
three-games will clinch the league crown for Ted Conner's team. (Ronit Larone photo)
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. Caracci' has hopes to wrestle at Olympics
a iong and crying journey wind- I'll be watching rhe Olymp1cs have a good technique that 11e
ing up on the mar in Korea. in the summer, saying to myself, likes, you just.can't blow it off,''
Caracci finished third wrestling . 'maybe I could have been there."' Caracci said. "I have to try now.
in the 1 }4.5-pound weight cateCaracci would have to ded- Something like that makes you
gory at the U riited States. Greco- icare the whole year to training feel important."
Roman National Champion- in order to increase his chancesCaracci entered the Grecoships. By placing third, he now of making the Olympic•team. Roman tournament, not
has some golden opportunities This would mean that he'd have through UNH, but via the New
to raise his value as a wrestler to take the entire 1987-88 school York Athle_tic Club of which he
in the United States.
is a member of when home in
year off to train.
"During the course of this one
"It would be rough to leave Great Neck; New York over the
weekend, things have taken a because I've had lots of fun at summer. In the past, he has won
- · dramatic change for me," said UNH," he said. A lot of that fun . Greco-Roman titles in the MacCaracci. One week ago, he was has come on the wrestling mar, cabian Games, which are the
just a guy who was worried where Caracci has met with Jewish National Championabout how he'd have enough . great success .in his two seasons. ships, and the Empire State
time to study for a Business
Just this past year wrestling games in New York.
Statistics exam he had on Mon- collegiate style, Caracci'was New
The Greco-Roman style of
day, but now he's dealing with England champ and became the wrestling is one Caracci prefers
, the possibility of going to the first wrestler in UNH history coµ1pared to· the collegiate style
Olympics.
to win a match at the NCAA . he's wrestled under coach Jim
"Everything just seems so tournament. Fortunately, skip- Urquhart on the UNH team.
different now," he said. 'Tm ping a year will not take a way Greco-Roman wrestling proi<.1:-id of confused all of a sudden." a year of wrestling eligibility·. hibits the use of legs as weapons,
1 i~e whole process begins July When he re-enrolls at UNH, as the wrestler must rely on his
15-18, vhen Caracci will wrestle he'll still have .·two full seasons upper body.
at the U.S. Olympic Festival in to compete.
"More of the things I specialNorth Carolina. This is where
At the Greco-Roman Na- ize 'in are the techniques used
he will compete in the U.S. team tionals, Caracci los .t his first for the Greco-Roman style,"
trials, fightinK for a spot to matcl:i to the U.S. Marine Corps' Caracci said.
wrestle in the Pan~Am games Steve Biedrycki, who finished
Caracci knows his prns and
in Indianapolis and the World second in the tournament. He cons with the style. 'Tve got·
Games held in France. Both of managed to bounced back to good technique ,on my feet," he
these events occur later in the defeat Bob Sterriker and Frank said. "In the match I lost (to
summer.
Mayes, both from the Navy, to Biedrycki), I beat him on my
If Caracci can finish in the top secure third place. Albany's feet, but on the mat is where
six at this Olympic Festival, he Shawn Sheldon won the 114.5 he got me. Once I practice on
will go on to the Olympic trials · lb. division.
the mat, I'll be a legitimate
Sophomore wrestler Mike Caracci has a tough decision on his
next spring. As he stands now,
His performance at the Na- conte,nder."
baads. (file photo)
Caracci is the third ranked tionals has psyched up Caracci's·
Several people already conGreco-Roman wrestler in the whole attitude towards the sider Caracci a legitimate connation for his weight. Once at situation. Based on how he tender. During a phone call
the Olympic trials, he must work wrestled over the weekend, he from hi~ old coach in high school
his way into the top two in order believes he has a realistic shot who watched him wrestle in
to attend the Olympic Games at becoming the top 114.5 lb. Albany, Caracc(was told thn
as the top 114.5 lb. wrestler or Greco-Roman wrestlet in the he didn't have an outside shot,
as the alternate.
but a great chance of making
',,
country.
Caracci hasn't made his f1nal
·"J didn't practice at all for this the team.
decision whethe.r or not he is tournament and I still finished
Not even 20 yet, should
- "'..c.-- T1g~/s .A fo;;r.· Pr-ficeio·n·s-A g9ing ." to , givc; -the Olympic: third," Caracci said. "Now that Caracci not make it to Korea,
Ify"'Krista-Lipchamp
opportunity his full-fledged I've .got the opportunity for there's still the 1992 games.
The UNH women's crew finished in 7 :49, six seconds
effort, as f ina.,ncial situations some time to practice, I think ·Several of his competition over
team raced well against a top- ahead of UNH's 7:55 time.
create a barrier. He is leaning I've got a shot."
the weekend were in the age
rank~d Princeton University Princeton's B was way behind
heavily towards going for it,
He also got a major conf i- bracket Caracci would be in in
squad this weekend in New with an 8:07 time. ·
though.
dence builder from Olympic _ 1992.
Jersey.
The UNH riovice first boat
"1 plan on it right now," he
Realizing' what he's playing
The first· varsity boat had an rowed a close race with Prin- said. "It's something I want to-- coach Pavov, whose compliCaracci said,"No matter
with,
Caracci.
inspired
have
ments
excellent race. Even with Prin- ceton's first novice boat, fin- do and it's something I think ·
I go, if I go, it will be a .
when
c:oach
Olympic
th~
"When
cet~~ for the first 500-meters, ishing just two seconds behind.
I have to do because if I don't, comes up to you and says you dream .come true."
the
into
pulled
boat
the UNH
The second novice lost a tough
lead. Remaining sharp and race with a time of 7:32 behind
strong, the Wildcat boat crossed Princeton's 7 :22.
the finish line with a very fast
Coach Marc Lessard was
6-minute, 51-second timing. pleased with the results from
Princeton followed witp a time his novice boats, as Princeton
By John Kelley
of 6:53.
play the Wildcats would be award Griswold a free possesis ranked as one of the top
UNH' s second varsity team novice crews in the country. As
-The women's ' lacrosse team joining the other teams at home sion from the left corner.
was surprised by a quick Prin- Bea Baker, six seat of the first
The Minutemen were given
finally received the piece of mail studying for fin a.ls.
ceton start and had to fight to novice said about the race, "It
N arsiff saved 24 out of the new life. Griswold manuvered
they have been working. for all
catch up over the 2000-meter was good and, under control."
3 5 shots fired upon her in the and fired the shot but it hit
season long.
course. Making up some time,
Even though they have a _12- tournament. "Cathy is one of goaltender Narsiff's stick and
The whole UNH ·team feels
the Wildcats finished in 7: 18, positive about their good, strong
3 record and the ECAC cham- the best goal keepers in the deflected outside the cage. Narthirteen seconds behind the . racing over the weekend.
pionship, the whole team still game," said Head Coach Marge siff then covered it up and the
Princeton boat.
anxiously awaited for the NCAA Anderson. "She has kept us in game had finally ended. It was
Dartmouth is hosting a race
. fo the varsity four race; UNH for the wo~en this weekend, invitation tO come.
her third save in the last fifteen
game after game." .
came .in second in a three-boat followed the next weekend by
The championship pairing seconds.
The -Wildcats are the fourth
field. The Wildcats easily took the Eastern .Sprints, the Div- . seed "in a six team field. The was set up after UMass trounced
"We were surrounding her
Princetofl's B four a:nd foµght ision I Championships.
(Griswold)," said Pauline Colother five teams are Temple, Dartmouth 12-4.
the whole way through with the
In the title contest senior lins. "We had two players to her
. Penn Stare; Maryland, Virginia,
·and Northwestern. UNH will Karen Geromini played a spec- right and one to her left. She
begin the tournament against tacular game as she led the was surrounded and I did not
Wildcats with four goals and think we were going to aliow
Northwestern on May 6.
They received th<! bid because an assist. She broke operi a 3- her to get off a good shot."
"The way she ran in she did
they won the ECAC champion- 3 game in the second half by
ship over the . weekend at scoring three goals in eight not give herself a good angle.
Memorial Field. The Wildcats minutes. "It was the best game . I stepped out a little further than
· won the title in dramatic fashion I have seen her play in two I us~ally do._I knew she was ·
by defeating Harvard (9-4-1) years," said Anderson. "Her play going to shoot high because she
in the semifinal 7-6 and by picked the team µp with her always does," said Narsiff.
"When the ball hit my stick
edging UM ass ( 10-4) 6-5 in the determination ·on the field."
finale.
UMass and UNH have always , I thought I had deflected it in,"
It was the fourth consecutive had a great rivarly and this game said the netminder.
After trailing 3-2 at halftime
ECAC championship for the showed why as both teams had
fourteen shots and the game was the Wildcats scored four straight
Wildcats.
The other three teams came close until the final buzzer and goals, three by Geromini.
"At halftime we were not
into the tournament with high even afterwards.
The game appeared to be executing and we just needed
hopes but left with the knowledge that the only way they will finished after UMass player Lisa· to relax," said Anderson.
Collins tied the score then the
be involved in the· NCAA's is Griswold fired a shot that was
deflected over the cage. The · Dynamic Duo teamed up fifteen
with tickets.
- The whole UNH squad clock read iero but UNH had · seconds later. Collins won the
should take goaltender Cathy not won the title yet as the draw and fired a pass to GeroNarsiff out to dinner anywhere referees decided to place three
I), page 37
because without her spectacular·. se~~~~~ back o~. t~<: d _o ck and ·Nc~~ -~I_

By Paul Sweeney
The last time a UNH athlete
competed in the Olympic Games
was in 1972 when Jeff Banister
was a decathlete at the Munich
Games. Fifteen years later, with
the '88 summer games in Seoul,

Ko-rea less than 15 months
away, another Wildcat stands
a chance at competing in the
·
·
Olympics.
Last weekend, UNH sophomore wrestler Mike Caracci took
the first step on w.bat could be

women's crew
Varsity 'A' boat
powers past Tigers
0

0

Lady 'Cat(- get the good newS

Men"s Lacrosse ·

Friday vs. Vermont·

'Cowell Stadium., 3 PM -

. ,·
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Laxwomen advance. to NCAA Fillal Four
By John Kelley
OK, It is not exactly the same.
There will not be as much fan
support or newspaper coverage.
Brent Musberger and B-illy
Packer will not be there calling
the action. But the term still
applies here. The UNH worn- ens' lacrosse team advanced to
The Final Four in the NCAA
tournament by winning their
first round game over Northwestern 11-9, in Chicago. It gave
the Wildcats a school record
thirteen wins on the season.
The Wildcats will now face
the undefeated and number one
ranked Temple Owls (1 5-0)
Saturday in Phildelphia. In 1985,
Temple also had an undefeated
season when they played the
Wildcats in the semifinal. That
year UNH beat Temple 7-3 and
.w on the natior;ial championship.
The ;other semifinal matches .
up sec·ond seed Penn State
against third seed Virginia.
Read how the 'Cats won the
ECAC's, giving them their .1'."'CAA
bid. See story, page 39.

Karen Geromini and Cathy
N arsiff continued their spec- The women's lacrosse team, ·thanks to the play of goalie Cathv Narsiff (left) an<i( the rest of the ~quad, find themselves·right back
tacular play in the Northwestern game. Geromini had six_ :where they were last year.:.in the Final Four. If ~arge ~nderson's girls ~eat 15-0 Temple, they then will play the winner of -tbe,
~
.
points ( three goals and three Penn .State-Virginia game for the championship. (Craig Parker photos)
assists) and Narsiff had lO in which they were trailing 2"That was the k:ey goal. We were riot doing anything cor- tinassisted) shortly afterward.
saves.
0., UNH got on track at the five practiced it but we have not been ·reedy. ''No one could catch or Her performance was amazing
Five consecutive UNH goals . minute ma~~ with a goal by executing it," saidr co-captain throw the ball in the first ten because she was-being shadowed
to finish off the first half gave Lynne _Abbo,t t (th,ree goals) Geromin1.
· m.inutes," said Geromini. " It all day . "We-faceguarded her
the Wildcats a three goal edge assisted from Geromini.
The score also relieved ten- (the first goal) was a relief."
and we denied her -constantly,''.
at intermission. It was a lead
"The first goal cam~·off a play sions of playirig in such an
Northwestern was not so said Geromini.
they would never, relinquish.
we-had been practicing on the important game. In the early quick to give the game to the
But after Northwestern .was
The turning point_in t,he day before. It was ' executed · going, the Wildcats--were play- Wildcats at the five minut'e __leading 3..:1, they .started to play ·
game was when UNH scored . perfectly," ' said Head, Coach ing with an grenade rather than mark. Kate Oleykowski scorea
their first goal. After a slow start Marge Anderson.
a lacrosse ball as they simply one of her four goals (three . F'INAL ,FOUR, ,page 37

baseball

Conner's Ci ew sitting
pretty; sweep Hawks
weekend series that will get us
By Derek O'Grady
·. reiidy. If w,e get down and get
Everybody looks forward to our uniforms dirtier than them,the weekend because tha't 's th_e n we shou'ld be abl_e tO come
when the good times roll. This out on top."
past weekend was, an especially- ·
Sunday's one-hitter by Teixfine one for the UNH baseball eira was the perfect cap for a
team. They swept Hartford by
perfect weekend'. He cook a noscores of 3-2, 12-5, and 2-0,. and hitter into the ninth before
are now poised to capture the surrendering·· a hit to Mike Zell,
ECAC New England title.
• Hartford's leadoff baq:er ih the
UNH's sweep was extra spe- final Stania.
cial. Not only did Joe Teixeir,a
The sophomore has been
hurl a one-hitter to win Sunday 's ·
awesome recently. His record
game, but as UNH was winning, stands at 5-2 and he has a 3.32
Northeastern, who entered the- ERA.
,
weekend tied· for first with the
"He's had some outs,tanding .
'Cats, was losing two out of thiee outings," Conner said of his ace
to Central Connecticut.
righty. _"If he changes what he's
As a result, the Wildcats are doing I'll shoot him. He has
in first place with a 9-3 league tremendous talent. I think his
record. Northeastern is two only eneipy is himself.
games back at 7-5. The two
"Sometimes h_e _gets a bit
teams will tangle at Northeast- down on himself," Conner con- ·
ern three times this coming tinued . "He's pitched so w{ll ·
· weekend and with only -one win,
lately that his confidence
UNH will be crowned league shouldn't be a , problem any
charrrpions.
-:_, : Coach Ted Conner is optim- longer. I think he wants to be
out there now. He should feel
, istic about his team's chances. that he can get them out because
· "Well, I guess it's better to only
that is what he's be~n doing."
have to win one game than
Teixeira said he had no extra
three," he said. "We · won't
jitters entering the ninth inning.
prepare any differently this "I 'really wasn't worried about
week. We've gbt three non' .. .league,games to play .before the. _ BASEBALL,·- pa$e 38
1

~~ base~! ~,_s~own here in earlier action turning a double play, heads to Northeastern

this weekend for ·~ qucial series. (RQnit Larone photo) - ~ ·
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